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Lot # 977
Star cancellation Type I

Did you know?
The office for local post opened in Stockholm
1 July 1855.
A year later, when the first stamps for local post
within Stockholm were issued, two different
“Star” cancellations were used. One with diameter 28 mm (type I) and one smaller with diameter 24 mm (type II).

Front cover:
Carl Olsen 1856 , Danish
”Ships in sunset”
Oil on canvas, 26 x 34 cm
Marialinn Gallery, Helsingborg, Sweden
www.marialinn.com

However, after about a week or so for some
unknown reason, use of the type I cancellation
seems to have ceased. During the week that it
was in use approximately 2000 stamps are
believed to have been cancelled. Of the stamps
cancelled with the type I cancellation less than
10 are known to exist today.
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International Stamp Auction
at Öresundshuset, Malmö
29-30 March 2019
Featuring:
Erik Torbensen’s three Gold Medal Collections
(Introduction on page 23)

Important Nordic Shipmail
Greenland, Parcel Post Savings Booklets
Faroe Islands, comprehensive Postal History
Sweden & Iceland, superb copies and rarities
“The Viola Collection” Finland “Serpentines”
The Gummesson Grand Prix D’Honneur
Collection of Finland, Part 6
(Separate catalogue #225)

Postiljonen AB · Box 537 · S-201 25 Malmö · Sweden
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Tel. +46 40 25 88 50 · Fax. +46 40 25 88 59
www.postiljonen.com · stampauctions@postiljonen.se

Preface
Many strange things are happening in the world at the
moment. In our part of the globe spring has apparently
arrived in mid-February, without a proper winter preceding it. We’ve had an average daily temperature of above
zero centigrade every day for a week now, causing experts
to declare meteorological spring already. Something more
related to our business is of course Brexit. We don’t believe that anyone wishes a hard Brexit, but if it should happen we have some issues to straighten out as Brexit is scheduled to take effect on 29 March, and by coincidence our
auction is to be held 29-30 March.

The last auction day we will be concentrating on Sweden
and Finland. During the last decade we have been lucky to
be able to offer excellent Swedish items of the highest
level, and in different price ranges. This auction is no
exception, for example we offer several stamps classified
5,5,5 and some skillings cancelled on the First Day. Last,
but not least, in this catalogue we have excellent Finland
including “The Viola Collection” of Serpentine Roulettes,
Part 1. You will find the 6th part of the Gummesson
Grand Prix d’Honneur Collection in a separate catalogue,
# 225.

This year is full of stamp exhibitions, at different levels,
where we will participate. The highlight is of course
Stockholmia 2019, 29 May – 2 June, which will celebrate
the 150th Anniversary of the Royal Philatelic Society
London. For further information about the exhibitions,
Traditionally the auction starts with Denmark and conplease see our calendar on page 6.
nected areas followed by other Scandinavian countries.
Before Lot # 1 you can read the introduction of Erik Please enjoy your studying of the catalogues as we welcoTorbensen’s three Gold Medal collections, representing me you to “the city of parks”, Malmö!
prephilately of Denmark with areas and the rest of
POSTILJONEN
Europe, with which we have been entrusted for this auction. Iceland is once again a comprehensive section, while
the Norwegian items are fewer – but of the highest quality
& rarity.

Luckily many more pleasant things are also happening.
This time we are very proud to present an unusually wide
and varied range of items from different areas, which we
believe will interest many of our clients.

Looking outside of Scandinavia we offer nice and interesting items from Germany & areas with many rare specialties. From Great Britain you will find a unique and fantastic two pence Mulready envelope used in Sweden as
well as a Penny Black cover, unique with rectangular ship
cancellation “India Letter Cove” tying the stamp. Later in
this section there are some really nice stamps and covers Lars-Olow Carlsson
from Bulgaria, China, Peru, Russia etc.
Managing Director

Claes Arnrup
Chairman of the board

“Postiljonen Horses”
Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatelic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and present them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.
An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.
An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addition to any collection in its area.
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Programme
Auction FRIDAY 29 MARCH
11.00

12.00

14.15

DENMARK ..............................................................................................
- including items from Erik Torbensens Gold Medal Collections
FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI................................................
ICELAND.................................................................................................
NORWAY.................................................................................................
SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots ................................................
LUNCH ca. 13.15 (A light lunch will be served!)
NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order.................
EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections and mixed lots..............................

Auction SATURDAY 30 MARCH
10.00

12.00
13.45
14.30

SWEDEN single items...............................................................................
SWEDEN sheets, coil rolls & booklets ......................................................
SWEDEN collections & mixed lots ...........................................................
LUNCH ca. 12.45 (A light lunch will be served!)
FINLAND including “The Viola Collection” Serpentine Roulettes, Part 1
The Gummesson Grand Prix d’Honneur Collection of Finland, Part 6 ..........

1 - 131
132 250 437 465 -

249
436
464
470

471 - 852
853 - 896
897 - 1289
1290 - 1356
1357 - 1468
1469 - 1637
2001 - 2318

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Monday 25 – Wednesday 27 March
9.00-17.00
Thursday 28 – Friday 29 March
9.00-18.00
Saturday 30 March
9.00-

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB
Onsdag den 13 marts fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der være
specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale. Eftersynet
omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle danske
områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med undtagelse
af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn tillader
det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker).
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen.
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang B,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6
Wednesday 20 March 12.00–18.30
Sweden single items, with exception for extremely
expensive ones, and chosen lots & collections. (Other
lots might be brought upon request).
Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyrbara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier.(I mån av
utrymme kan andra objekt medtagas på begäran).

In Helsinki
At Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23
Friday 22 March 12.00-18.00
All single items from The Gummesson Collection,
with the exception of extremely expensive ones. Should
you wish for us to bring a particular expensive rarity,
please contact us beforehand.
In addition we will also take with us all Finnish single
items and chosen lots & collections from the general
auction # 224. Other non-bulky lots can be brought
upon request.
Suomeksi ohjeet Helsingin näytöstä löydät sivulta 13
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Calendar
2019
VIEWING
Copenhagen 13 March at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Stockholm 20 March at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Helsinki 22 March at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel (The Gummesson Collection & Finland)
Malmö 25-30 March at our office
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 29-30 March 2019
TAMCOLLECT 2019
Tampere, Finland 12-14 April 2019. National exhibition. Stand holder
IENECOPIA 2019
Huskvarna, Sweden 27-28 April. Regional exhibition including Annual General Meeting in the Swedish
Stamp Dealers Association. Visiting
STOCKHOLMIA 2019
Stockholm, Sweden 29 May – 2 June 2019. Stand holder
NORDIA 2019
Sarpsborg, Norway 23-25 August 2019. Stand holder and sponsor
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden, 27-28 September 2019
FILATELISTISK SELSKAB 100 ÅR
Copenhagen, Denmark 18-20 October 2019. National exhibition. Stand holder and sponsor
MONACOPHIL 2019
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco 28-30 November 2019. Stand holder

2020
SFEX 2020
Helsinki, Finland 28-29 March 2020. National exhibition. Stand holder
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 3-4 April 2020
LONDON 2020
London, England 2-9 May 2020. Stand holder
NORDIA 2020
Malmö, Sweden 4-6 September 2020.
Main Commercial Partner in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden, 25-26 September 2020

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
The auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50

Conditions of sale see page 336-337
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Meet the Leading Auction House
in Scandinavia at STOCKHOLMIA 2019

Postiljonen will celebrate the 150th Anniversary of The
Royal Philatelic Society London by participation at STOCKHOLMIA 2019.

This impressive event provides us with the opportunity to market
your philatelic items prior to our upcoming Autumn Auction. If
you are thinking of selling, please contact us as soon as possible.
We also invite all visitors to our stand to
discuss how you can participate in the exciting
Postiljonen events in the near future.

Stand No. 20
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Mail Bidders!

V.A.T.

We always endeavour to simulate the actual
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maximum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded.
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10.
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V. A.T. only for:

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding
on many items but limit your total purchase to
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10 000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1 000 or any amount
you wish.

Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare,
se ovan.

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.
Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.
Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please submit your bids as early as possible.
To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regarding this, don’t hesitate to contact us!
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro.
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs.
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1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!

MOMS

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot
No. are subject to importation V. A.T. 12%
will be added to the auction price except for:
1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!
Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g.
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Nyhet!
Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB.
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges.
No private cheques please!
Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:
If transfer in SEK:

SEB, Malmö
IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
Bic: ESSESESS
IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:

PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
Bic: NDEASESS
IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash deposits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!
Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of 2,5% will be added to your invoice total.
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use
for sending your credit card information.
Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:

MasterCard/Eurocard q

VISA q

Card number:
Exp. date:

CVV2/CVC2

(3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________
Your signature: ___________________________________________
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FACIT Sverige 2019

392 pages - the most extensive Sweden
catalogue yet - features all Swedish stamps
from the beginning in 1855. The catalogue is
written in Swedish, with most parts in English
as well, and is very user-friendly.

News!
• The Swedish Event Poster Stamps
(e.g. exhibition stamps) 1874-1925 are
catalogued and priced for the first time.
• All published (549) Thematic Sheets up to
23 August 2018 are now pictured and
complemented with a compiled price list.
• The Swedish private local post is updated
with all the latest issues and is now also
translated into English.
• A list of stamps that cannot be soaked off
using water.
Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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FACIT Special Classic 2019
will be released at STOCKHOLMIA 2019.
Meet us there!
FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se, www.facit.se

Will be presented at STOCKHOLMIA 2019
Waterfront Congress Centre, Sweden
29 May, 13.00
Selection of Articles:

Fakes Forgeries Experts

Fakes, Forgeries & Experts Journal
Anniversary Issue #20

”Surcharges”
By Jean-François Brun

New Zealand: A Forged Separation Variety
By Bob Odenweller
Artist Muse or Deceptive Forgeries?
By Ken Pugh
Belgian Congo: Some new discoveries in
forged overprints and handstamps
By Luc Vander Marken
The most productive author-experts
in the history of FFE Journal
By Claes Arnrup

The unissued crown stamps of Macao
Luis Frazao

The World’s first forged Postage Stamp
Eduardo Escalada
Letters from Corfu carried by the
Austrian Lloyd to Trieste
Mario Mentaschi

Editor
Vincent Schouberechts
Kardinaal Sterckxlaan 53
BE-1860 MEISE
BELGIUM
Email Victoria2000@telenet.be
Phone : +32/474.84.84.39

St Pierre & Miquelon forgeries
James R. Taylor
Do you want to be a member of the FFE
authors? Contact the editor with your idea!
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TAMCOLLECT
12. - 14.4.2019

Meet Postiljonen in Finland
Come and meet us at TamCollect 2019 in Tampere at
Tampere Exhibition and Sports Center 12-14 April.
Visit our stand were you can hand in consignments for future
auctions, sell for cash or just have a friendly chat.
Welcome!

Tapaa Postiljonen Suomessa
Tule tapaamaan meitä TamCollect 2019 -näyttelyssä
Tampereen Messu- ja Urheilukeskuksessa 12-14. huhtikuuta.
Vieraile osastollamme, jossa voit jättää kohteita tuleviin
huutokauppoihimme,myydä käteisellä tai vain poiketa vaihtamaan
muutaman sanan kanssamme.
Tervetuloa!

Facit will also be represented in our stand
and offer their catalogues for sale!
FACIT on myös mukana osastollamme ja
voit hankkia luetteloita suoraan kustantajalta!
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The Gummesson Collection, Part 6
at Öresundshuset, Malmö 30 March 2019 at 14.30

Viewing - Näyttö

In Helsinki At Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23
Friday 22 March 12.00-18.00
All single items from The Gummesson Collection, except for extremely expensive ones. Should you
wish for us to bring a particular expensive rarity, please contact us beforehand. In addition we will also
bring all Finnish single items and chosen lots & collections from the general auction # 224.
Other non-bulky lots can be brought upon request.
In connection with our special viewing at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel you also have the possibility to
hand in consignments for our future international auctions. Or just use this opportunity to meet our
philatelic expert Andreas Lindekvist for a friendly chat. Managing Director Lars-Olow Carlsson will be
there at your service as well.
Kaikki Gummesson kokoelman yksittäiskohteet, lukuunottamatta kaikkein kalleimpia harvinaisuuksia,
ovat nähtävissä Helsingissä. Ota yhteyttä etukäteen, jos haluat, että tuomme paikalle erityisesti jonkin
tietyn harvinaisuuden. Lisäksi tuomme kaikki yksittäiset Suomi –kohteet sekä osan eristä ja kokoelmista,
jotka ovat mukana huutokaupassamme numero 224. Voimme ottaa mukaan Helsinkiin myös muitakin
kohteita, ota yhteyttä niin sovitaan asiasta.
Helsingin näyttömme yhteydessä sinulla on mahdollisuus myös jättää kohteita tuleviin kansainvälisiin
huutokauppoihimme.Voit myös käytää tilaisuuden hyväksesi ja tulla tapaamaan asiantuntijaamme
Andreas Lindekvistiä ja keskustella hänen kanssaan filateliasta. Myös toimitusjohtajamme Lars-Olow
Carlsson on paikalla ja valmis auttamaan sinua.

We look forward to seeing you there!
Nähdään Helsingissä!
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Postiljonen
Numismatic Auction
”The Nissan Collection”

In conjunction with our philatelic auction in
September we will break up and offer an
important collection Gold Coins along with
other sought after numismatic material.
We welcome you to take part as buyer and/or
seller. Consignments of rare single coins and
banknotes as well as important collections are
welcome!

If you prefer your international pieces or important collection to be sold
at auction by Spink in New York, Hong Kong or London, we as
Scandinavian agents of Spink will gladly assist you. Please contact us
for further information.
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Private Treaty
Sweden Complete 1855 – 2000
Exclusive Collection in thirteen
Estett Luxury Albums
Mint mostly Never Hinged (skilling banco used + all
reprints */**) Facit ca SEK 2.200.000 based on normal
quality. The majority is SUPERB & EXCELLENT.
Price on request
(Optional, side collections 2001-2010
complete with varieties, booklets etc)
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An invitation to consign to the
Postiljonen Autumn Auction
We are looking for better single
items and collections for our
International Auction
27-28 September 2019
Please book a meeting with us:
Malmö +46 (0)40-25 88 50
Stockholm +46 (0)8 32 70 70
Copenhagen +45 33 91 52 00
We look forward
to your call!
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NORDIC STAMP SHOW, 23. – 25. AUGUST 2019
VISIT US IN GRÅLUM BY SARPSBORG, OPENING
FRIDAY 23/8: kl.12-19
SATURDAY 24/8: kl. 10-17
SUNDAY 25/8: kl. 10-15
JOIN US IN NORWAY
NORDIA 2019 IS A NORDIC STAMP SHOW AND WITHOUT DOUBT THE LARGEST STAMP EXHIBTION IN
THE NORDIC COUNTRIES, NEXT TO STOCKHOLMIA 2019. THE 2019 SHOW WILL BE HELD IN GRÅLUM
NEAR SARPSBORG AND NOT SO FAR FROM FREDRIKSTAD IN SOUTH OF NORWAY.
ONE HOUR DRIVE FROM OSLO AND HALF FROM SWEDISH BOARDER.
QUALITY HOTEL, SARPSBORG. BJØRNSTADVEIEN 20, N-1713 GRÅLUM

CONTACT ADDRESS;

NORDIA 2019, P.O. BOX 2700 St. Hanshaugen, NO-0131 Oslo. NORWAY
Epost; mail@nordia2019.no
WWW.NORDIA2019.NO
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Peter Wittsten winner of
Grand Prix d´Honneur
at THAILAND 2018!

Peter Wittsten congratulated by Claes Arnrup
during a visit at the Postiljonen office.

As the rst ever Danish exhibitor Peter Wittsten
won the Championship class for his collection:
”Sweden 1855-1872 –The rst ve stamp issues”.

Congratulations from Postiljonen
to our much appreciated friend!
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Extra scans on the web!
For every auction we publish thousands of extra scans on our website
www.postiljonen.com including more or less all certificates of single items
and a very large number of collections and lots are scanned in their entirety,
further many others with selected pages/scans.
In most cases these lots are marked with a picture of a camera µ in front of
the lot #. However, sometimes there may also be scans of lots that do not bear
the sign. Please check our website for updates.
More scans at cost
We often get requests for additional scans and sometimes in higher resolutions, sometimes for research or documentation purposes.
Due to time restrictions and limited availability of the lots due to ongoing
viewings, we must restrict this service of making further scans on individual
requests. In the cases time allows us to supply more scans we will charge for
the costs of € 10 for each request (maximum 10 scans or photos)
If more than 10 scans are requested, € 1 per scan will be added. Must be paid
beforehand by credit card, please go to “Payments” on our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com
Important Information

Unused Denmark 1851 – 1862 * & **
Through debates in various philatelic press, it has been made clear that due to the hard and insoluble gum used
on early Danish stamps during the years 1851 – 1862 (Facit Nos 1-8), light hinges or traces of hinges can
sometimes be removed by using only water. This might not leave any trace of the hinge and might not in any
way change the consistency or structure of the original gum.
Established experts are unified in the opinion that in many cases it is impossible to determine if a stamp
has previously been hinged or not, when showing no marks of any hinge.
The conclusion we have made regarding our descriptions from now on, for Danish unused stamps Facit Nos
1-8, is as follows:
1. We will no longer use the terms “NH” or “never hinged”.
2. We will still use the signs “*” for hinged stamps with original gum.
3. and “**” for stamps with original gum with no visible trace of hinge(s) and described as such.
We believe that most specialized experts also will use this “modus operandi” for these issues.
At the same time we wish to refer to the Swedish Philatelic Federation’s Expert Advisory Group (Expertrådet).
It has published norms of allowed methods for light cleaning of stamps and covers. These norms have been
adopted also by other Nordic Federations. Reversing of light oxidation, sometimes caused by use of modern
plastic, without leaving any traces is also an allowed method accepted among national and international
experts.
22

€uro

Denmark
Friday 29 March
11.00 hrs
Please see also Lot # 135, 140, 145, 147, 458, 519, 541, 590, 679, 680, 759, 902, 1007, 1014 & 1091

Three Gold Medal Collections of Erik Torbensen
We are pleased to announce that we have been entrusted with the sale of Erik
Torbensen’s three gold medal collections representing prephilately of
Denmark, the Duchies and the Danish possessions in the North Atlantic, the
postal relations between Denmark and other European countries in the prephilatelic period as well as the history of the disinfection of mail in Europe.
The items from these three fine collections are to be found as the following
lot numbers: 1-17, 19-20, 22-32, 132-141, 143-148, 165-167, 252-253, 458, 492,
541, 559, 565-574, 590, 717, 759, 874 (large collection disinfected mail) and 1155.
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1712, Royal letter from Copenhagen to the Major of Rendsburg with
seal and signature of Frederik IV. SUPERB & RARE.

250

Royal letter “Givet paa vort Slot Friedensburg to the Major of
Wilster” with complete seal and signature from King Christian VI.
Ledger No. “17” and with notation “1736: d. 24 Octob. insinuiert”
(received).

250
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Official letter with full contents sent free of charge from “Odense 17de
Octobr 1759” sent to Copenhagen with notation “Fr5tus”. SUPERB.
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100

5

A very beautiful letter with full contents (transcript enclosed) dated
“Aarhuus d 30 Nov. 1759” sent to Copenhagen sent free of charge.
SUPERB.

200

Insured letter with full contents from “Aalborg 30 Juny 1868” to “Det
Kgl. Ofpostringshuus i Kiøbenhafn”. Noted “Herudi 47 Rdl. Banco
Sedler” and with Royal Insignum “C7timus med Attest”. A very
interesting letter. EXCELLENT.

Bid

Letter from Aalborg 1769 to “Kongelig Majsts Byfoged i Schagen”
(Skagen) with notation on the reverse: “..... Commisair J.H. Stilleday
beordres eftersögt udi Stiftet for begangen Utroskab mod Kongen...”.
With royal insignum “7timus”.

100

7
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Royal Service Letter with full contents dated “Pro Memoria, Odensee
den 9ten April 1772” to “Einen Hoch- und Wohlweisen Magistrat der
Könligl. Stadt Husum”. Notation with insignum 7timus p. Attest and
“Hierin Sachen dem Kriegsbericht der Holsteinischen Dragoner
Regiments angehen”. Mounted on exhibition page. EXCELLENT

100
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Royal Insignier. Exhibition page with two letters with monogram of
King Frederik IV.

Bid

€uro

Postal History
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1789-90, “Banco brev” from Collectør Chr. Renner i Skive to
Copenhagen with a private and and an official seal. Noted “Fr. Wiborg
2” (2 Lübsche Skilling) = bipost to Viborg. Mounted on cardboard on
exhibition page with additional information. A very interesting letter.

100

P
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Envelope from Crown prince Frederik 1808 with notation “Pr.
Estafette” sent to Kolding.

Bid

11
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Gebyrskilling. Exhibition page with two letters 1812 & 1849 from
Thisted and from Skive, both very rare with notations of fees “11/1”
and “23/1” (1 = “Gebyrskilling). ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

Bid

P
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Printed circular regarding “Sundporto” sent from Copenhagen 1813 to
Grenaa noted “K.T” and with red seal canc. “GENERAL-POST
DIRECTION” on the reverse. Mounted on exhibition page with further information. SUPERB.

100

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 13 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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1813-16, “Banco brev” from Odense to Copenhagen with a private and
two official seals from “Odense”. Mounted on exhibition page with
further information.

100

P
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1815-16, “Banco brev” fra Stege to Copenhagen with one private and
two official seals on the reverse crowned “STEGE”. Mounted on exhibition page with further information.

100

Foot post canc. DAKA No. 4A on a beautiful triangular letter noted
“betalt” and inside dated 1827. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

Bid

A fantastic prephilatelic cover with rare framed pmk. “AALBORG
16. Febr. 1828” sent via Hamburg to Narva, Estonia. Analysis of fees
enclosed. DAKA 1999=DKK 11.000.
A WONDERFUL EXHIBITION ITEM.

500

P µ 15



P



16

€uro

17

18

P

17



Official letter (printed circular) from Copenhagen 1831 to The Royal
Post office in Grenaa. Black seal canc. on the reverse “GENERAL POST
DIRECTION”. Noted “K.T”. Mounted on exhibition page with further
information. SUPERB.

100

P

18



BORNHOLM. Official cover with full content from the Swedish &
Norwegian consulate on Bornholm, sent directly by boat to “CARLSHAMN 6.11 1834”. (arc canc. type 2). Facit Postal 2.000++.
VERY RARE POSTAL ROUTE.

Bid

19
20
Royal letter from Copenhagen 1836 with seal from King Frederik VI
sent to Husum. Ledger No. “16” and notation “D.S” (Dienstsache) and
delivery fee “1” in red crayon. Signede “Auf Sr. Königl. Majestäts
allergnädigste Befehl”. SUPERB.

100

Framed pmk. “KIÖBENH. / 4 Juni 36” (Hafnia I = DAKA 11) on a
beautiful cover sent via Hamburg to Cologne. Analysis of notations
enclosed. EXCELLENT.

100

22
BORNHOLM. Official cover from the Swedish & Norwegian consulate on Bornholm, sent to Sweden directly by boat to “CIMBRITSHAMN 3.2
1836” (arc canc. type 2). Consulate wax seal on back. Facit Postal
1.800++. VERY RARE POSTAL ROUTE.

Bid

P

P

19

20





21
P

21



P µ 22



Rare prephilatelic canc. “Aalborg 16 Mai 1837” on cover sent
“p.Dampskib” to Laurvig, Norway. DAKA=4.000. Mounted on exhibition page with analysis of fees. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

100
27

€uro

28

P

23



P

24



23
29
1838-40, “pr. Sognebud”. Exhibition page with two letters with this scarce
notation.

Bid

24
26
“Kiøbenhavn - Efter Indleveringstiden” 31.7.1840 (“Hafnia VII”) on
the reverse of a letter to Sorø. ONLY FEW IMPRESSIONS KNOWN,
this one is very distinct. Mounted on exhibition page. EXCELLENT.

Bid

25
27
Scarce 1 1/2 ring c.d.s. “AARHUUS 5.2.1848” sent via Strömstad and
Svinesund to Bergen. Analysis of postage enclosed. RARE.

100

P

25



P

26



Red seal canc. “SI=GILLUM EPISCOPI AARHUSIENSIS” on reverse of
an official cover sent to Randers. SCARCE.

100

P

27



Scarce pmk “Aus dem Postverein” in blue on cover from “PARIS 21
NOV 51” to Copenhagen. Analysis enclosed. EXCELLENT.

100

P

28



Official letter from “FJERRITSLEV 6.4.1864” via “LÖGSTÖER 6.4” and
7.4 to Hjörring. Noted “K.T” but charged “6” skilling. A very interesting
postal history item. Mounted on exhibition page with further information. EXCELLENT.

100

P

29



Two district letters AALBORG-NÖRRE SUNDBY with due notations
“2” from 1868 and “3” from 1870. SCARCE

Bid

€uro
µ 30

µ 31

µ 32

Postal History Collections






KONGELIG TJENESTE (Royal Service). Remainders from an exhibition collection containing a great variation of different stampless
covers e.g. “banco breve”, covers with royal insignia, various notations. A GREAT POSTAL HISTORY LOT. The entire lot can be
inspected on our website.

500

POSTAL HISTORY, franco letters 1771 - ca 1850. Remainder lot from
exhibition collection, a total of 17 letters on exhibition leaves with
thorough descriptions. Several interesting items. The entire lot can
be inspected on our website.

500

Postal history/prephilately pages from exhibition collection with 39
items incl. some Schleswig-Holstein and two Faroe Island items.
Please inspect.

500

2 RBS Ferslew
Unique Corner Copy

Lot # 33 µ
1PTv4 *
Proof for 2 RBS Ferslew in greenish blue colour on paper without
watermark. Plate I No. 100, type 10 with “LARGE RETOUCH”. Of
the few recorded copies this is the only one with a “large retouch”.
Thin spot on the reverse as is normal for these proofs. Cert.
Møller.
€uro 2.500
29

€uro

P µ 34

P µ 35

1I 

1 Iv2+
v4 

P µ 36 1 I

30

A perfectly fresh copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 47 type 9 with very
fine even margins and a light impression of black mute canc. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB.

800

LARGE RETOUCH on 2 RBS Ferslew plate I, No. 93 type 9. Rare and
more so with numeral “1”, very unusual on Ferslew. F=25.000+. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE & RARE.

500

An extremely beautiful cover with 2 RBS Ferslew
plate I, No 3 type 1 with a nice ring canc. and at side
“F:P 23.4 52”, The cover lightly aged and strengthened inside. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

1.500

Unique Mute Aalborg Postmark

37

38

Lot # 37 µ
1I
An extremely beautiful 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 11 type 3 with
the extremely rare mute canc. used in Aalborg, which has a larger
dot and a thinner inner ring than the mute canc. used in
Copenhagen. A perfect and clear strike. UNIQUE on the Ferslew
printing. A small thin in the lower left corner, barely touching the
stamp design. Cert. Møller.
A SENSATIONAL EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.000
2 RBS Thiele
Lot # 38 µ
1IIv2 

MUTE CANC. FROM AALBORG on 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 79
type 5. This postmark differs from the same type pmk. from
Copenhagen by the larger dot and thinner inner ring. This stamp
originates from the short period when 2 RBS were announced for
sale in Aalborg on 26th April 1852 (Ferslew printing at that time!)
until the numeral “4” was introduced in October 1852. As 2 RBS
Thiele was delivered August 1852 this combination Thiele/mute
canc. in Aalborg was theoretically possible for the limited period
August through October 1852. Certs Kaiser and Møller.
A FANTASTIC DISCOVERY
€uro 4.000
31

€uro

39
P µ 39

41

40
1IIv1 

42

Disjoined foot of “2” on 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 56 type 2 with an
absolutely centrally placed numeral canc. “1” of Copenhagen. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

500

P µ 40

1II 

A very fresh and beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 98 type 10 with very
fine even margins. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 41

1IIv5 

SUBSTITUTED CLICHÉ 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 18 type 9 in a fine
copy with even margins. F=13.000. Certs Møller & Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE.

500

LARGE RETOUCH 2 RBS Thiele plate I No.93 type 9 in a very fresh
and beautiful copy. F=13.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE & RARE.

600

P µ 42

1IIv4 

Vertical Pair 2 RBS

Lot # 43 µ
1II 
Thiele plate II Nos 9/19 type 1 & 3 on a very beautiful inland letter “KIÖBENHAVN 23.4.1853” to Randers. Certs Osper & Lasse
Nielsen.
SUPERB & VERY RARE

32

€uro 2.500

€uro

P µ 44 1II 

A wide margin PAIR 2 RBS Thiele I Nos 82-83 types
8+7 on small envelope sent to “I.W Sødring, Kgl.
Skuespillerinde, Østerbro No. 122, B.3” and on the
reverse is noted “Udskrifter af Johan Ludvig
Heiberg”. The envelope has some folds however
not affecting the stamps. Ex. Weigel. Cert Lasse
Nielsen & Debo. VERY FINE.

1.500

4 RBS Ferslew

P µ 45 P2 (*)

Engraved ESSAY in black 4 RBS by Josias Buntzen.
Negative impression on laid paper without gum
and watermark. The abbreviated inscriptions were
introduced to meet the request from the populations of the German speaking Duchies.
ONLY THREE SUCH ESSAYS ARE KNOWN TO
EXIST. Cert. Møller.

750
33

€uro

P

P

46

2 (*)

47 2I *

P µ 48 2I 

34

M.W. Ferslew’s 1852 wood cut ESSAY on thin paper without wmk.
and gum. Final engraving with only one eyebrow. AFA No. E5Da.
RARE.

300

A remarkable unused pair 4 RBS Ferslew plate I
No. 18/28 with full original gum with light trace of
hinge. Ex Schmidt-Andersen and Peer Lorentzen.
Only a few unused pairs known. SUPERB.

2.000

VERY RARE use of 1 ½ ring c.d.s. “ODENSE 14.2
1852 on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II. Ex. Peer Lorentzen.
Certs. Møller & Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB & PROBABLY UNIQUE.

750

€uro

P µ 49

P µ 50

P

51

2I 

2Iv4 

2I 

Four impressions of duplex postmark, mute canc & date stamp with
“sausage” on cover with special rate 16 RBS to Hamburg franked
with a single stamp and a vertical strip of three. ALL STAMPS WITH
FULL MARGINS (unusual). Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

400

KRANHOLD’S RETOUCH on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 5. With a
perfect strike of black mute canc. F=3.500++. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

250

Ship letter from “SVENDBORG 24.7.1853” to Copenhagen per
Dampskib Zephyr with a wide margin copy 4 RBS FERSLEW plate I
with centrically situated numeral canc. 70. RARE & SUPERB.

250

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 13 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
35

€uro

4 RBS Thiele

P µ 52

2II *

Vertical pair 4 RBS Thiele plate I Nos 43/53 with full original gum.
Second largest recorded unit. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
A VERY RARE PAIR.
1.000

P

2II 

4 RBS Thiele I plate II No. 100 with full BURELAGE IN THE CORNER MARGIN. Black mute cancellation. VERY RARE & SUPERB.
1.000

53

4 RBS Thiele II

P

36

54

2III **

4 RBS Thiele II black-brown plate II in a fresh copy without any
visible trace of hinge.

300

€uro

4 RBS Thiele III

55
P

56

57

55

2IVa *

P µ 56

Very fresh 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown with light hinge mark.
F=8.500. VERY FINE.

200

2IVa 

An exceptional pair on a small piece with pen crosses on 4 RBS Thiele III
yellow brown, plate III Nos 51-52. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT & SCARCE.

200

4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate IV, nr. 48 with full gum and light
hinge mark. Rare in this quality. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

400

P µ 57

P

2IVc *

58 2IVd ** Unused copy 4 RBS Thiele III chestnut brown with
full original gum without any visible trace of
hinge, as such extremely rare. Close but full margin
at bottom. A VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM.

3.000

Ex 59
P µ 59

2 I-IV 

Excellent canc. “67” SORØ on five copies 4 RBS in all different printings incl. Thiele III in the scarce chestnut brown shade (pictured), the
latter with cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

200
37

€uro

Skilling Issues 1854-57

60
P

P

60

61

4a 

5 **

P µ 62 5 **/ *

63

Very beautiful printed market report dated “Leith d. 28de Februar
1855” forwarded to “ALTONA 5.3 1885” with 4 sk. 1854 in first printing with numeral “113”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

Bid

8 skilling green (dotted) in a very fresh unused copy without hinge
trace. F=3.000. SUPERB.

100

A fantastic block of four of 8 sk. 1857 with very
good margins all around. Very light hinge traces
and the two lower stamps without any traces. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.
Upright Swedish canc. “MALMÖ 5.12.1867” on 8 skilling green with
very fine - wide margins all around. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

1.500

P

63

5

P

64

5

P µ 65

Very fresh shipmail cover to Sweden forwarded from Antwerp in
Belgium. 8 Sk. canc. on arrival “LANDSKRONA 21.2 1868”.

200

5

P µ 66

Beautiful cover to Sweden 8 Sk. from the bottom right corner of the
sheet . Canc. with Swedish railway pmk “SÖDRA ST. BANAN 16.10
1867”. Cert Møller. VERY FINE.

150

6c 

Very beautiful and fresh shipletter to Cimbrishamn in Sweden with 16
Sk. greyish violet canc. “GÖTHEBORG 23.8 1863”. Cert. Kaiser.
VERY FINE.

200

64

38

61

65

200

66

€uro

Skilling Issues 1858-63

P

P

67

68

P7 (*)

P7 (*)

P µ 69 7b 

Ca. 1858, 4 skilling brown PROOF in block of four with BLUE
BURELAGE (AFA No.P7c=DKK 3.000 x 4). Also a block of four with
filling in the triangles omitted. RARE.

200

Horizontal strip of three plate proof for 4 skilling, reddish brown on yellowish card stock without burelage and gum one stamp with thin.
Benfield 7-PP(1a).

200

LARGEST RECORDED BLOCK ON COVER. 4
skilling 2nd printing in full margin BLOCK OF SIX
on sextuple rate inland cover sent from “HOLBEK
26.6 1860” to Copenhagen. Upright numeral canc.
“28”. Cut slightly shorter at left. Ex. Weigel. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE.

700
39

€uro

P

70

P µ 71

8 **
9c 

70
71
A very beautiful copy 8 skilling green wavy lined with full original
gum without any visible trace of hinge. F=7.000. SUPERB.

500

Interesting shipmail cover to Stockholm in Sweden via Götheborg pr. Ex.
Toll. Two pairs of 4 Sk. red brown canc. “GÖTHEBORG 7.5 1864”. The
stamps with some imperfections. Cert. Witschi.

250

Steamship Rarity

Lot # 72 µ
10 
Interesting shipmail cover to Sweden 16 Sk. roulette with the scarce
oval canc. “ÅNGB. BREF FR. DANMARK” and “HELSINGBORG 30.11
1863”. Cert. Kaiser and Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 1.500

Large Oval Type

P
40

73

*

Colour proofs for 4 Skilling 1869 in four different colours, imperforated on gummed paper with wmk.II. AFA=DKK 6.000.

200

€uro

74
P

74

P µ 75

(*)

P µ 76

11f 

P µ 77

11

P

78
78

P µ 79
P µ 80

Ex 75

P13 **/ * 1869 colour proof for 4 sk in yellow on gummed brownish paper
with watermark II. The block originates from top left part of the
sheet with part of watermark letters. AFA special No.P13j. A rare
and interesting item.

250

Essays by M.C. Møller. Three minisheets of 15 stamps in different
colours. AFA No. PE11=DKK 10.500. RARE.

300

76
77
A rare double rate inland letter with 2 sk. 6th printing in a horizontal strip
of four sent from “VEILE 31.10” to Copenhagen. One stamp with a
tolerable irregular corner perf. of little importance. Opinion Møller.
VERY FINE.

100

Beautiful shipletter from Helsingør to Helsingborg with strip of three
2 Sk. dark greenish blue on grey paper canc. on arrival “HELSINGBORG 15.11 1869”. A few slightly shorter perfs. Opinion Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE.

200

79
80
3 skilling lilac 1st printing in a very fresh copy. F=2.800. SUPERB.

100

A fantastic shipletter from Lübeck to Sweden with strip of four 3 Sk.
lilac canc. on arrival “MALMÖ 30.10 1866”. One missing corner perf. on
the right stamp. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

300

12b+14a Registered letter from “KIÖBENHAVN 12.5” to London with 3 sk.

2nd printing and 8 sk. 1st printing (two single copies of each). One
line canc “Anbefalet” in blue and oval “LONDON REGISTERED 14
MY 1869”. Written ledger No. 53. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

12a **
12a 

41

€uro

81

82

83

P µ 81

13b 

P µ 82

Very beautiful shipletter to Sweden with strip of three 4 Sk. Oval Type
canc. with Swedish railway pmk. “SÖDRA ST. BANAN 10.4 1866” and
the very rare boxed “FRÅN SVERIGE”.

250

14a 

P µ 83

Beautiful small cover to Sweden with 8 Sk. grey brown. Canc with
Swedish railway pmk. “PKXP N:r 2 19.4 1869”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

15a 

Beautiful shipmail cover to Sweden with 16 Sk. greenish grey. Swedish
canc. “MALMÖ 13.12 1864”. Cert. Kaiser. VERY FINE.

300

P

17+18 

Three line perforated copies large oval type on a beautiful inland
parcel letter: two copies 3 skilling and an 8 skilling with perfect perforation sent from Copenhagen to Odense. F=16.500 for single stamps
alone. SUPERB.

750

84

Bicoloured Issues

85

42

86

P

85

21 (*)

Three colour proofs for 3 sk. bicoloured issue in different oval colours.
Narrow cut margins.

200

P

86

20bb *

2 skilling prussian blue 2nd printing b in a wonderful unused copy.
Very light trace of hinge. F=2.400. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

200

€uro

87
P

P

87

20c 

88

89

Wonderful shipletter to Sweden with direct ship Copenhagen Falkenberg. Three 2 Sk. dull ultramarine / greenish grey on yellowish
paper canc. on arrival “FALKENBERG 30.4 1872”. one short corner
perf. on the left stamp. RARE ITEM.

200

88

20+22 

P µ 89

Beautiful cover with 2 and 4 skilling perf 14 x 13 1/2 sent to Norway
via Stettin, first canc. on arrival in “CHRISTIANSSAND 23.10 1874”.
The 2 skilling with some small imperfections.

100

20+22 

A wonderful shipmail cover to Sweden with 2 Sk. and 4 Sk. canc. with
the scarce Swedish “ÅNGB. BREF FR. DANMARK” in oval. One short
corner perf. on 4 Sk.

100

90
P

90

91

92

P µ 91

21a *

3 skilling 1st printing purple lilac/grey. F=2.500. VERY FINE.

21a 

Extremely beautiful little piece with a pair of 3 sk. purple lilac & grey
(printing I) pos. A61-62 canc. with extremely fine Swedish “MALMÖ
9.10 1871”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

100

P

21e **

A fresh and beautiful copy 3 skilling 5th printing. F=4.000. SUPERB.

100

92

93
P µ 93
P µ 94

21a 

100

94

Absolutely wonderful shipmail cover to Sweden 3 Sk. purple lilac /
grey in pair canc. on arrival “LANDSKRONA 20.3 1871”. SUPERB.

200

20c+21b+ Very fresh and beautiful double rate cover to Sweden with 2 Sk. two 3
22b 
Sk. and 4 Sk. canc. with Swedish railway pmk “PKXP No. 2 8.5 1872”.
Three short perfs. on 2 Sk. and a small tear on right 3 Sk. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen.

150
43

Line Perforated 2 Skilling

Lot # 95 µ
25 
2 sk. LINEPERFORATED 12 1/2 in pair with diamond perforation
at bottom pos. A61-62 on a small letter piece with duplex canc.
“181” & “VSJ.JB.P 7.3”. Used pairs are very rare unpriced in Facit.
Ex. Christian Andersen. Certs Dr. Debo, Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
UNIQUE & SUPERB
€uro 2.500

Lot # 96 µ
25 
Single franking 2 skilling LINE PERFORATED 12 1/2 on local
cover from Christianshavn (Amager). Numeral canc. “2” and with
grotesque c.d.s. “KØBENHAVN CHRISTIANSH. 23.5”. A perfect
stamp on a beautiful cover, slightly folded shorter at left.
F=55.000. Only a few covers known with single frankings of this
stamp. Cert. Møller.
A GREAT RARITY
44

€uro 2.500

€uro

P

97

36a **

P µ 98 40b 

50 øre brown/blue violet in an unmounted copy with perfect centering. F=* (9.000 for normal quality). Sign. Hbg (Hauberg).
EXCELLENT.

WATERMARK CROWN III on 8 öre 121st printing
as single franking on a beautiful envelope with star
canc. “SÖNDERSÖ” and c.d.s. “ODENSE 13.9.02”
to Copenhagen. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
THIS COVER IS THE FINER OF FEW KNOWN.

500

1.500

Later Issues

P

99

P50-52 (*) Imperforated black proofs of 5, 10 and 20 öre with small corner figures and without small figure in the band. RARE.

300
45

€uro

P µ 100 P54 (*)

P

101 (*)

P µ 102 63P (*)

46

Colour proof for 10 öre coat-of-arms red, large figures. Imperforated
and without gum. AFA No. P35a=DKK 8.000. Opinion Møller.

200

Two previously unrecorded engravings probably with Christian IX
dated with pencil “November 16th 98” and “2-3-1900”. Unrecorded
by Benfield, probably UNIQUE.

400

Christian IX. Large die proof of an essay from die B without denomination. Black engraving by B. Damman, Paris on parchment-like
paper. Notations “Etat” and initials. 79x116 mm. Cert. Møller.

400

€uro

P µ 103 63P (*)
P

104 231 **

103

104

Black proof engraving in pair of 5 öre Christian IX, type I on thick
paper without watermark and gum. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE.

200

Very well centered corner block of four 25 øre blue engraved Caravel.
F=6.000+.

Bid

Ex 105
P

105 (*)

Five proof engravings in five different colours made by Johs. Britze
of Christian IV mounted on black cardboard. Only three such sets are
stated to exist.

106
P

106 (*)

P µ 107 **

750

107

Black engraving by J. Britze of H. C. Andersen on thin paper without
wmk. and gum
1932, essay for H.C. Andersen in violet. Corner margin block of four on
gummed paper. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

200
200
47

€uro

P µ 108 **/ *
P

Ex 108
109
Ca 1936 engraving in black of Ribe Domkirke made by Johs. Britze.
Two copies with narrow and with wider margins.

200

BORNHOLM. Very rare lettercard franked with 30 øre farming stamp
sent from “Bornholm to Sweden by boat directly to “SIMRISHAMN 29.7
62”. Mail sent directly from Bornholm to Sweden is scarce.

Bid

109 405 

Advertising Stamps

P µ 110

Ex 110
(*)

ADVERTISING STAMPS. A stock card with various proofs for
Galle & Jessen booklets. The whole lot can be inspected on our website. An interesting lot.

300

Newspaper Stamps

P µ 111

Ti 16 **

Newspaper stamp 20 øre 1914 imperforate pair never hinged. Not
quoted ** in Facit, 8.000 for two * copies ++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

400

Postal Ferry

P
48

112

Pf 10 **

POSTFÆRGE 1 kr. in a beautiful corner block of four with margin No.
“No 84-H”. AFA DKK 16.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

250

€uro

Postal Stationery

P

113



15 øre double card with production No. 93-I, printed in error with
Danish text only. These were later recalled and most of them destroyed.

Bid

Labels

114
P

114

P µ 115



Ex 115

Two diff. scarcer postally used DNSAP Christmas labels.

**/ */ (*) Group of 24 ca WWII propaganda labels incl. several DNSAP, a couple
of items with faults.

Bid
200

Collections & Mixed Lots

Ex 116
P µ 116

**/ *

Very clean unused collection 1851 - 1972. Early part mainly * (but
also some without gum as well as canc.) from 1910s mixed **/* incl.
some better ** e.g. 5 Kr. General Post Office. Greenland with some
“Pakke Porto” and “Danmark Befriet” incl. both colours of overprint. Danish West Indies almost cpl. etc. Please inspect.

750

117

*/ 

Mainly used collection 1851 - 1964 on old album pages. Some better
stamps included however mixed quality. Also a stockbook with an
accumulation of skilling stamps either with small margins or short
perfs.

Bid

118

**/ */ 

Carton from estate containing very well filled used collection 1851 2008. Classic part cpl. except for F. No. 25. Danish West Indies cpl. except
for F. No. 18 and two Postage Due stamps. Somewhat mixed quality.
Also some other areas e.g. Slesvig with “1. ZONE” overprint used and
unused, Faroe Island ** 1975 - 2015 incl. minisheets and FDCs and one
stockbook Iceland with used and unused stamps. Please inspect.

500
49

€uro
µ 119

**/ */ 

120 **/ */ 

An old collection 1851-1973 incl. Officials, Due Stamps, Newspaper
and Soldier’s Stamps. Also Greenland 8-16 and 17-25, Faroes 1940 cpl.
* and some Slesvig 1920.

500

Collection 1864 - 2013 in 4 expensive SAFE Dual albums. Sparsely
filled up to 1910, mixed used and unused up to ca 1965, then nearly
cpl. * up to 1985, thereafter more or less cpl. ** up to 2013 and even a
section of Danish West Indies. Also a collection Greenland 1918 2012 incl. many booklets, seems cpl. ** from 1986 - 2012 in two similar albums as well as a similar collection Faroe Islands in two such
albums up to 2012. VERY HIGH FACE VALUE.

400

Ex 121
P µ 121 

Small accumulation mainly Skilling issues e.g. strip of six 4 Sk. (F. No. 4)
(one margin slightly cut), 16 Sk. Oval Type in pair etc. Also five stamps with Swedish canc. Some imperfections noted.

150

1910 & 1912 ESSAYS. Collection of nationalistic essays by Kristian
Kongstad in an album. Nearly 30 sheets with the 1-100 øre values in
four diff. sheet configurations and many diff. colours plus 11 sheets
of the kroner values in diff. colour and sheet configurations. Ex. Dr.
Benfield. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

300

123 **

FACE VALUE, various issues and denominations, total face value DKK
13.039.

400

124 

BORNHOLM. Very interesting lot with around 65 covers with connections to “Bornholm” incl. some sent abroad, all with Caravel stamps.

100

125 

CARAVEL COVERS. Interesting lot with around 80 items mostly sent to
Sweden or Finland with a large variety of diff. censor markings.

100

126 

Interesting lot with around 75 covers with censor markings, all with
Caravel stamps.

100

127 

Very interesting group of around 50 Caravel covers, with large variety
of “Perfins”.

200

µ 122 (*)

Caravel Cover Lots

128 

Lot with 16 insured covers 1930s - 1940s, all with Caravel stamps.

100

129 

Group af around 75 Caravel covers sent “Express” or by “Airmail”,
with a variety of diff. censor markings.

150

130 

Interesting group of almost 50 Caravel covers 1930s - 1940s with star
canc. and canc. without star (UDS).

100

131 

Interesting selection of 24 address cards 1930s - 1940s for parcels all
with Caravel stamps.

100

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 13 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
50

€uro

Faroe Islands
Please see also Lot # 32 & 482

Postal History

P

132 

Cover with contents dated “Kiöbenhavn den 4 September 1823” to
“Landfoged Mejer, Thorshavn, Färöe”, with ledger No. 60” noted at
top right. VERY FRESH & EXCELLENT.

133

250

134

P

133 

1823, cover with contents from Copenhagen to “Landfoged Mejer,
Thorshavn, Färöe. Collected by Capt. Hinrichsen. RARE & SUPERB.

150

P

134

Undated “skydsbrev” sent to Handelsforvalter Nolsøe (Thorshavn
1831-51). Noted “Fattigväsens Sag”. SUPERB.

100

135
P

P

135 

136 

136
Letter with contents from “Rönne d. 24 April 1834” via Copenhagen
to “Amtskontorist Davidsen i Thorshavn”. Ledger No. 37 noted at
top right. A beautiful seal on the reverse. Transcript enclosed.
RARE & SUPERB.

250

Folded letter with contents dated “Sandevaag d 2’ Juni 1837” to
“Krigsraad Krebs regarding an unsuccessful vaccination, signed
Effersøe. Transcript enclosed. RARE & VERY FINE.

200

51

€uro

137
P

137 

P µ 138 

139
P

P

139 

140 

138
A beautiful cover with contents dated ”Färöe Amtshuus i Thorshavn
den 11te Juli 1837” sent to Krigsraad Krebs and with a beautiful complete seal “FÄRÖE AMTS SEGL” regarding the failed vaccine.
Transcript enclosed. RARE & SUPERB.

300

Internal “skydsbrev” with contents from Vestmannhavn, Strömö
sent to Pastor Lund in Sandegjerde (Thorshavn), 30 km overland but
received on 12.11.1838. Noted “K.T” (royal service). Black seal
“Effersøe”. Ex. P.E. Knudsen collection. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

250

140
Folded letter to “Herr Landchirurg Krebs” dated “Färöe Amtshuus i
Thorshavn den 14de Marts 1842” concerning vaccination and separation of the islands into five districts. Signed Tillisch and with complete seal “FÄRÖE AMTS SEGL”. SUPERB.

200

Parcel letter with dated contents from “Kjöbenhavn d 17 July 1845”
til Sandegjerde with ledger No. 13 noted at top right. Noted “Hermed
en Pakke i Carduus med Böger H.A.L”. RARE & EXCELLENT.

300

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
52

€uro

P

141 

P

142 

P

143 

P

144 

P

145 

P

146 

1845, internal parcel letter sent by ship from Hvalba to “Revisor
Davidsen i Thorshavn. Noted “Hermed en Väderlamp med Spjald
mrk. Davidsen”. Transcript of contents enclosed.
RARE & VERY FINE.

250

142
143
Beautiful little local prephilatelic cover with full content dated
“Thorshavn 19 Jan 1845”.

100

Internal “skydsbrev” with contents from “Thorshavn 21.August 1847” til
Bøe, på Vaagøe. Noted “Bedes befordret hurtigt”. Black seal “IAL”.
VERY FINE.

150

1851-54, undated folded letter from Copenhagen to Thorshavn with
ledger No. 56 noted at top right.

250

145
146
Letter with contents from Bøe to Thorshavn, dated “28 Sept 1856”.
Forwarded by “skyds” from Vaagøe to Strømøe free of charge.
VERY FINE.

100

Letter with contents sent to “Herr Revisor J. Davidsen, Thorshavn pr.
Färöerne”. A beautiful seal and notation “Med Dahl 29.4.60” on the
reverse. Transcript of the contents enclosed. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

100
53

€uro

P

147 

148
P

148

Unpaid official cover from “KIÖBENHAVN 7.1” (1871) to Thorshavn
sealed “Kiøbenhavns Fattigväsen” but not accepted as a duty free
official letter. Charged “12” skilling at the receiver “Thorshavn
Fattigforstanderskab”. Arrival mark “THORSHAVN 16.3” grotesque
type. A RARE and interesting item.

500

149
150
Internal cover with contents from Suderø Pastorat til Pastor Evensen,
Onegjerde, Nordøerne 1871. Transcript enclosed. SUPERB.

150

P µ 149 DK131  Cover franked with two copies of 5 øre canc. “VAAG 17.12.18” sent to
Denmark, British censor label “CENSOR 5274”. Thorshavn transit
canc. as well as Søborg arrival on back.

54

100

150 DK134+ Insured letter from “THORSHAVN 26.7.18” (old rates before
136 
01.01.1919) with 10 & 15 Øre Chr.X sent from Nolsø Fyr to Kalsø Fyr.
Orange insurance label from Thorshavn and with crowned seal
NOLSØ FYR.

100

P µ 151 DK132+ “The new 7 øre stamp”, 7 øre Chr.X yellow on insured letter from
137 
Nolsø via “THORSHAVN 19.7.19” and “KLAKSVIG 20.7.1919”
demonstrating the rare 27 øre rate in force 1.1.1919 - 15.10.1919.
Orange brown registration label from Thorshavn and crowned seal
from NOLSØ FYR, sent to Kalsø Fyr. Only one other similar cover
recorded according to DAKA. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE.

300

€uro

P µ 152 DK144  A very rare single franking of the short lived 27 øre Christian X
red/black on insured letter from Kalsø via “Thorshavn 1.9.19” and
“Klaksvig 4.9.19” to the lighthouse of Kalsø. Brown orange insurance label from Thorshavn. This 27 øre rate was in force only from
1.1.1919 - 15.10.1919 making the single franking exceedingly rare in
particular used in the Faroe Islands. Crowned seal “NOLSØ FYR”
on the reverse. DAKA = DKK 12.000. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

153
P µ 153 DK134+
196 
P µ 154 DK195+
196 

P

155 DK95+
157 

P µ 156 DK95+
138 

750

154
155
A beautiful insured letter with star canc. “NOLSØ” sent via
“THORSHAVN 29.8.21” and “KLAKSVIG 30.8.21” to the lighthouse at
Kalsø. Orange insurance label from Thorshavn and with crowned seal
“NOLSØ FYR”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

Insured letter with distinct and upright star cancs “NOLSØ” sent via
“THORSHAVN 27.10.21” and “KLAKSVIG 2.11.1921” to the lighthouse of Kalsø. Orange insurance label from Thorshavn and with
crowned seals from “NOLSØ FYR”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

10 øre wavy lines type and 60 øre Chr.X blue green on insured letter
from Nolsø sent via “THORSHAVN 1.4.22” and “KLAKSVIG 3.4.22”
to Kalsø Fyr. Orange insurance label from Thorshavn and with crowned seal from NOLSØ FYR. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

Upright star cancs “NOLSØ” on a wonderful insured letter from Nolsø
via “Thorshavn 30.4.23” and “KLAKSVIG 2.5.23” til Sydredal, Kalsø.
Orange insurance label from Thorshavn and with crowned sender’s
seal “NOLSØ FYR” on the reverse. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

200
55

€uro

157
P µ 157 DK203+
209+211


Early type insurance label black/violet “THORSHAVN” on a beautiful
insured letter with star cancs “NOLSØ” sent via “THORSHAVN
26.1.25” and “KLAKSVIG 28.1.25” to the lighthouse of Kalsø Fyr. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB.

300

Insured letter canc. “NOLSØ” without star sent via “THORSHAVN
29.12.33” and “KLAKSVIG 30.12.33” to Nolsø Fyr. Orange insurance
label from Thorshavn and with crowned seal from “NOLSØ FYR”.
Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

100

P µ 159 DK101a+ A wonderful insured letter from Nolsø via “Thorshavn 23.2.35” til
110b+
Kalsø Fyr (lighthouse), Sydredal. Exceptional with cancs “NOLSØ”
232a 
without star and with brown orange insurance label. Crowned sender’s seals “NOLSØ FYR” on the reverse. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

150

P

158 DK221+
223 

160
P

161

160 DK227a+ A wonderful insured letter canc. “NOLSØ” without star sent via
232a 
“THORSHAVN 27.4.35” to Kalsø Fyr. Orange insurance label from
Thorshavn and with crowned seal from “NOLSØ FYR”. Sign. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

100

Red Cross form sent from Thorshavn 6 November 1943 with arrival in
Denmark on 10 January 1944.

100

P µ 161 
56

158

€uro

Stamp Issues

162
P µ 162 1 **
P µ 163 4-8 **

Ex 163

A very fresh and well centered unmounted copy of 2/5 øre provisional. A paper bend can be seen on the back, probably production related according to cert. Lundegaard. SUPERB.

750

Provisionals 1940-41 cpl. (5). F=8.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

150

Collections
164 **/ 

Collection 1940 - 2004 in two beautiful SAFE Dual albums. Most issues collected both used and unused often with additional unused
blocks of four. Also some booklets included.

200

Greenland
Postal History

165

166

P

165 

Folded letter with contents dated “Holsteinsborg den 12 Sept 1852” sent
from Carl P. Holbøll to his daughter Ludvica. In the letter he mentions
an epidemy with 70 deaths. A a scarce letter in SUPERB condition.

150

P

166 

Folded letter with contents without date and origin, but certainly from
1855. An additional loose letter sheet from Holsteinsborg 1.9.1854 with transcript is enclosed.

150

Letter with seal “Jacobshavn Seminarium” til “Herr Justitsraad
Rung, Inspecteur ved Vaisenhuset....” ca 1858-60. Ledger No. 30
noted at top right. Very fresh preserved. SUPERB.

500

P

167 

57

€uro

P

168 

“Fra Grønland. Frimærkerne er gyldige”, rare canc. on block of four 5
öre Christian X, used in Denmark when Danish stamps once again
became valid for use in Greenland 1927

169
P

P

170

169 DK161+ DANISH PARCEL CARD franked with 1,40 kr. in Danish stamps
236 
“KØBENHAVN 11.7 34” for a parcel of 9 kilos sent via KGH with
their 2nd parcel label type C (No. 1783) to Ritenbank. The payment
for Greenland noted in red at bottom right “3,40” and paid by the
receiver. RARE POSTAGE DUE USAGE.
170 

100

FREE POSTAGE. Parcel card for a package of 3 kilos with oval framed
“GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”. Sent from the Danish Gazette
(Stadstidende) to the Priest for Greenland. The exemption from postage was valid for both of these institutions. SUPERB & SCARCE.

250

200

Parcel Post

P
58

171 P 2IIB 

Well centered 5 øre of printing II imperf. at right canc. crosswise in violet. F=6.000.

150

€uro

172

P

173

172 P 2IIC A wonderful 5 øre of printing II in exceptional cen**
tering and never hinged, perf. on four sides. Very
rare in this quality. F=20.000+. EXCELLENT.
1

P µ 173 P 2IID ** Very beautiful 5 øre printing II imperforate on two sides, well centered
and very fresh. Very small grey dots at top on back, of little importance.
Copy of cert. Møller for a set. VERY FINE.

174

175

500

300

176

P

174 P 3I 

An exceptional copy 10 øre of printing I with a rare straight line
canc. without crown. SUPERB & RARE.

200

P

175 P 3IIC2  Perfectly centered 10 øre of printing II, officially reperforated at bottom.
F=6.500.

150

• P

176 P3IID **

Very beautiful 10 øre blue printing II imperf. on two sides with an
almost invisible hinge mark. F=10.000. SUPERB.

150

• P

177
178
177 P3IID  Fresh 10 øre blue of printing II imperf. on two sides canc. crosswise
with crowned single line canc. F=6.000. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

178 P3II D+
B

Very beautiful and well centered pair of 10 øre from the lower left corner of the sheet on small piece, imperf. at left and at bottom, pos.
21+22. Canc. crosswise. SUPERB & SCARCE.

250
59

Rare Cancellation without Crown

Lot # 179 µ
P3I 
A fantastic parcel card type 2A with 10 øre printing I. Excellent
and rare straight line canc. without crown. Cert. Wowern.
SUPERB & RARE

€uro 1.000

180

• P µ 180 P5III **
• P µ 181 P5III **
P
60

182 P7I *

181

182

Very well centered never hinged 2 øre of printing III. Some light pencil
notes on back. F=13.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen & Opinion Møller.
SUPERB.

150

DOUBLE PRINT in the lower part of 2 øre III printing in a well centered margin copy only with a very light hinge mark in the margin, pos.
16. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB & RARE.

150

Very well centered 10 øre dark blue on thick paper (printing I), lightly
hinged. F=7.500+. SUPERB.

100

€uro

183

P

P

184

183 P 7IIIv IMPERFORATE AT LEFT. A wonderful margin
**
copy of 10 øre III printing. Perfectly centered and
**/ which is not quoted in Facit for this rare variety.
A diagonal crease far out in the margin of little
importance. VERY RARE.
2

400

184 P 9VII  NEWSPAPER RATE. Very beautiful parcel card to Upernavik, noted
“1 Pk aviser” (newspapers) with three copies 20 øre.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

400

185
187
Extremely fresh 70 øre 1930 on thin paper with exceptional “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 5.VIII.36”.

100

P µ 186 P 9+11  PRINTED MATTER RATE. A wonderful parcel card with 20 øre and
1 kr. paying for 8 kilos of printed matters (rate for 5-10 kilos), usage
1934-35. Cert. Kaiser. SUPERB & RARE.

400

P

185 P10a

• P µ 187 P17a-cv1 All three shades of 70 øre A & L 1937, each stamp with “arrow” above
**
second gull to the right variety (pos. 7). All in exceptional centering.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

100
61

€uro

Savings Booklets with Pakke-Porto Stamps
The following lots originate from a huge collection of savings booklets containing Pakke-Porto
stamps, demonstrating that the stamps were not only used to frank parcels and parcel cards but
that certain denominations were to a large extent used also as savings stamps.
We have systematized the selection according to the GF1 catalogue issue of 1987, p. 57-59, primarily sorted by the three different main types of booklet covers, I, II and III. Secondarily by the
cancellations used to invalidate the stamps in the booklets.
The valuation of each individual booklet is based on the scarcity of the cover type, which stamps
the booklet contains along with the number of stamps, scarcity of the cancellation as well as the
general condition of the cover, stamps and cancellations.
We need to draw the attention of prospective buyers to the fact that the quality of the stamps
contained in a booklet may vary dramatically and that the number of stamps stated is the total
number of stamps without detracting any potentially defective stamps.

µ 188 P9
µ 189 P9+P11
µ 190 P9
µ 191 P9
µ 192 P9
µ 193 P9
µ 194 P9
µ 195 P9
µ 196 P9
µ 197 P9
µ 198 P9
µ 199 P9
62

Savings Booklet type I with 96 copies 20 øre Thiele with line canc.
“Kolonien Jacobshavn”. Worn cover.

200

Savings Booklet type I with 5 copies 20 øre & 3 copies 1 kr. Thiele with
oval canc. “UDSTEDET RODEBAY”.

100

Savings Booklet type I with 87 copies 20 øre Thiele canc. with blue
crayon (Landsfogeden). Worn cover.

200

Savings Booklet type I with 18 copies 20 øre Thiele canc. with oval
cachet with crown “Nugatsiak”

100

Savings Booklet type I with 25 copies 20 øre Thiele with oval cachet
with crown “Tugssak”.

200

Savings Booklet type I with 16 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 1”.
Unusual quality.

100

Savings Booklet type I with 3 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 2”.
Lightly worn cover.

100

Savings Booklet type I with 26 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 3”.
Lightly worn cover.

150

Savings Booklet type I with 14 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 4”.
Beautiful quality.

150

Savings Booklet type I with 67 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 5”.

200

Savings Booklet type I with 93 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 13”.

250

Savings Booklet type I with 8 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 16”

100

µ 200 P9
µ 201 P9
µ 202 P9
µ 203 P9
µ 204 P9
µ 205 P9
µ 206 P9

µ 207 P9+P11
µ 208 P9
µ 209 P9
µ 210 P11
µ 211

P9+14

µ 212 P14
µ 213 P11
µ 214 P9+P11
µ 215 P11
µ 216 P9

€uro
Savings Booklet type I with 15 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr.
18”. Unusually fine quality.

150

Savings Booklet type I with 5 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 24”.

100

Savings Booklet type I with 9 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 25”.
SUPERB.

100

Savings Booklet type I with 11 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 26”.

100

Savings Booklet type I with 24 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr.
28”. Very fresh and fine.

200

Savings Booklet type I with 28 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 29”.

200

Savings Booklet type I with 10 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 30”.

100

Savings Booklet type I (blue) with 55 copies 20 øre Thiele and 1 copy
1 kr. Thiele with “Avane Nr. 31” & pencil

200

Savings Booklet type I with 12 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr.
33”. Spots on the cover.

150

Savings Booklet type I with 12 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr.
37” (in oval).

200

Savings Booklet type I (blue) with 11 copies 1 kr. Thiele with two line
canc. “Handelstedet Kudtligssat, same canc. on the cover. SUPERB.

300

Savings Booklet type I (blue) with 58 copies 20 øre red, mixed Thiele &
Schultz with two lined “Udstedet Satut”, same on the front. SUPERB.

300

Savings Booklet type I (blue) with 18 copies 20 øre Schultz with “Avane
Nr. 35”. RARE & EXCELLENT.

300

Savings Booklet type I (dull blue on thin paper). A diverging type
cover not mentioned in GF1. Containing six copies 1 kr. Thiele with
“Avane Nr. 3”. VERY RARE.

400

Savings Booklet type I (blue) with 20 copies 20 øre Thiele and six copies
1 kr. Thiele with one line canc. “Udstedet Prøven”.

100

Savings Booklet type II with 22 copies 1 kr. Thiele with “Avane Nr. 7”.
SUPERB.

250

Savings Booklet type II with 11 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr.
8”. SUPERB.

200

Savings Booklet type II with 3 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 24”.

100

Savings Booklet type II with 11 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane 27”.

150

Savings Booklet type II with 45 copies 20 øre Thiele and 7 copies 1 kr.
A&L with two line canc. “Udstedet Nugssuak”, same canc. on the
cover. SUPERB.

300

Savings Booklet type II with 43 copies 20 øre Thiele with two line canc.
“Kolonien Christianshaab” with crown.

200

Savings Booklet type II with 3 copies 20 øre Thiele with two line canc.
“Udstedet Igdlorssuit”. SUPERB.

100

Savings Booklet type II with 60 copies 20 øre Thiele with two line canc.
“Udstedet Nugatsiak”.

250

µ 223 P11+P14 Savings Booklet type II with 76 copies 20 øre Schultz and 25 copies
1 kr. Thiele canc. with two lined canc. with crown “KOLONIEN
UMANAK”, same canc. on the cover.

400

µ 224 P9+P11+ Savings Booklet type II with 7 copies 20 øre Thiele, 2 copies 1 kr.
P14
Thiele and 3 copies 1 kr. A&L canc. with one line “Kolonien
Ritenbenk” with crown. Very unusual with three issues.

300

µ 217 P9
µ 218 P9

µ 219 P9+P18
µ 220 P9
µ 221 P9
µ 222 P9

63

µ 225 P9+P18
µ 226 P9+P11
µ 227 P9+P11
µ 228 P9+P11
µ 229 P9
µ 230 P9
µ 231 P9+P11
µ 232 P9+14
µ 233 P9+P14
µ 234 P11

P µ 235 P11+
P12
µ 236 P9
µ 237 P9
µ 238 P9
239

64

€uro
Savings Booklet type II with 25 copies 20 øre Thiele and two copies 1 kr.
A&L with two line canc. “Udstedet Igdlorssuit”.

250

Savings Booklet type II with 5 copies 20 øre Thiele and 22 copies 1 kr.
Thiele canc. “GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE / REVISIONSKONTORET”
with crown. One page is loose.

200

Savings Booklet type II with 35 copies 20 øre Thiele and 1 copy 1 kr.
Thiele canc. with one line “Landsfogeden i Nordgrønland” with
crown and with red crayon.

200

Savings Booklet type III with 1 copy 20 øre Thiele and 9 copies 1 kr.
Thiele canc. with “Avane Nr. 9”. SUPERB.

250

Savings Booklet type III with 20 copies 20 øre Thiele with “Avane Nr. 28”.

200

Savings Booklet type III with 34 copies of 20 øre Thiele with one line
canc. “ANLÄGET PRÖVEN” and with blue crayon. 2 stamps have
been removed.

100

Savings Booklet type III with 5 copies 20 øre Thiele and 26 copies 1 kr.
Thiele with oval cachet “KOLONIEN UMANAK” with crown (same
on cover) and with blue crayon.

300

Savings Booklet type III with 31 copies 20 øre red, mixed Thiele and
Schultz with one line canc. “Udstedet Prøven”.

200

Savings Booklet type III with 30 copies 20 øre red, mixed Thiele and
Schultz with two line canc. “Udstedet Satut” (same on the cover).

250

Savings Booklet type III with 6 copies 1 kr. Thiele double canc. “Avane
Nr. 16” & one line “Kolonien Ritenbenk” with crown. SUPERB.

250

Savings Booklet type III with 3 copies 1 kr. Thiele
and 9 copies 3 kr. Thiele brown with “Avane Nr. 5”.
VERY RARE WITH 3 KR. STAMPS.

750

Savings Booklet type III with brown cover and with 120 copies 20 øre
Thiele with “Avane Nr. 33”. RARE

500

Savings Booklet type III with brown cover with 49 copies 20 øre Thiele
with two line canc. “Udstedet Niakornat”.

300

Savings Booklet type III with brown cover with 78 copies 20 øre Thiele
with two line canc. “Udstedet Niakornat”

300

SAVINGS BOOKLET from 1950, one full of 25 øre blue saving stamps
(144 copies) and another almost full of 1 kr. (109 copies, whereof 20
defective). The stamps are nicely canc, with colony postmarks
“Kolonien Upernavik” and “Udstedet Niakornat” respectively. Very
high DAKA cat. value.

Bid

Later Issues

American Bank Note Company Proofs

Lot # 240
10-18 P
American Issue 1945 cpl. (9). Proofs on carton paper (ca
0,12 mm), put up on a sheet by the printer, The American
Bank Note Company. A small piece of margin added
(supposedly by the printer) on the right side of 30 øre, of
little importance as the frame/margins are complete on
all four sides. Probably unique, in any case much more
rare than the die proofs, which DAKA quotes at DKK
110.000.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 5.000

65

€uro

P

241

Rare piece of glassine sheet dividing paper with six overprints which
has received the overprint instead of the underlying block of six. The
block of six unoverprinted stamps accompanies.

200

Ex 242
Ex 243
P µ 242 19-27 ** Danmark Befriet overprint set of 9 cpl., well centered and fresh never
hinged. F=10.000. SUPERB.

200

P µ 243 19-27 **

1945 Danmark Befriet set cpl. (9) in very fresh never hinged margin
blocks of four in good centering. F=40.000. SUPERB SET.

800

Collections & Mixed Lots

P µ 244 */ 

245 **/ 

66

Ex 244
Beautiful little collection of 27 Pakke Porto stamps on album pages
incl. some in more copies than one e.g. F. No. 1 with one * as well as
one copy without gum. Many stamps with very beautiful canc.

500

Carton from estate containing both used and unused collections
1938 - 2018 incl. “Danmark befriet” overprint both used and unused,
minisheets and booklets. Also FDCs 1967 - 2018.

500

€uro

Danish West Indies

P µ 246 13b **

An unmounted mint copy of 50 cents 2nd printing grey violet.
F=6.500. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

150

La Guaira

•

µ 247 **/ */ (*) LA GUAIRA small lot of the Centavo issue 1864-1869 incl. a block of 15
of ½ centavo on brown paper **, some cut into.. High cat. value!

Bid

Unique New Find

•Lot # 248 µ
LG 3+4 
A spectacular LA GUAIRA cover with ½ real bluish grey and 2
real orange yellow Waterlow & Sons printing, intended for use in
St Thomas. As supplies were running out stamps were taken into
use in Venezuela. The cover is dated “La Guaira 20th May 1873”
and sent to Edinburgh. Each stamp with a sharp Venezuelan pmk
“0” and at side due marking “2/-”. Vertical filing crease through
the ½ real stamp and the stamps are partly cut out, probably due to
rough perforation. The 2 real is very rare and unpriced on cover in
Facit and the ½ real not earlier known! Cert. Møller.
UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.500
67

Spectacular La Guaira Shipletter

Lot # 249 µ
LG 20 
Very beautiful cover to Bordeaux 1869 franked with the
very rare dos reales red in perforation 12½. Without price
in Facit and possibly unique. Private shipletter stamp
issued by J. A. Jesurun & Zoon, Curacao 1869. Canc.
“CORREOS CARACAS”, transit and arr. pmks on back,
opened out for exhibiting. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 7.500
68

€uro

Iceland
Please see also Lot # 482
12.00 hrs

Postal History

P

250 

P µ 251 

P µ 252 

250
251
Interesting official cover sent in 1818 to kansellíráð og sýslumaður
(Þórður) Björnsson at Garður in Aðaldalur, Þingeyjarsveit. Some printed information about the receiver included.

200

Beautiful prephilatelic cover sent to Copenhagen, inside dated
“Reykjavik 2 aug. 1823”. Cert. Grønlund.

200

253

P µ 253 

252
Letter dated “Frostastödum den 28.Aug. 1828” sent to Professori F.
Magnusson á Kaupmannahofn. Extraordinarily well preserved.
Cert. Grønlund. SUPERB.

300

Letter with contents dated “Husevig den 4de Febr. 1859” probably privately forwarded via Vopnafjördur to Copenhagen. Transcript of the
contents enclosed. Cert. Kaiser. RARE & SUPERB.

250

Skilling Issue

254

P µ 254 1 *

P

255 2PT (*)

255
Exceptionally beautiful and well centered 2 skilling. Full original
gum and only a very moderate hinge mark on back. F=18.000. Cert.
Svendsen. SUPERB.
Exceptional proof block of four of 4 skilling on thick “carton” paper without gum and watermark with very large sheet margin at right. RARE.

400
250
69

€uro

P µ 256 2P (*)

257

P µ 257 2 **
P µ 258 3v1 **
P

259 4PT (*)

P µ 260 4v1 *

Imperf. 4 skilling proof in red colour on thin paper
with clear wire marking and sheet margin watermark “posthorn” only. Cert. Beskow & Opinion
Møller. Ex. Crafoord. ONLY KNOWN COPY.

258

259

300

261

Very beautiful and well centered never hinged 4 skilling. F=7.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

150

Inverted watermark on a very fresh never hinged 8 skilling, wide perf. at
bottom which is very unusual on skilling. Unpriced as never hinged in
Facit. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE.

300

Exceptional proof block of four of 16 skilling on thick “carton” paper
without gum and watermark with very large sheet margin at right.
RARE.

250

Well centered and fresh 16 skilling with watermark
two inverted half crowns. F=17.000+. Cert. Møller.
RARE ITEM.

261 PT5v2 (*) Imperforated proof for 3 skilling dark grey on thin paper without gum.
F=5.000.

70

500
150

€uro

262
P

262 5 **

A wonderful copy 3 skilling grey with perfect perforation and centering. An unusual copy. F=17.000+. SUPERB.

P µ 263 6 *

P

263

Exceptionally beautiful 4 skilling line perf. 12 1/2
in perfect centering. F=20.000++. Certs Svendsen &
Møller. VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

264 7 **

500

500

Extremely well centered and fresh never hinged 16 skilling perf. 12
1/2 in perfect perforation which is very unusual.

200

Aur Issue Perforation 14 x 13 1/2

Ex 265
P µ 265 9PT ...
16PT (*)
1

P µ 266 8c 

P µ 267 8d 
P

268 8 **

266

267

268

Proofs for the 1876 regular postage stamps (6) imperf. on ungummed
paper without watermark. Sign. Møller & Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

200

Exceptional 3 aur dull brown orange with perfectly placed “AKUREYRI 24.11”. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

100

Very beautiful 3 aur pale brown orange of 1891 canc. “SEYDISFJÖRDUR 4.5”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

Bid

Very well centered and fresh never hinged 3 aur yellow. SUPERB.

Bid
71

€uro

P

269 8c 

5 aur double postal stationery card sent to Denmark with supplementary franking of 3 aur dull brown orange of 1886 canc. “REYKJAVÍK
10.12.95”. Arrival canc. “KOLDING JB.P.E. 19.12 1 TOG”. The inquiry
card with full message and the reply card still attached.

270

271

P µ 270 9 **
P

271 10b **

P µ 272 11e **
P µ 273 12c **

274
P

274 12 

P µ 275 12d +
24a +
28a 

72

272

Bid

273

Fresh never hinged 5 aur blue in a dull blue shade. F=12.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

150

Very well centered and fresh never hinged 5 aur green of printing II of
1884. SUPERB.

100

Very well centered and beautiful never hinged 6 aur greenish grey of
1895. Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

100

Exceptional, perfectly centered never hinged 10 aur carmine of the VI
printing of 1886. F=9.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

200

275
Domestic cover franked with 10 aur canc. “DALASÝSLA 4.9”. Arrival
canc. “REYKJAVÍK 7.9.96” on back. The cover slightly reduced. Ex.
Jóhannesson. SCARCE CANCELLATION ON COVER.

250

Very interesting parcel letter to Copenhagen franked with with total of
55 aur in mixed perforations 14 x 13 1/2 and 12 3/4 canc. “REYKJAVÍK
20.3 97”. 20 aur has a missing part at top which is an original damage.
Two of the 10 aur with perf. varieties “broken needles”.
VERY RARE COVER.

300

€uro

276
P µ 276 13b 
P

277 13c **

Extremely beautiful 16 aur deep brown of 1883 with well placed
“REYKJAVIK 21.3”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

100

Extremely beautiful never hinged 16 aur brown of printing III of 1886
in exceptional centering. Plate flaw: damaged “R” in “AUR”.
F=7.500++. VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

200

278
P µ 278 13c 
P µ 279 13d 

P

280 14a *

277

279

Cover with 16 aur brown of the 1886 printing canc. “REYKJAVIK 2.12”
sent to Denmark with transit and arrival canc. on back. The cover
lightly restored.

150

16 aur grey brown of 1891 on cover sent to Denmark, the stamp canc.
“ÍSAFJÖRDUR 4.4” (1898). Various transit and arrival canc. on back.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

200

Very well centered and fresh 20 aur pale violet of printing I of 1876.
Facit cat. value for a copy in normal centering is 9.500.
EXTREMELY RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

300

73

€uro

281

286

281 14b **

Exceptionally well centered never hinged block of four of 20 aur violet
of printing II of 1881. F=7.500++. EXCELLENT.

150

P

282 14b **

Block of four with corner margin 20 aur 2nd printing dark violet
strengthened in the margins only. The four stamps unmounted.
F=4.500. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 283 15a *

283

284

Exceptionally well centered and fresh 20 aur ultramarine of printing
I of 1882. Opinion Møller. EXTREMELY RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

200

Exceptional never hinged copy of 20 aur greenish blue of printing III
of 1891 in very good centering. F=13.000. SUPERB.

300

P

284 15c **

P

285 16 **

Very fresh never hinged 40 aur in an unusually light green shade.
F=4.400. SUPERB.

100

P

286 16 **

Very fresh and beautiful never hinged block of four of 40 aur green.
F=15.900 as single stamps. SUPERB BLOCK.

200

Two beautiful copies of 40 aur light lilac of 1886, canc. “BÆR 13.12” &
“REYKJAVÍK 17.10” respectively.

100

285

P µ 287 17b 

74

282

P

Ex 287

288

289

P

288 17c **/ * Very well centered and fresh block of four of 40 aur brown lilac of 1891,
the two lower stamps ** and the two upper stamps very lightly
hinged. SUPERB.

100

P

289 18 

100

50 aur with very beautiful “AKUREYRI 2.4”.

€uro

290

291

292

P

290 18 

Very well centered 50 aur with very beautiful “DÝRAFJÖRDUR 28.6”.
SUPERB.

100

P

291 18 

Very beautiful 50 aur canc. “ÍSAFJÖRDUR 12.10”. SUPERB.

100

P

292 18-19 **

Extremely well centered never hinged copies of 50 & 100 aur (the 50 aur
perfectly centered). F=8.000++. SUPERB - EXCELLENT

150

P

293 19 **

Exceptionally well centered never hinged block of four of 100 aur.
F=20.000. RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

300

Aur Issue Perforation 12 3/4

P

294 20 **

Extremely well centered block of four of small “3” of 1897. F=30.000.
RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

400

75

€uro

P µ 295 23 *

296

250

P µ 296 24a-c 

5 aur in all three shades with very beautiful canc.

100

P

297
298
Postcard franked with 5 aur green canc. “REYKJAVIK 27.3.1900” sent
to Switzerland, transit canc. “EDINBURGH AP 3 00”.

Bid

Cover sent to United States via Norway franked with two copies of 10
aur canc. “SEYÐISFJÖRÐUR 9.11”. Transit canc. “BERGEN 19.XI.00”
and arrival canc. “MINNESOTA MINN DEC 04 1900”. Cert. Møller.
Ex. Jóhannesson.

250

299
300
Extremely beautiful never hinged 16 aur brown in perfect centering.
VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY.

100

Beautiful copies of each of the two printings of 20 aur blue, one canc.
“ESKIFJÖRDUR 15.1” and the other one “VESTMANNAEYJAR 18.6”.
SUPERB.

100

Beautiful cover to Germany with 20 aur dull blue to Germany canc.
“REYKJAVIK 12.11 1900”. F=6.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

297 24 

P µ 298 26 

P

299 27 **

P

300 28a-b 

P µ 301 28b 
76

295

Extremely beautiful 5 aur blue grey perf. 12½ in exceptional centering, lightly hinged. Interesting to note that the upper inner frameline
is almost completely missing. Copy of cert. Debo for a block of four.
VERY RARE STAMP IN THIS QUALITY.

Rare 40 Aur Perforation 12¾

Lot # 302
30 **
An extremely fresh and beautiful copy of the rare 40 aur lilac perf.
12¾. One of 37 copies recorded. F=70.000. Cert. Møller & sign.
Strandell.
SUPERB RARITY

€uro 3.000

303
P µ 303 31 **

P µ 304 21N+ **

Ex 304

Unusually well centered never hinged 50 aur perf. 12¾. The gum
somewhat dried in in places (no defect). F=18.000. Opinion Møller.
SUPERB.

400

BERNE REPRINTS. Cpl. set of 18 “originals” (without overprint) in
very fresh never hinged copies, all from pos. 42. Only 104 sets issued.
F=30.000. Certs Beskow & Grønlund. SCARCE SET.

500
77

€uro

Þrír Issue

P µ 305 32 
P µ 306 33 

P µ 307 34 **
P µ 308 35 **

309

78

305

306

Beautiful 3/5 with small “þrír” perf. 14 x 13½ canc. 3.11.97 in
Reykjavik. F=20.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

400

Unusually well centered and beautiful 3/5 with large “þrír” perf.
14 x 13½. F=35.000. Cert. Grønlund.

750

307

308

Very well centered never hinged “3” and small “þrír” surcharge on 5
aur. F=18.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

400

Extremely beautiful and well centered never hinged “3” and large
“þrír” surcharge on 5 aur. Sign. Bühler and a number in pencil on
back. F=24.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

400

310

311

P

309 35 *

Very fresh lightly hinged large “þrír” and “3” overprint on 5 aur.
F=8.000.

200

P

310 36 **

Exceptionally well centered and fresh never hinged small “þrír” surcharge on 5 aur. F=22.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

400

P

311

Small “þrír” overprint in a fresh, lightly hinged copy. F=7.500.

150

36 *

€uro

312
• P µ 312 36 

315

Beautiful printed matter with “þrír” surcharge in small letters on 5 aur
canc. “REYKJAVÍK 11.11 97”. F=6.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

313
P µ 313 37
P µ 314 37 
P

315 37 

100

314

Extremely well centered and fresh never hinged large “þrír” surcharge
on 5 aur. F=27.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

500

5 aur with small “þrír” surcharge with Reykjavík corner canc. F=7.000.
Cert. BPA.

100

Very beautiful folded letter sheet sent as printed matter with 5 aur
with “þrír” surcharge in large letters canc. “REYKJAVÍK 11.11 97”.
Arrival canc. with “HAFNARFJÖRÐUR” crown canc. F=8.000.

150

Í Gildi Issue

• P µ 316 38 

3 aur perf. 14 x 13½ of the 1891 printing with black overprint with
small part of Reykjavik canc. Overprint plate pos. 1 of setting VI.
F=18.000. Cert. Møller, verified and plated by E. Glatt.

150

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
79

10 Aur Perforation 14 x 13½

Lot # 317 µ
39b *
Very beautiful and fresh lightly hinged 10 aur red carmine of printing VII of 1895 with black overprint. The stamp pos. 5 or 55, the
overprint probably plate pos. 24 of either setting IV or V. F=85.000.
Sign. KPK as well as certs Grønlund & Møller. Overprint plated
by Ellis Glatt.
RARE STAMP
€uro 4.000

318
P µ 318 40c *
P µ 319 42bv1 *
P

80

320 44v *

319

320

16 aur brown perf. 14 x 13½ with black overprint from setting III,
overprint pos. 14 according to E. Glatt. F=14.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB.

400

40 aur lilac with inverted overprint. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

Bid

Very interesting copy of 100 aur with a dramatic vertical shift in the
overprint leaving the stamp with “‘02-’03” at top and “Í GILDI” at
bottom.

250

€uro

321
P µ 321 45b *
P µ 322 46d *

322

Beautiful 5 aur green of printing II of 1884 with Í Gildi overprint.
F=22.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

500

Extremely well centered, lightly hinged 6 aur grey of printing IV of
1891 with Í Gildi overprint. F=18.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB.

400

• P µ 323 46A (*) The rare 16 aur with red overprint on piece of
paper, which is probably from the paper sheet it
was originally pasted on prior to being overprinted. F=65.000. Overprint plate pos. 26 of late setting
V according to E. Glatt. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

1.000

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
81

Unusual Grey Blue Shade

Lot # 324 µ
47b *
Beautiful 20 aur grey blue perf. 14 x 13½ (1885 printing) with red overprint. F=55.000. Cert. Eldrup. Ex. Pálsson.
VERY FINE - SUPERB
€uro 2.500

325
P µ 325 48 **
P µ 326 48v1 *
P

327 50v2 *

P

328 51 **

P µ 329 52 **
P µ 330 52 *
82

326
327
Very well centered and extremely fresh small “3” yellow with Í Gildi
overprint. F=5.500++. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

150

Beautiful 3 aur with slightly shifted inverted overprint. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB.

100

Spectacular pair of 4 aur with severely shifted double overprint, of
which one is inverted. UNUSUAL.

200

328
329
330
Extremely well centered and fresh never hinged 5 aur with black overprint. Small pencil notation on back of no importance. F=7.000++.
EXCELLENT.

150

Well centered never hinged 6 aur with black overprint. F=13.000. Copy
of cert. Lasse Nielsen for block. SUPERB.

250

Well centered 6 aur with black overprint. F=6.500. Cert. Grønlund.
SUPERB.

150

Rare 25 Aur

Lot # 331 µ
56 *
A fantastic copy of 25 aur Í GILDI in almost perfect centering. Extremely fresh on back with very
light hinge trace. This is the rarest of the Í GILDI
stamps to find and this copy is probably the
finest in existence. Certs Møller & Grønlund.
EXCEPTIONAL COPY

€uro 6.000
83

€uro

332

333

P

332 59-60 

Extremely beautiful copies of 5 and 6 aur with red overprint with
exceptional cancellations, “HRAUNGERDI 10.1” & “LEITH SHIP
LETTER MY 3 03” respectively. SUPERB.

100

P

333 60v7 *

Extremely beautiful 6 aur with ‘03-’03 variety in red overprint colour.
F=5.500. SUPERB & UNUSUAL.

200

Christian IX

334
P µ 334 65 
P

335 65 

P µ 336 73+
127 

84

335

Pair of 5 aur canc. “GRENJADARSTADUR 10.4” (1913) sent to
Skagafjordur with Akureyri and Saudarkrokur transit canc. on back.

100

Extremely beautiful cover franked with a pair of 5 aur canc. “ÍSAFJÖRDUR 27.6” sent to Reykjavik, arrival canc. “REYKJAVIK 30.6 1905”.

100

Parcel card sent as COD from Copenhagen franked
with 1,30 kr in March 1920. On arrival in “BLÖNDUÓS 16.6 1920” 1,05 kr has been applied in postage stamps to cover the import toll as well as “stimpilgjald” and cancelled with CDS as well as
SEWING MACHINE perf. holes.
VERY FEW SUCH ITEMS KNOWN.

1.000

€uro

Two Kings Issues

337
P

337 79 

P µ 338 81 

Postcard sent to Denmark franked with 5 aur tied by numeral canc.
“157” of Hafnarfjördur. Arrival canc. in Copenhagen on 3.3 1908.

100

Censored cover sent from “REYKJAVIK 23.III.18” to the United States
via England with censor tape “OPENED BY CENSOR C-45”.

100

Ex 339

P µ 339 76-90 **
P

340 94 **

P µ 341 91-97 **
P

342

338

340

Very fresh and beautiful cpl. set in good centering, all stamps never
hinged except 5 aur which has an almost invisible hinge mark (15).
F=16.220. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

5 aur green watermark crosses in never hinged block of 12 with corner
margin number. F=30.000.

200

Ex 341

342

Extremely well centered and fresh never hinged cpl. set of seven with
wmk crosses. F=9.500++. SUPERB - EXCELLENT SET.

200

Scarce unpaid postcard sent to Denmark canc. “REYKJAVIK 20.4.09”
with “T” postage due handstamp as well as “10” in blue crayon.

100

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
85

€uro

Silhouette Issues

Ex 343

Ex 344

P µ 343 114-20 ** Beautiful never hinged cpl. set of 7 in good centering. F=6.500.

100

P µ 344 114-20 ** Cpl. set of six in very fresh and beautiful ** margin blocks of four,
all but one from the upper right corner. F=26.000.

300

Surcharges on Kings Issues

Ex 345
P µ 345 98-103
**/ *
P µ 346 101+
124+140

P

347 102 

346

347

Christian IX surcharges 1921-29 in a cpl. very fresh set of six blocks
of four, all but one with corner margin. All stamps are ** except two
10/2 kr which are lightly reinforced. F=18.100.

300

Money letter sent to Copenhagen with e.g. a pair 30/50 aur, the stamps
canc. “REYKJAVIK 28.V.26”. Two red wax seals as well as an arrival
canc. on back.

300

Unusual airmail cover sent from “STYKKISHÓLMUR 6.VII.29” endorsed “STYKKISH”LMUR-REYKJAVIK” as well as “OSLO-GÖTEBORG-MALMÖ”.

Bid

348

Ex 349

P

348 107 **

Well centered never hinged 10 kr surcharge on 5 kr. F=9.500++.
SUPERB.

150

P

349 160-61  Registered airmail cover sent to Akureyri franked with set of aeroplane overprints canc. “REYKJAVIK 27.VII.29”.

Bid

86

€uro

P

350 161 **

Aeroplane overprint on 50 aur Two Kings in a very fresh ** margin
block of four. F=7.200.

100

Christian X Issues

351
352
353
P µ 351 67+116+ Unusual registered flight cover sent from “ÍSAFJÖRDUR 6.VII.29” en140 
dorsed “ISAFJÖRDUR-REYKJAVIK” and then “OSLO-GÖTEBORG”,
transit canc. “REYKJAVIK 6.VII.29” and arrival “LINKÖPING 17.7.29”.
P

P

352 137+160


100

Airmail cover sent from “VESTMANNAEYJAR 3.VII.29”, endorsed
“VESTMANNAEYJAR-REYKJAVIK” as well as “OSLO-GÖTEBORGMALMÖ”. Transit canc. Reykjavik on back. UNUSUAL ITEM.

100

353 138+142+ Parcel card for a parcel weighing 2,25 kilos sent as COD to
170 
Vestmannaeyjar franked with 1,80 kr including 1 kr Christian X canc.
“REYKJAVIK 24.III.28”.

300

P µ 354 142+170


Beautiful money letter franked with 1,20 kr sent from Reykjavik in
1931 to Vatnsfirdi. Two fine red wax seals on back.

Ex 355
356
P µ 355 145-57 ** Very beautiful and fresh cpl. never hinged set in very good centering.
The 2 kr. with gum fold visible only from back, therefore not counted in cat. value. F=28.545. VERY FINE - SUPERB SET.
P µ 356 154 **

40 aur Christian X new engraving in a perfect copy. F=9.000. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB.

250

400
200
87

€uro

357
P µ 357 124..172


Ex 358

359

Extremely beautiful moneyletter franked with 1,66 kr incl. “EIN
KRÓNA” overprint on Christian X canc. “REYKJAVIK 31.VIII.27”.
Two red wax seals as well as a Copenhagen arrival canc. on back.

400

P µ 358 162-64  Two Zeppelin items sent to Germany, a cover with a single 2 kr
Zeppelin overprint stamp sent to Germany as well as a registered postcard with 30 aur and 1 kr from the same set. Both with proper
Friedrichshafen transit canc.

100

P

359 165 **

P µ 360 167 **

Extremely well centered never hinged 1 kr Hópflug. F=4.500.
EXCELLENT.

Extremely well centered and fresh never hinged 10
kr Hópflug. F=28.000++. Sign. Sieger, certs APS &
Møller. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

150

1.000

Later Issues

P

88

361 168 

Very scarce destination Constantinople on 7 aur printed matter sent
as shipmail via Denmark in 1927, large framed “Paquebot” handstamp.

200

€uro

Ex 362

Ex 363

P µ 362 168-72 ** Extremely fresh and well centered never hinged cpl. set of five.
F=7.000++. SUPERB.

P µ 363 173..187
**

The Parliament set of 15 cpl. with “SPECIMEN” overprint. Very unusual to find in never hinged condition.

Ex 364

150
250

365

P µ 364 173-93 ** Very fine and fresh never hinged sets of the 1930 Parliament Millenary
regular issue as well as the Airmail issue (21). F=12.000.

200

Interesting registered airmail cover franked with 16 copies of 10 aur
triangular airmail stamp sent to Sweden (5 stamps on back) canc.
“REYKJAVIK 14.II.1930”. Two Postmaster seals on back. The cover has
been folded prior to the stamps being affixed, therefore not damaging
them.

100

P µ 365 188 

366

367

368

P

366 189-93  Beautiful registered cover with cpl. set of 1930 Alting airmail issue
canc. 27.VI.30 at Thingvellir, sent to Reykjavik, arrival canc. on back.

P

367 211 

P µ 368 217 

Bid

Censored airmail cover with violet O.A.T. handstamp sent to an undercover address in Portugal, franked with 1 kr. Hekla canc. “REYKJAVÍK
6.III.42” and arrival canc. in Lisbon on 27.3.42.

Bid

Interesting censored registered FDC with block of 6 of 25/3 aur
Jochumsson sent to Sweden via London and Lisbon. German censor tape
and handstamps on back.

100
89

€uro

Ex 369

Ex 370

Ex 371

Ex 373

P µ 369 227-36 ** Geysir 1938-47 in cpl. set of 10 (both perfs) very fresh ** blocks of four,
mostly with corner margin.

P µ 370 240-51 ** Fish & Flag set of 12 cpl. in very fresh ** blocks of four, some values in
2 diff. perfs incl. the 10 aur green. F=15.484.
P µ 371 245C1-C2 Two never hinged blocks of four of 10 aur herring in different perf., the
**
first one comb perf. 14 x 13½ and the other one 14 x 14. F=10.800.

372
• P µ 372 248+260


200
100

374

Airmail cover sent to the US franked with 2,25 kr. of which 180 aur was
for the airmail fee from Great Britain to the US. The stamps canc.
“REYKJAVIK “9.XII.42”, “O.A.T. handstamp and British censor tape
“EXAMINER 5219”.

P µ 373 256-59 ** 1940 NYWF overprint set in very fresh and beautiful ** corner blocks
of four. Light hinge marks in margins only. F=8.000.

P µ 374 Bl. 3 

100

Very unusual late usage of numeral canc. “252” of Sídumúli on
postally forwarded registered cover sent to Denmark in 1970. Arrival
canc. on back. A letter from the postal clerk at Sídumáli is included.

Bid
150

Bid

Official Issues

P µ 375 Tj 1 *

90

Fresh unused copy of 4 skilling perf. 14 x 13½ in
good perforation and normal centering for this
stamp. F=75.000. RARE STAMP.

1.250

Lot # 376 µ
Tj 1 
Very beautiful copy of 4 skilling perf. 14 x 13½ in centering which is
very unusual for this stamp, of which most copies are severely off centered. The stamp is lightly canc. with proper Reykjavik canc. One tiny
thin spot of limited importance. F=85.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY
€uro 1.250

377

P

377 Tj 2 

8 sk. in exceptional appearance with perfect “HJARDARHOLT
20.7”. Two small thin spots.

250

378 Tj 3 

Very unusual, extremely wide copy of 4 skilling perf 12 1/2 (cto) with
watermark two half crowns.

Bid

Ex 379
380
Two very beautiful and fresh never hinged sets in selected centering, cpl.
in both perf. 14 x 13½ as well as 12¾ (apart from the unissued 5 and 20
aur). F=16.450. SUPERB.

250

380 Tj 5v ** Imperf. margin pair of 5 aur dull brown of printing I on gummed paper
with watermark, hinged only in the sheet margin. VERY UNUSUAL.

200

P µ 379 Tj 4...13
**
P

378

2

91

€uro

Ex 381

P µ 381 Tj 6-8PT Amazing set of three proofs as matching corner margin blocks of
(*)
four of the 1876 issue, 10, 16 & 20 aur. All on thin ungummed paper
without watermark. Certs Møller & Lasse Nielsen. Ex. Dr. Gene
Scott. EXCEPTIONAL BLOCKS.

600

P

382
383
384
385
382 Tj 15b ** Very fresh never hinged 3 aur yellow with Í Gildi overprint. F=5.500.
VERY FINE.

100

P

383 Tj 17 **

Well centered and fresh never hinged 10 aur blue with Í Gildi overprint.
F=8.000. SUPERB.

150

P

384 Tj 18a 

Inverted Í Gildi overprint on 16 aur carmine of printing I canc. with
Saurbær crown canc. (cto as usual), two creased corner perfs. The overprint originates from setting II according to Ellis Glatt. SCARCE.

Bid

P

385 Tj 18v2 *

Very well centered and beautiful 16 aur with double overprint, of which
one is inverted. Setting II, overprint plate pos. 23 (normal) and 28 (inverted) according to E. Glatt. SCARCE.

300

P

386
386 Tj 19v3 *

Ex 387
Ex 388
Ex 389
Pair of 20 aur green perf. 14 x 13 1/2 of which one has the “‘03-’03”
variety. SCARCE.
250

P µ 387 Tj 26-32 ** Christian IX 1902 in cpl. set of seven very well centered and fresh
blocks of four.
P µ 388 Tj 33-41 ** Two Kings 1907 & 1918 in cpl. very fresh ** blocks of four. F=9.200.

P µ 389 Tj 53I-II ** Official surcharges & overprints of 1922-36 cpl. (except 5 kr.) incl. both
types of “Þjónusta” overprint on 2 kr. in very fresh ** blocks of four (6
diff.). F=20.760.

92

100
150

300

€uro

Ex 390
P µ 390 Tj 59-74 ** Very fresh never hinged cpl. set of 1930 Parliament Millenary officials
(16). F=19.000. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

300

Stamp Booklet

P µ 391 H7 **

Very beautiful and well preserved 2 kr. booklet containing five copies
of each of 5 aur brown cod, 10 aur grey herring and 25 aur red brown
cod. F=7.500.

300

Postal Stationery

392
P

393

394

392 EB1PT (*) Very scarce proof for the value stamp of the first postal stationery
card of 1879 (white unfilled corners) on thin laid paper without
watermark. UNUSUAL.

P

393 EB1P 

Proof for the frame of the first postal stationery card of 1879 in an
uncut strip of three. SCARCE.

P

394 EB1 

Uncut strip of three of the 5 aur postal stationery card of 1879 in final
colours.

250
250
Bid
93

€uro

395

396

P

395 EB1P 

Proof for the value stamp, frame etc. in the final greyish blue colour of
the first 5 aur card. SCARCE.

100

P

396 EB1P 

Proof for the frame of the first 5 aur card in light brown colour.
VERY SCARCE.

150

P

397 EB1P 

Proof for the frame of the first 5 aur card in black colour on yellowish
slightly thicker carton. SCARCE.

150

398

399

P

398 EB1P 

Proof for the frame of the first 5 aur card in the final light grey colour.

100

P

399 EB2 

Interesting 8 aur postal stationery card sent to Prussia with added franking of 3 skilling, which was at that time of course no longer valid. Canc.
“REYKJAVIK 8.5” (1888), chamferred Edinburgh “SHIP LETTER”
transit and “DÜSSELDORF 22.5.88” arrival canc.

Bid

400
P

400 EB4P 

• P µ 401 EB4 
94

397

401

Very interesting card believed to be a proof for the second 5 aur card
of 1889 however with the value stamp cliché of the first card issued in
1879. EXTREMELY RARE.

300

5 aur postal stationery card dated “Járngerðarstöðum 27 nov. 1894”
with beautiful “EYRARBAKKI” crown canc., presumably applied on
arrival at Eyrarbakki. SUPERB.

300

€uro

P

402 EB8 

P

403 EB17 

Very fine “5” aur negative overprint on 10 aur postal stationery card
with two “L” in “ALLSHERJAR” canc. “REYKJAVIK 11.1.20” sent
locally with full message on back.

Bid

P

404 EB19 

Shipmail, 5 aur postal stationery card with 5 aur additional franking
sent to Denmark canc. “EDINBURGH 19 OC 7 06” as well as unframed
“PAQUEBOT” in violet, arrival canc. in Copenhagen 9.10 1906.

100

8 aur postal card with 3 aur addtitional franking tied by “KOLFREYJUSTADUR” crown canc. sent to Germany via “STAVANGER
12.VI.03”. Full message on back.

200

403

P µ 405 EB20 

406

Unusual strip of three of the first 5 aur postal stationery card with “Í
GILDI” overprint. VERY SCARCE.

404

407

200

405

408

P

406 EB21 

10 aur postal stationery card canc. in transit “LEITH JY 30 06” as well
as unframed “PAQUEBOT”. Arrival canc. in Hobro with railway canc.
on 1.8.

Bid

P

407 EB24 

5 aur postal stationery card sent as shipmail and canc. only on arrival
in Copenhagen with inverted date in canc. on 3.2 1913 as well as with
“FRA ISLAND” handstamp in small letters.

Bid

P

408 EB26 

10 aur postal stationery card canc. “REYKJAVIK 14.3.09” sent to
Finland, arrival canc. “HELSINKI 29.III.09”. Scarce destination country
for Icelandic mail.

100
95

€uro

409

410

411

P

409 EB31 

Unused 5 aur surcharge on 8 aur Two Kings single card.

Bid

P

410 EB33 

5 aur surcharge on unused reply half of 8 aur Christian IX double card
(sold as single card). F=3.300. SCARCE CARD.

100

P

411

5 aur surcharge on unused reply half of 8 aur Two Kings double card
(sold as single card). F=6.300. VERY RARE CARD.

200

EB35 

412
P

412 EB43 

P µ 413 DB20 

413

Shipmail, 20 aur postal stationery card sent to Germany canc. in transit in Copenhagen on Aug. 24 1934 with machine canc. with straight
lines (unusual on Icelandic mail) with straight line “FRA ISLAND”
handstamp.

100

5 aur reply card canc. with very scarce “ÞINGEYJARSÝSLA 5.10”, transit “BLÖNDUÓS 8.10 1911” on front as well as numeral canc. “97”
applied on arrival on back.

100

Collections
µ 414 **/ */ (*) Very clean unused collection 1873 - 1950s containing single stamps (even diff. shades) as well as
blocks of four on Visir pages in an album. Many
better singles and blocks included e.g. some better
** (most blocks are **). The later part includes e.g.
nearly all better sets from the 1940s-50s in ** blocks
of four. 5 certs included. High cat. value.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.
415 **/ *

96

Collection ** 1873 - 1991 in two Leuchtturm albums
incl. many better stamps and sets, e.g. complete
from mid 1930s onwards. The overall quality is
very high with nearly every stamp in selected centering, only a few stamps noted to be lightly hinged
and a few others seem to be regummed (e.g. 3 & 8
skilling). Extremely high cat. value.

1.000

750

€uro
416 **/ */ 

Collection 1876 - 2012 in three expensive SAFE Dual albums. The early part is mixed unused and used incl. some better stamps and sets e.g.
1930 Parliament cpl. mostly *, 1930 Parliament airmail set cpl. **, some
kings sets cpl. etc. Seems cpl. * ca 1965 - 1985, then seemingly cpl. **
1986 - 2012.

300

417 **/ */ 

Double collection in a Leuchtturm album 1873 up to early 1980s. The
used part quite well filled with many medium and some higher priced
stamps, however in mixed quality. The separate unused part slightly
less well filled but includes many medium priced stamps.

250

µ 418 / 

µ 419 / 

Specialized collection of all three sets of the 1930
Parliament issue, i.e. the normal, official and airmail sets. Emphasis is on varieties and different
canc. types on these stamps incl. 35 covers/cards
which incl. quite a few interesting ones e.g. a very
rare postally used COD card (Póstkrafa) franked
with 25 & 40 aur sent from Reykjavik to Svinadal
with Audkúla bridge canc. on back and “REBUTS”
handstamp on front. Among the included stamps
are e.g. three very fine used sets of each of the three
diff. sets as well as numerous additional high values.
Please see sample pictures on our website.
Specialized collection mounted on 17 exhibition pages covering the
following issues; 1933 Charity, 1935-41 Jochumsson, 1938 University &
1941 Sturluson. The collection includes several interesting covers,
some better canc. etc. All scanned on our website.

Ex 420
P µ 420 / 

P µ 421 / 

2.500

200

Ex 421

Very interesting specialized collection of the 1934 airmail issue on 13
exhibition pages incl. a number of very interesting covers. All scanned on our website.

200

Small specialized collection of Icelandic stamps and covers canc.
with various types of cancellations from Bergen. The collection is
neatly mounted on 7 exhibition pages and includes better covers etc.
All pictured on our website.

300

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
97

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

Ex 422
P µ 422 */ / (*)

P

Very fine small selection of 11 mostly skilling stamps in very good
quality incl. beautiful 2 skilling without gum and an extremely
beautiful post canc. 16 skilling. A couple of other stamps without
gum (marked on web picture).

300

423 **/ *

Small group of five Í Gildi overprint varieties on official stamps incl.
four diff. inverted overprints.

100

424 **

Stockbook containing mostly ** part sheets up to ca 1930 incl. much Í
Gildi in half sheets. F=51.000.

200

425 **

Box containing a thick bundle of cpl. ** sheets mostly from the late
1970s up to 2000s. Also larger blocks on stock cards as well as some
booklets and some minisheets. Very high face value.

500

426 **

Bundle of mostly cheaper sheets from 1940s-50s but also ca 10 diff. Í
Gildi sheets from 1902 (some with separation in the middle) etc.

100

427 **/ / 

Large carton from an estate containing e.g. a used collection 1873 2012 in two Leuchtturm albums incl. many medium and some better
priced sets (cpl. 1944 - 2012 except for a very few stamps in the most
recent part), another used collection 1876 - 2005, small collection of
numeral and other canc., official year sets cpl. 1974 - 2016, collection
of FDCs in multiple albums nearly cpl. 1944 - 2017 etc.

600

428 **

µ 429 

98

Very comprehensive and well balanced ** stock of
stamps and minisheets 1902 up to early 2000s neatly
arranged in four albums. Emphasis is on 1944
onwards with all better stamps and sets well represented. Extremely high cat. value.
Box containing a comprehensive stock of used minisheets as well as
some booklets 1938 up to ca 2000. F=77.470. List of contents available
on our website.

1.000

400

€uro
430 **/ */ 

Mostly used stock 1873 - 1980s in a stockbook incl. medium priced
stamps.

100

431 **/ */ 

Three stockbooks with interesting mixed mostly older content.
Included are e.g. nice canc. on Aur official stamps, better blocks of four
incl. margin number corner blocks, some Í Gildi with inverted overprints etc.

300

µ 432 

433 **
µ 434 
µ 435 

436 

Large accumulation of numeral cancellations
arranged by number in a large stockbook incl. canc.
up to ca 800 kr in Facit. Our estimate is that there
should be close to 1500 stamps of course with strikes of varying quality.

1.500

FACE VALUE, 2.000 minisheets Europa CEPT 2006.
Face value ISK 600.000 (when described ca Euro
4.300).

1.000

Small but interesting group of 14 early postcards with several better
motifs such as a French one from Djúpivogur etc. One postcard is franked with 10 aur perf. 12 3/4 canc. Eskifjördur and sent to Denmark.

150

Bundle with older covers up to 1950s incl. over 30 ship mail covers
mostly with various “Paquebot” or “Fra Island” handstamps, better
frankings and usages. Also a bundle with more recent covers incl.
some with better canc. etc.

400

Small box containing a couple of hundred covers and cards of a very
varied nature incl. better early Republic frankings (some on parcel
cards), better canc. etc.

150

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

99

Norway
Please see also Lot # 22, 25, 88, 421, 594, 597, 601 & 993

4 Skilling 1855
First Day 1.1 1855

• Lot # 437 µ
A very beautiful front of a cover with 4 skilling canc.
with a grid pmk and at side “KONGSVINGER 1.1 1855”.
Only one other First Day cover is known. Certs
Moldenhauer & Aune.

€uro 10.000
100

€uro

P µ 438 

Incoming stampless cover from Finland “WIBORG 18 MAJ 1858” to
Laurvig. Interesting array of transit postmarks and showing rate calculation of 10 + 36½ kopek totalling 46½ kopek which is higher rate
than on any franked cover known to Norway from the Oval Issue
period 1856-59. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

439
P µ 439 1 (*)
P

440 1 

100

440

Very fresh and beautiful 4 sk. 1855 in pos. A 49. Certs Lundström &
Aune, sign. A. Berntsen.

750

Exeptional 4 sk. 1855 with an extremely clear and perfectly placed grid
canc. EXCELLENT.

Bid

“DAMPSKIBET BERGEN 20.6 1856”

Lot # 441 µ
1
Spectacular piece with rare ship cancellation on 4 sk. from sheet
pos. B 31. Cert. Moldenhauer & sign. Friedl.
EXCELLENT & RARE
€uro 2.000
101

“STOCKHOLM 6.5 1867” on Oscar I

Lot # 442 µ
2
A spectacular copy of 2 sk. with an excellent Swedish canc. Unique
on this stamp. Small cert. from Obermüller Wilén for the postmark and a personal note from Frantz Moldenhauer saying the
stamps is OK. In the same note he mentions that he has an 8 sk.
with the same postmark on the same date in his collection, presuming it is from the same letter with late usage of this issue. Picture
encl. of a 4 sk. Coat of Arms with same pmk, these three stamps
would pay for a double rate or a registered shipletter to Sweden.
Cert. Aune.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 750

P µ 443 5 

102

The beautiful and unique 8 skilling with the same
Swedish canc. “STOCKHOLM 6.5 1867” (Happy
Birthday S-A Hansen!), mentioned in above lot. Ex.
Frantz Moldenhauer.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

300

€uro

Coat of Arms 1863

444

445

P

444 6 

Very beautiful 2 sk. with superb Swedish pmk “ARVIKA 22.8 1866”
and an ink cross. UNIQUE.

250

P

445 8 

Beautiful 4 sk. with Swedish pmk “GÖTEBORG 4.10 1865”.
VERY FINE & UNIQUE.

100

Later Issues

446
P

446 41 

P µ 447 (*)

Ex 448

P µ 448 1020-21

Ex 447

Well centered and fresh 12 øre dull olive green unshaded posthorn
with Kristiania corner canc. F=3.300. Sign. Snarvold.

100

1878 Oscar, four essays in diff. colours.

200

Ex 449

Ex 450

1987 Horsebreeds, two diff. proofs showing the brown engraved print
on gummed paper.

P µ 449 1074 **/ 1989 H. A. Winsnes, three engraved progressive colour proofs. One
(*)
with thin.
P µ 450 (*)

2001 large format King Harald V, group of three proofs in diff. colours
without value, with large margins mounted on piece of carton paper.

200
200
200
103

€uro

Collections

P µ 451 **/ */
Fantastic mainly unused collection 1855 - 1982 spe/ / (*) cialized in shades in two beautiful Estett albums.
All better stamps seem to be present except for 12
öre unshaded posthorn and “London” overprint.
Earliest issues canc., from 1872 unused both hinged
and unhinged, and a few without gum. Also a number of interesting covers e.g. prephilatelic cover to
France, some Skilling covers etc. Please inspect.
µ 452 **/ */ 

Very clean collection 1855 - 2010 in two Stender albums. The early
part cpl. according to the album pages incl. some extra shades etc.
(mostly used), then nearly cpl. mixed unused and used with a large
part of the modern part ** incl. 2003-10.

750

453 **/ */ 

Collection 1856 - 2013 in four expensive SAFE Dual albums. Mostly
used up to ca 1960 with e.g. a few skilling stamps, ** Legion stamp etc.,
nearly cpl. mostly * from early 1960s up to 1985, more or less cpl. **
1986 - 2013. Very high face value.

400

454 **/ *

Well filled collection 1909 - 1982 incl. Officials in two beautiful SAFE
albums mainly never hinged + 19 different year sets between 1980 2006. Also incl. an unused No. 1 with removed ink canc.

600

Ex 455
Beautiful little collection of Posthorn skilling & øre in shades on
nine album pages incl. several with very beautiful canc. as well as
three nice covers.

300

P µ 455 / 

µ 456 **

104

1.000

Collection of small sheets of self-adhesive stamps
issued in the period 2007- 2013 (F. Nos 1654/1971) cut
down from large rolls as used by the Norwegian
Philatelic Department to frank FDCs and other philatelic products. Please see Facit Norden 2019 pages 378383. Each of the items for the 36 issues is neatly presented on an album page with descriptive text in
Norwegian. The collection is one of 100 such collections put together by the Norwegian Philatelic
Federation and sold by them for NOK 25.000. Please
see list of contents and example pages on our website.

1.000

€uro

P µ 457 **/ */
/ 

P µ 458 

µ 459 1 

Ex 457

LOCAL POST. Very interesting collection
“BYPOST” in three Lindner albums and one duplicate stockbook, mainly unused stamps and Postal
Stationery items. Also a section of Bergen and
Christiania Bypost canc. with interesting items e.g.
covers from Sweden, skilling covers etc. Entire collection pictured on our website. Please inspect.

500

Ex 458
NORWAY/DENMARK and foreign countries. Collection with 37
prephilatelic or stampless covers from Norway to foregin countries
or vise versa. Many interesting items with thorough analysis. The
1.000
entire collection can be inspected on our website.

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
Reused lettersheet with 4 sk. “TRONDHIEM 9.9.1857” (tear in the
sheet away from stamp). Inside CHRISTIANIA 30.3.1857. Further
three pre-philatelic covers with different blue c.d.s. incl. one Drammen
with two canc. of different days.

200

Meet Postiljonen at NORDIA 2019 in Norway
Quality Hotel Sarpsborg, Bjørnstadveien 20, 1712 Sarpsborg, Norway
23 - 25 August 2019

Sponsor to:

Postiljonen is sponsor and participant at NORDIA 2019 so please take
this opportunity to meet the staff of Postiljonen in our stand. We will be happy
to discuss your stamps and answer questions about our auctions.

will as usual also be represented
in our stand and offer their catalogues for sale.
105

€uro
µ 460 *

ESSAYS. Large number of essays as singles and as pairs in a variety on
colours on stock sheets.

200

461 

Old circulation booklet mostly containing a duplicated range of used
Skilling and Posthorn stamps incl. some with nice canc.

100

462 **

FACE VALUE. Carton containing stamps sorted by
value. Total face value is NOK. 120.660. List of contents on our website.

3.000

FACE VALUE. Carton containing stamps sorted by
value. Total face value is NOK. 80.257. List of contents on our website.

2.000

FACE VALUE. Carton containing stamps sorted by
value. Total face value is NOK. 62.680. List of contents on our website.

1.500

463 **

464 **

Mixed Scandinavian Lots
465 **/ */ 

Three cartons from an estate. Various collections in albums incl. decent
Iceland, bundles of modern booklets & year sets up to ca 2000. Old
auction lots on cards incl. better etc.

600

466 **/ */ 

Carton containing various collections in albums as well as duplicate
stockbooks from the Nordic countries (9) incl. useful Norway and
Iceland etc.

300

Collection in old Borek album inc. a very filled section of Sweden
1855 - 1936 with many better stamps included, then quite good sections of Finland, Norway, Denmark and Iceland up to ca 1920 with a
many medium priced stamps.

500

Carton with ** stamps from the Nordic countries and Estonia in year
sets and yearbooks e.g. Norwegian yearbooks 1988 - 1999, 12 year sets
from Iceland 1983 - 1991, 17 year sets from Faroe Island 1979 - 1999, 10
year sets from Norway 1977 - 1987 etc.

Bid

469 **/ /  Small mixed lot mainly Danish West Indies and Greenland incl. some
** Pakke Porto etc. Please inspect.

Bid

467 */ 

468 **

470 / 

Small carton containing e.g. a sorting box with hundreds of mostly
modern Danish covers in collector friendly format, a bundle of older
Danish covers, a bundle of older Scandinavian covers as well as a collection of Greenland canc. mostly on covers in two albums incl. some
better ones from the 1950s.

Lunch ca 13.15 hrs
A light lunch will be served

106

Bid

€uro

Non-Scandinavian Countries
14.15 hrs

Afghanistan

µ 471 **

Interesting mint never hinged duplicate stock up to early 1960s with ca
200 different stamps mostly in quantities of 2-8 each, very often in
blocks of four.

150

Albania

µ 472 / 

DOUBLE EAGLE provisionals 1913. An exceptional lot consisting of
Michel Nos 6x, 6y & 7, 32 copies 20 pa. and 48 copies 1 pia., a few
other values as well. Mostly on pieces, many signed. Michel more
than 20.000 for cheapest shades. All available on our website. Please
inspect.
1.000

Argentina
Please see also Lot # 546

P

473 13 

Beautiful cover to Switzerland 1865 with Rivadavia 10 c. green partly
perf. 11½ with blue pmk and at side ship canc. “CONF. ARGENTINE
SAINTONGE 19 DIC 64”. The stamp was cut out on a piece and put
back with hinges, nothing is missing. Rare destination.

100

Austria

Ex 474

Ex 475

P µ 474 772B75B **

Karl Renner 1946, set of four MNH minisheets. Mi=2.600.

• P µ 475 772B75B **

Karl Renner 1946, set of four MNH minisheets. Mi=2.600.

500

500
107

€uro

Collections

Ex 476
P

476 **/ */ 

477 

Collection in four Schaubek albums containing many classics and
better sets and single stamps e.g. Mi.518-29 on piecees, used 55154+555A+556A and 588, 591-96 on letter pieces. 674-696IA** and 69396IIB** both with certs Sturzeis.

600

Old collection 1850 -1927 on Norma album pages incl. better stamps
and sets incl. some Lombardy & Venetia. The early part mostly used in
slightly mixed quality, mostly * from ca 1918 onwards. High cat. value.

250

Mixed Lots

Ex 478

P µ 478 

479 
µ 480 

Coat of Arms 1850, lot with well over 400 copies of
3, 6 and 9 Kreuzer nearly all with readable to very
beautiful cancellations. Very good overall quality.
Further ca 25 copies of 15 cents Lombardy &
Venetia similarly canc. All on our website.
Interesting lot with around 600 covers and cards 1870s - ca 1950 with
good variation e.g. registered, censored etc.

150

Lot of ca 150 covers, mainly censor and airmail. From the 1940s and
early 1950s, almost all sent to United Kingdom. Please inspect.

100

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
108

500

Lombardy & Venetia
Prephilately 1407 - 1813

Lot # 481 µ
Extraordinary collection Ex. Ferrari in three albums. Starting with
some extremely beautiful very early items e.g. 1407 Venetia to Pisa,
1454 Venetia to Piacenza, 1472 Venetia to Cordignano, 1483
Crémone to Venetia, 1486 Damas to Tripoli via Venetia, 1499
Venetia to Damas, 1502 Bergamo to Venetia. Then some official circulars from the 1600s. and after that the collection is arranged by
city/town showing exceptional strikes of cancellations and handstamps of each particular city on cover of extremely high quality in
the period 1718-1813 (mostly 1700s). A total of ca 85 items. A collection of this high quality and rarity would be extremely difficult to
duplicate today.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE
€uro 5.000

109

€uro

Baltic States
Please see also Lot # 16, 485 & 797-799

797

798

799

Estonia
µ 482 / 

483 **/ */ 
µ 484 **/ */ 

Well filled mostly used collection neatly written up on pages in two
thick albums. The collection consists mainly of used stamps with
various varieties also included as well as over 40 covers/cards with
e.g. a cover sent to Iceland in 1926 as well as the only known sent to
the Faroe Islands in 1934. The collection includes some WWI-era
Russia used in Estonia, some WWI German occupation covers, a section WWII German occupation as well as a separate section containing over 60 additional covers/cards from the 1920s-30s.

750

Collection on 15 loose leaves incl. Mi. 46-47A* and B, 90-93**, 109-12**,
Bl. 1-4 etc.

100

Old stock of unused and used stamps 1919 - 1941 in two stockbooks as
well as a partially filled stockbook with Central Lithuania and an additional stockbook with modern ** Lithuanian stamps.

400

Latvia
Please see also Lot # 521, 544, 744, 798, 799, 803, 815, 1001, 1048 & 1574

485
P

P

110

485 

486 

486

Very interesting folded letter sheet 1771 from LIBAU via MITAU
and RIGA to PERNAU in Estonia. Rare usage of two postmarks on
pre-philatelic cover. VERY FINE.

400

Very interesting folded letter sheet 1779 with full contents from
MITAU to RIGA. Beautiful small circle postmark MITAU with
crown and posthorn. VERY FINE

400

Latvia Feather Letter

Lot # 487 µ

Exceptionally rare official cover from Windau District
Authority (Ventspils), noted 1854 in pencil. Endorsed
“Dringend” (urgent) bearing a superb wax seal embedded with white feathers to indicate express delivery. Very
few feather letters from Latvia are known.
IMPORTANT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 6.000
111

€uro
Air mail 1933 perforated and imperforated. Lightly hinged, very fine
µ 488 228231A+B * complete sets.
µ 489 **/ */ 

100

Dealer Stock
Old dealer stock unused and used stamps 1918 - 1940 arranged in two
stockbooks as well as an extra stockbook with material from the 1990s.
Various perf. varieties and nice canc. in the older part. Please see
example pictures on our website.

300

Mixed Baltic States

µ 490 **/ */  Very exciting carton containing an old accumulation
in 9 albums and stockbooks as well as some circulation booklets, loose glassine envelopes etc. with large
quantities of stamps of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania as
well as Central Lithuania. The accumulation contains
a very large variety of issues from each of the countries
both sorted and arranged in albums as well as unsorted, many varieties noted. Please inspect.
µ 491 */ 

µ 492 

µ 493 

µ 494 

µ 495 

496 

Collection 1918 - 1940 in an album containing ca 390 different stamps
from Lithuania incl. many with nice canc. as well as ca 175 different
from Latvia.

100

Belgium
DENMARK/BELGIUM. Exhibition page with two prephilatelic letters
from Belgium to Denmark/Lübeck. Both are very beautiful. Can be
inspected on our website.

100

Collections
Beautiful used collection 1849 - 1955 in two stockbooks incl. many
medium and better priced stamps. Also sections of officials, telegraph stamps, Eupen & Malmedy, Belgian Congo and an especially
good section of railway parcel stamps. A very large number of stamps
have beautiful canc. especially up to ca 1920 as well as the railway
parcel stamps.

500

Old Schaubek album containing three old collections with emphasis on the period 1849 up to ca 1915, 1849-63 issues well represented
etc. Very high cat. value. Please see sample pictures on our website.

400

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
Interesting lot with various duplicates 1849 up to 1940s in two stockbooks incl. back of the book sections and especially many railway parcel stamps. Also a remainder collection on old album pages as well as
various stamps in plastic sleeves. A large number of stamps with nice
canc.

250

Carton with around 700 covers, cards and postal stationary items 1890s
- ca 1950 with som interesting items e.g. a number of censored covers.

100

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
112

750

€uro

Belgian Congo

P

497

Scarce Die proof for Annversary 1935.

Bid

Brazil

498

499

P

498 3 

Beautiful 90 reis canc. 1844. Mi=2.700. VERY FINE.

400

P

499 3 

Beautiful 90 reis with very large margin at top with part of next stamp
visible. Mi=2.700.

300

µ 500 19-22 

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
Duplicate lot of the 1854-61 imperforate issue in a stockbook. Mostly
used incl. more than 200 copies 10 r., many 30, 280 & 430 r. Mi.
around 11.000, very mixed quality. Interesting for study.

µ 501 671P-75P Imperf. 1945 Peace Issue set of five on hard carton paper in official
(*)
folder.

400
Bid

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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€uro

Bulgaria

• P µ 502 53 

• P µ 503 66 

• P
114

504 79b **

PALACE MAIL. A very beautiful picture postcard 1904 with Prince
Ferdinand I 5 st. with the very rare cyrillic postmark “SITNIAKOVO PALACE 9 IV. 904” which was used only on mail from the Palace.
Only a few postal items are recorded. Cert. Hitzler.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

600

PALACE MAIL. A very beautiful picture postcard to Austria 1903
with Prince Ferdinand I provisional 10 on 15 st.1903 with the very
rare bilingual postmark “PALAIS DE TZARSKA BISTRITZA” which
was used only on mail from the Palace. Among the rarest of the so
called Palace Mail. Cert. Hitzler. VERY FINE & RARE.
1.000

Tsar Ferdinand 1911 2 st. in the rare shade lilac red and black in a corner block of four. Mi. as * and single stamps 300+++.

150

€uro

505
• P

505 83P

• P µ 506 E

• P µ 507 141 

• P µ 508 153 

Ex 506

Large die proof in black ca 70 x 45 mm of 15 st. Views 1911. RARE.

300

ESSAYS for a planned issue in 1917, not issued. Three diff. colours in
the value 2 st. Opinion in Bulgarian by Karaivanoff. SCARCE.

200

Rare picture postcard with pair of 25 st. provisional issue 1920
“VRATZA 10.1 1921” sent to Varna. Rare commercially used. Correct
postage, but still postage due pmk “T” added, due to confusion with
the value of these provisionals. Please read explanation in certificate
by Hitzler. ONE OF A FEW POSTAL ITEMS RECORDED.

500

“THE FORBIDDEN ISSUE”. A very rare additional franking of two
10 st. 1921 issue for the occupation of Macedonia on a 10 st. postal
stationery money order from Trin to Glavanovtsi 1922. The stamps
were printed in Berlin 1915, but were due to war effects not delivered until 1921. Due to protests the use was very limited. Very few
commercial covers are known and this is the only money order
recorded. Cert. Hitzler. UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM.

600
115

Black Overprint Rarity

•Lot # 509 µ
208 etc 
A spectacular airmail cover with the 4 lew airmail stamp 1927 with
black overprint instead of blue “ROUSSE 11.XI.927”. Probably
only existing cover with this error. Cert. Hitzler.
UNIQUE AIRMAIL RARITY

€uro 4.000
116

Airmail Seal

•Lot # 510 µ
191+206+208 
A remarkable airmail picture postcard 1930 to Austria with various stamps and
the red official airmail trial seal of 1926 with the cut out of the year “1926”. This
item proves that the official airmail seal was used after 1926. Cert. Hitzler.
VERY RARE
€uro 1.500
µ 511

Collections


Used collection 1879 - 1907 on old album pages, only missing a couple
of stamps according to the album pages.

150

China
Please see also Lot # 643-646 & 903-906

512
P µ 512 4-6A *

P µ 513 4-6C *

513

514

515

516

Dragon 1885 cpl (3) in perf. 12½. Mi=540. VERY FINE SET.

100

Dragon 1888 cpl (3) in perf. 11½. Mi=390. VERY FINE SET.

100

P

514 29I 

Provisional 1897 1 c. on 3 c. type I lightly canc. Mi=250.

Bid

P

515 30 

Provisional 1897 2 c. on 3 c. lightly canc. Mi=500.

100

P

516 30 

Surcharge 1897, 2 cents on 3 c. revenue stamp lightly cancelled.
Mi=500. VERY FINE.

100
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€uro

•P

517 33 *

518
P µ 518 77 
P µ 519 
P µ 520 

P µ 521 
• P µ 522 

P
118

521

Provisional issue on revenue stamps 1897 $ 1 on 3 c.
red in exceptional centering. Mi=6.000++.
SUPERB & RARE.

2.500

519
Ex 520
Cover franked with 10 cents sent from Northern China sent to Sweden,
transit canc. “PEKING 11 JUN 1911” as well as French post “”PEKIN
CHINE 12 JUIN 11”.

250

Interesting cover sent from Shanghai to Denmark in 1917 via Siberia
with Russian censor tape and handstamps as well as various transit and
arrival canc. on back.

100

One cover and a postal stationery card sent from China to Sweden in
1920-21, the cover sent via America.

Bid

522
Postcard franked with 6 cents sent from Shanghai to Riga, Latvia, in
1926. SCARCE DESTINATION.

Bid

Multifranked airmail cover sent from Canton to Great Britain on 21.02
1936 with boxed explanatory cachet regarding the postponed airmail
service applied in Canton. French transit postmarks on back.

Bid

523 246-49+ Autograph of Sven Hedin on the reverse of a beautiful registered
274-75  cover sent by Hedin to his sister in Sweden from Beijing in 1936.

300

€uro

P

524 
µ 525 

µ 526 / 

•

µ 527 

Incoming postcard sent from Sweden to Northern China franked with
10 öre Medallion stamp canc. “STOCKHOLM 4.11.13”. Several transit
and arrival handstamps. Some imperfections.

Bid

Two incoming covers and one postcard sent from Sweden 1928-31. The
two covers sent via Siberia, all with arrival cancellations.

Bid

Collections & Mixed Lots
AIRMAIL. Very interesting specialized collection
1921-1959 nicely mounted and described in
English. E.g. several sets 1921 incl. varieties, unissued 10 c. 1930, very interesting section overprints
in the 1940s incl. a lot of varieties, unusual covers
etc. Also a few pages PRC and a few unofficial airmal labels incl. one on a cover. Please inspect!
Small carton with a very beautiful Vostok album 1878 - 1949 with some
stamps, a well filled stockbook and thousands of stamps, mainly 1 & 3
cents “Junk” issue 1913 and/or 1923.

500

Bid

People’s Republic
Collections & Mixed Lots
528 **/ (*)

µ 529 **

Collection in stockbook and on leaves 1949 - 1992 incl. some
minisheets and stamp booklets. Mi=6.000. List of contents on our
1.250
website.

Collection ca 1965-75 in a stockbook containing
many better sets, everything seems to be very fresh
never hinged. Total Michel cat. value ca €6.500 according to the consignor. All scanned on our website.

µ 530 466-84  SOUVENIR FOLDER issued for the Anniversary of the People’s
Republic 1949-1959. Containing all the sets issued for this anniversary
cancelled with special postmark on the first of October, which was the
issue date of all sets except the first one (28.9). UNUSUAL.
531 **

µ 532 

1.000

100

Fresh collection 1983 - 1994 cpl. with a few exceptions. Mi=1.688.

300

Selection of 35 First Day Covers 1963 - 1966, often
with additional franking on the back, all sent to
USA. Mi=5.175.

750

533 **

Accumulation of 32 stamp booklets 1980 - 2009 including SB1.
Mi=2.049.

500

534 **

Collection of 16 official year books containing ** stamps of 1988, 19952009.

300
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€uro

µ 535 **/ */
/ (*)
µ 536 **/ */ /
(*)
µ 537

µ 538 **/ 

Mixed Periods
Collections & Mixed Lots
Small box with various mostly older China and People’s Republic in
two small stockbooks as well as 1998 year folder, beautiful 2001 “water
country” presentation book, 2008 Olympic presentation book as well
as some modern postal stationery items.

200

Carton containing various older China as well as People’s Republic
material in stockbooks, on stock sheets etc. incl. some better used
Culture Revolution stamps, ** collection 1991-98 etc.

300

Over 50 stock pages with stamps from different periods. Please
inspect. All on our website.

Bid

Hong Kong
Collection ** cpl. sets and minisheets in two thick stockbooks mostly
ca 1970s up to ca 2010, some sets and minisheets with two of each
(some in quantities of up to 10 each). Also some mostly used older
stamps.

250

Croatia
539 **/ */ 

Collection in an album starting with Kingdom issues from 1918-21 and
then German WWII occupation issues mostly ** incl. some varieties
and minisheets etc.

100

France
Numbers according to Yvert & Tellier
Please see also Lot # 27, 249, 681-684, 971 & 1008

P

540 

P µ 541 

120

A very beautiful cover from Bordeaux 15.7 1742 with full contents to
Marseille with a very clear canc “B” in a circle. SUPERB.

Bid

Ex 541
Exhibition collection “Postal connection Denmark/France” with
prephilatelic and stampless covers, totally 63 items mounted on
pages with thorough analysis sent to France from Denmark or vise
versa. A very interesting lot. The entire lot can be inspected on our
website.

750

Transatlantic Letter Reposted in Paris

Lot # 542 µ
2
A spectacular letter from Highland Illinois 15.9 1850 with complete
contents on two large sheets. On front US pmk “PAID 10” for the
rate to the harbour and French due mark “12” decimes for the
shipping rate to France. Further red arrival “OUTRE-MER LE
HAVRE 25 OCT 50” and on back arr. pmk “PARIS 1 29.10 1850”. In
Paris it was for unknown reasons much later readdressed and
franked with 15 c. (slightly cut in at bottom) paying the local rate
in Paris, the due mark and US pmk crossed over and by the Post
endorsed “Trouvé dans la Boite” (found in the mail box). Finally it
got on the back an arr. pmk “PARIS 9 3.2 1851”. It was in the auction by Ivy & Mader “Masterpieces of French Philately” in New
York 1998, where it erroneously was said to be unintentionally
transatlantic, based on cert. von der Weid. The cover is signed
Calves.
EXCEPTIONAL EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 3.000
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€uro

P µ 543 17Ah ** A fantastic margin copy of 80 c. Empire in special
print 1862. Yvert for * 3.000++. Cert. Robineau.
EXCELLENT.

544

750

545

P

544 13+14+
17 

Very beautiful cover to Grobin near Libau in Latvia 1860 with Empire
10+20+80 c. (some margins cut) with METZ date stamp 11. MAI 1860
and dotted numeral “1977”. Additional postmark “FRANCO” and red
“PD” in frames. A few light brownish spots. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

100

P

545 21-22 

Very beautiful shipletter from Le Havre 1865 to Arequipa in Peru with
10 & 20 c. Empire, a few short perfs. VERY FINE & RARE.

100

“BUENOS-AYRES 12 SEPT 65” shipletter to France with 80 c. Empire
with anchor pmk. On back Guinea transit pmk etc. Envelope opened
out and refolded for exhibiting. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

150

P µ 546 24 

122

€uro
µ 547 

µ 548 

µ 549 

Collections
Extensive collection 1849 - 1862 Ceres and Napoleon
type in one Leuctturm album. The collector has emphasized on cancellations with great variation but
also shades. Some covers are also included. Entire
collection pictured on our website.

1.500

Large collection 1863 - 1875 Napoleon and Ceres
type in one Leuchtturm album. The collector has
emphasized on cancellations with great variation
but also shades. Some covers are also included.
Entire collection pictured on our website.

1.500

Well filled used collection 1849 - 1949 in a SAFE album with many better stamps, however the most expensive ones seem to have imperfections e.g. 1 fr. 1849 slightly cut into, 5 franc 1869 with thin etc.

300

550 

Collection 1849 - 1976 mostly used in an old French album incl. better
early stamps, however in mixed quality.

300

551 

Mostly used collection 1849 - 2000 in three albums as well as three
stockbooks with a quantity of duplicates as well as stamps that have
not yet been put into the main albums, including stamps up to 2015.

150

552 **

BOOKLETS 1953-2000. Interesting selection mostly different incl. Red
Cross between 1953 and 1992 and many others which are all unfolded.
Yvert 2014 = 2.450. Good quality.

300

µ 553 

554 

555 

Cover Lots
Accumulation of nearly 170 covers 1849 up to early 1870s (Napoleon
& Ceres types) in a thick album. A large part is basic domestic letter
rate or double domestic letter rate with 20 c. but also quite a number
of more interesting frankings and foreign destinations e.g. Peru,
Sweden, USA, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Italy etc. Even three
franked newspapers from the 1860s.

300

Small box containing over 100 domestic prephilatelic and stampless
covers from ca 1790 up to 1870 with a large variety of canc. and markings.

100

Mixed lot with well over 200 covers and cards from France and areas
mostly ca 1900 up to 1940s with e.g. WWI field post, many items sent
to Sweden etc.

100

French Colonies
Numbers according to Yvert & Tellier

P

556 2 **/ *

GUADELOPE. An exceptional gutter pair with bottom margin of 25 on
35 c. Hinge in the gutter margin only, not touching the stamps.
SUPERB.

200
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€uro

µ 557 */ 

µ 558

German States
Bavaria
Very beautiful old time collection 1849 - 1920 on
Yvert pages. The collection is cpl. according to the
album pages but also includes extra pages with
diff. shades, varieties etc. Most stamps are fine
used incl. a very decent copy of Mi. no. 1 etc.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.
Collection on old album pages incl. some medium values. Also duplicates in three approval booklets as well as various numeral canc. on
early quadrant issues in mixed quality on a double sided stock page.

500

150

Hamburg

P

559 

µ 560 */ 

Cover from Paris to Rendsburg with rare Thurn & Taxis canc. “DE
HAMBURG” applied in Hamburg, stated to be known in only four
copies! Analysis of fees enclosed. VERY RARE.

Helgoland
A small collection on six old album pages, incl. reprints, some postal
stationery as cut outs. The entire lot can be inspected on our website.

µ 561 */ / (*) Page from an old all world album with various stamps, not checked for
authenticity.

124

300

400
Bid

€uro

Prussia

P

562 14 

Very rare and beautiful reconstructed pair of 4 Gr. with boxed arrival
canc. “STOCKHOLM 20 AUG. 62”.

100

Unique Triple Rate Cover

Lot # 563 µ
17+18 
Spectacular shipletter 2 Sgr. and 3 Sgr. in a strip of three as well as
one single canc. on arrival “STOCKHOLM 25.JUN 1863” forming
double letter rate. However the cover was a triple rate letter therefore postage due markings “45” in blue which should have been
63 and canc. “OBETALT”.
EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
The Vienna Shipmail Collection

€uro 2.500
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€uro
µ 564 / 

Exceptional collection on Visir pages incl. superb and excellent cancellations, incl some multiples, covers and postal stationery envelopes with additional franking. All in very high quality. Please
inspect!

250

Schleswig-Holstein
Please see also Lot # 32

Danish Period

P

565 

1594(?) a very beautiful calligraphed letter from the senate of
Grempen (Crempe) to the Major of Itzehoe. The “coil” indicates
Royal Service. An early and very beautiful letter. RARE & SUPERB.

566
P

P

126

566 

567 

500

567

A very beautiful small size letter with inside dating “Itzehoe d 7 July
1651” and with notation “Cito” continued in a “coil” that indicates
Royal Service. Very early and SUPERB.

200

Small size letter with contents from Prediker Christianus Selmer,
Heiligenstadt (near Eckernförde) 1657 to the Prioin, Kloster Itzehoe,
pr. Crempen. Extremely well preserved and beautiful. Full size
illustration! EXCELLENT.

300

€uro

568
P

P

P

568 

569 

570 

571
P

P

571 

572 

569

Official letter with full contents 1753 from A.G. Carstens in Slesvig
to the Major of Husum and with Royal Insignum “F5. Königl:
Commissions-Sachen”. Extraordinarily well preserved.
EXCELLENT.

150

1786-90, “Banco brev” from Bredstedt to Copenhagen with only one
seal on the reverse “HM”, Postmaster H. Magnussen in Bredstedt.
Noted “Franco bis Flensburg”. Mounted on exhibition page with additional information.

100

Framed pmk. “SCHLESW. / Novbr. 10” on a beautiful cover sent via
Hamburg to Braunschweig, Hannover. Noted “AL” (Auslage).
Analysis of notations enclosed. SUPERB.

200

572
“Strømtold” notation on parcel accompanying cover dated
“Flensburg July 24/40” sent to Randers. Total weight 875 pund and
receiver charged 13 Rbd in coustom fee. VERY UNUSUAL.

Bid

Official letter from “HADERSLEV 23.9.1851” to “Det Konge.
Overpostmester Embede” in Copenhagen and with scarce notation
“Postsag”. Beautiful blue c.d.s. EXCELLENT.

Bid
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€uro

P

573 
µ 574 

Royal letter with contents from Oldesloe 1869 to the Major of Itzehoe
concerning cashing of funds to be paid within two days to avoid
“Militär Eksecution”. Mounted on exhibition page. SUPERB.

100

Remainders of exhibition collection Schleswig-Holstein Postal
History on exhibition leaves incl. e.g. royal letters, official letters,
franco and porto letters and better postmarks etc. Each item is
thoroughly described. The entire lot can be inspected on our
website.
1.000

P µ 575 DK2IIIA BLUE NUMERAL “143” LUNDEN on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown,

plate II. Unrecorded in DAKA and in ARGE HB. Cert. Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE.

400

P µ 576 DK 2IIIA USE FIRST MONTH IN HOLSTEIN. Small piece with 4 RBS Thiele II

plate I black brown “116” and at side “GLÜCKSTADT 21.7 1853.
Danish stamps were introduced in Holstein 1.7 1853. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
128

€uro

P µ 577 DK2
IVa 

MUTE CANC. on 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown on
a very beautiful printed matter dated in Glasgow
and sent from “BAHNHOF ALTONA” to Randers
in Denmark. Very rare as the mute canc. was used
for a few months only in 1854. Cert. Møller.
Provenance: Carl Aage Møller. SUPERB.

578
P µ 578 DK9 
P

579 

750

579

Rare Esrom-type canc. “SKJBK” (Skjärbäk) on a beautiful cover
front sent to Visby Mölle. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

300

The very rare numeral “192” duplex canc. and transit canc. on back of
a superb stampless cover from Fredericia to Husum.

100

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Schleswig-Holstein Issues

P µ 580 1 P *

P µ 581 1 

582
P

582 2 **

P µ 583 14 
130

A very beautiful essay for the first issue without
denomination in large size (27 x 33 mm). Black
print on white gummed paper with bluish green
burelage and embossed centre. Krötzsch No. 5b.
These essays are known in only one or a few copies.
Cert. Møller. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

2.000

Very beautiful 1 schilling with very good margins
all around and a light and well placed numeral “3”.
Mi=7.000. Sign. Krause & cert. Jakubek.
VERY FINE.

2.000

583
Exceptional 2 sch. never hinged with full sheet margin, light horizontal fold. Large margins all around. Mi=1.200.

250

Rare Prussian type one ring cds “MÖGELTONDERN 6.11 66” on cover
with 1 1/4 sch. lilac sent to Ballum. Sign. Ferchenbauer. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB

300

€uro

P µ 584 19 

A wonderful readdressed wrapper with two pairs of Holstein ½ sch.
green paying the 4th domestic rate canc. “RENDSBURG 13.2 66”.
Minor imperfections of no importance. Cert Møller & sign.
1.500
Pfenniger. VERY FINE & RARE.

Thurn & Taxis
585 */ 

µ 586 */ 

Small collection of unused blocks of four 1859-66 very fresh on old
album pages, also a few used pairs of the same issues as well as
some nice used multiples from Prussia from the same period.

Bid

Wurttemberg
Collection on old album pages with e.g. some medium priced stamps,
repaired 18 kr. 1851 etc. Also two approval booklets with various
duplicates.

250

North German Confederation

P µ 587 4 

P

588 16+17 

Very beautiful strip of three 1 Gr. canc. “MALMÖ 13.5 1868”. Right
stamp with paper fold. Cert. Flemming.

Extremely fresh and beautiful shipletter to Sweden with 1 Gr. and 2 Gr.
canc. on arrival “MALMÖ 21.4 1871”. Left stamp with three short perfs.

100

100
131

German Prephilately Collection

Lot # 589 µ

Fantastic collection of over 100 beautiful folded letters with over
half of the items being from the 1600s and most of the remaining
items being from the 1700s although some earlier as well as some
later ones are also included. Many of the items are extremely beautifully addressed with multiple crown coils, several items with e.g.
“cito, cito, cito” notations etc. Nearly all items have full contents.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 3.000
132

€uro

Ex 590
P µ 590 

“Connection with Germany”. A fine lot with pages from exhibition
collection with prephilately and stampless covers from Denmark to
Germany or vise versa. Totally interesting 24 letters e.g. rare pmk
“DANNEMARCK / P.HAMBOURG” 1812. The entire lot can be
1.000
inspected on our website.

German Reich
Please see also Lot # 896

P µ 591 1 **
P µ 592 2a *

P µ 593 3 *

591
592
1/2 gr. greyish violet small shield in a perfect unmounted copy.
Mi=1.600. Cert. Georg Bühler. SUPERB.

250

1/3 gr. dull green small shield in a beautiful copy with perfect perforation. Mi=650.

150

1/2 gr. brick red small shield in an extremely lightly
hinged unused copy (almost invisible hinge mark)
with an interesting “half moon shadow” inside the
shield. Mi=1.400. Sign. W. Engel. Cert. Georg
Bühler. RARE & VERY FINE.

300
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€uro

594
P

594 3+5 

Very beautiful cover sent to Norway with 1/2 and 2 Gr. canc. “HAMBURG KIEL 5.7”, red side canc. “C.H. DONNER HAMBURG 5 JULI
1872”. “CHRISTIANIA OMK. 7.7 1872” transit canc. on back.

595
P

595 4 

P µ 596 16 **

P

597 16+18 

P µ 598 17b **
P µ 599 19 **

597

596

598

100

599

Very beautiful 1 Gr. superb canc. “HELSINGBORG 12.9 1872”.

100

1/4 gr. violet in a very fresh copy. Mi=300. Opinion Bühler.
VERY FINE.

100

Very beautiful cover sent to Norway with 1/4 and 1/2 Gr., both in
strong colour canc. “BREMEN 30.9”. Arrival canc. “SANDEFJORD
5.10 1873”. SUPERB ITEM.

200

1/3 gr. dark green large shield in a very fresh copy. Mi=600. Opinion
and double signature Hennies. RARE & VERY FINE.

150

1 gr. red carmine large shield in a wonderful fresh copy. Mi=300. Cert.
Bach/Eichele. VERY FINE.

100

600

601

P

600 19 

Interesting shipletter to Sweden with 1 Gr. canc. with Swedish railway
pmk. PKXP No. 2 UPP 23.8 1873.

100

P

601 21 

Beautiful cover sent to Norway franked with 2 1/2 Gr. canc. “HAMBURG 5 SEPTBR 73”. Red side canc. “C.H. DOONNER HAMBURG 5
SEPT 1873”.

Bid

134
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602

P µ 602 31a **
P µ 603 31b **
P µ 604 32 **
P µ 605 68-77 **
P µ 606 69b **

607
P µ 607 78Ab **
P µ 608 81Aa **
P µ 609 94AI **

610
P µ 610 344y **
P µ 611

603

604

Ex 605

606

3 pfenninge bluish green in a fresh and beautiful copy. Mi=600. Cert.
Bühler. VERY FINE.

100

3 pfenninge yellow green in a perfect fresh copy. Mi=1.100. Cert. Georg
Bühler. SUPERB.

150

5 pfenninge dull violet in a perfect copy in good centering and with
perfect perforation. Mi=1.200. Cert. Zenker.

200

Germania cpl. set (10), 1902. Mi=2.500. Cert. Bühler.
RARE & SUPERB.

400

3 pfg. yellow brown in a perfect centered copy. Mi=900. Cert. Bühler.

150

608

609

Reichsgründung, 1 mk., dark carmine. Very well centered. Mi=1.900.
Cert. Bühler. SUPERB.

400

Reichsgründung, 5 mk. black green/yellow red. Mi=900. Cert.
Bach/Eichele. VERY FINE.

150

1 mk. carmine red “Friedensdruck”. Mi=430. Sign. Pfenninger. A small
blue ink spot in the gum is mentioned in the cert. Jäschke-Lantelme.
VERY FINE.

100

Ex 611

612

5 pf. “Holztaube” smaragdgreen with wmk. 2Y. Mi=440. Sign.
D.Schlegel. SUPERB.

100

344-50 ** 1924, “Holztaube” in cpl. set (7). Four with sheet margin. Mi=1.500.
Opinion Schlegel,

250

P µ 612 378-84 ** Air Mail 1926 in cpl. set of 8. Four high values sign. Peschl. Mi=1.200.
SUPERB.

200
135

€uro

Ex 613
Ex 614
P µ 613 386-97 ** 1926, Famous Germans in set of 13. Mi=1.200. High values sign. either
Peschel or Schlegel. SUPERB.

P µ 614 410-22 ** 1928, Reichspräsidenten in cpl. set of 13. Mi=1.100. High values sign.
either Bühler or Peschel. SUPERB..

200
150

P µ 615 423-24+
455 **

Ex 615
Zeppelin 1, 2 and 4 mk. in cpl. set (3). Mi=560. Cert. Oechsner.
SUPERB.

150

P µ 616 438Y+
439X **

Südamerika Fahrt, 2 mk. ultramarine & 4 mk. black brown (with top
sheet margin). Mi=3.500. Opinion Schlegel. SUPERB.

500

Ex 617
P µ 617 438X+
439Y **
136

“Südamerika-Fahrt” 2 mk. ultramarine & 4 mk. black brown.
Mi=4.400. Cert. Bühler. RARE & VERY FINE.

800

€uro

618

619

620

P µ 618 Bl. 1 **

Iposta minisheet 1930. Mi=1.600. Cert. Oechsner. SUPERB.

300

P

619 Bl. 1 **

Iposta 1930 block in perfect quality. Mi=1.600. Sign. Peschl. SUPERB.

250

P

620 Bl. 1 

Iposta 1930 block with Iposta special pmk. 14.9.30. Mi=2.000.
RARE & SUPERB.

300

Ex 621
P µ 621 456-58 ** “Polar-Fahrt 1931” in cpl. set (3). Mi=4.300. Cert. Bühler. SUPERB.

Ex 622

800

Ex 623

P µ 622 482-95 ** Hindenburg, cpl. set of 14. Four values with sheet margin. Mi=1.100.
Cert. Oechsner. SUPERB.

P µ 623 482-95 ** President Hindenburg in cpl. set of 14 with bottom margins. Mi=1.100.
SUPERB.

200
150
137

€uro

Ex 624

P µ 624 496-98 ** “Chicagofahrt 1933” in cpl. set (3). Mi=4.300. Cert. Bühler. SUPERB.

800

Ex 625
P µ 625 499-507 ** 1933, Wagner in cpl. set (9). Mi=2.500. Cert. Bühler. VERY FINE.

P µ 626 Bl. 2 **

P µ 627 Bl. 2 
138

400

1933, Nothilfe minisheet never hinged, original size. Mi=6.000. Cert.
Oechsner. SUPERB.
1.000

1933, Nothilfe minisheet canc. “FRANKFURT 13.6.35”. Small folds
1.000
in the margin only. Mi=10.000. Opinion H.-D. Schlegel. FINE.

€uro

P

628 Bl. 2 

P µ 629 529-39x
**
P

630 Bl. 3 **

1933, Nothilfe minisheet on reg.cover from “BRAUNSCHWEIG
5.12.33” sent to Dortmund. Without price in Michel. Traces of transportation and commercial use according to cert. A. Schlegel.
A GREAT RARITY.
2.000

Ex 629

630

1934, Airmail Steinadler in cpl. set (10). Mi=800. Cert. Oechsner.
SUPERB.

150

1935, OSTROPA minisheet in perfect condition. Mi=1.300. Sign.
Schlegel. SUPERB.

200

Collections

µ 631 **/ */  Very fresh and fine collection 1925-36 on album
pages with hinges. Mainly hinged mint and used
condition, a few MNH. Including air mails, all
Zeppelins, Wagner etc. Please inspect.

1.000

Ex 632
P µ 632 **/ */ 

Extremely well filled unused collection 1872 - 1923 on old SAFE
pages in a binder incl. a strong section officials, some additional
shades have been added. Many better stamps included, however
many of the expensive eagle stamps with small shield are without
gum and a couple may have a manipulated embossing. Very high
cat. value.

500
139

€uro
633 **/ *

Very well filled unused collection 1923 - 1945 incl. Officials. Mixed **/*
incl. all minisheets (except Nos 1 and 2), No. 3 slightly unfresh, No. 5
hinged.

250

µ 634 **/ */  Very fresh and fine collection 1872-1945 in
Leuchtturm hingeless album. From 1901 almost
complete, including Bl. 1, Bl. 3, air mails, some
Zeppelins, Wagner, Winter aid etc. Mainly hinged
mint and used condition, a few MNH. Michel catalogue value is with five figures and as addition
used Bl. 2 (not counted, forged cancellation). Please
inspect.

1.000

µ 635 **/ */  Very beautiful collection 1872 - 1945 in an old Yvert
album. The collection seems cpl. according to the
album pages with most stamps used up to 1939,
mixed unused and used thereafter. The collection
includes e.g. copies of Mi. Block 1 & 2 which seem
to us to be ** (not guaranteed so please inspect),
with perhaps some very small imperfections, all
Zeppelin stamps used, section official stamps cpl.
according to the album pages, some WWII occupations etc. Also a Schaubek album with a mostly
used collection of Danzig as well as a stockbook
with some mixed areas.

750

636 */ 

µ 637 **/ */ 

Very interesting used / unused collection 1872 - 1945 in two
Leuchtturm albums. Somewhat specialized with shades and varities
on the earlier stamps with a few better ones. Later part incl. some
better issues e.g. minisheet No.2 with traces of old mounting in the
corners, minisheet No. 3 without gum and small thin in margin,
minisheet No. 5 & 6 hinged in margin only. Mi. No. 496 - 498 lightly
hinged. Also Böhmen & Mähren, Ostland etc. Please inspect.

500

Well filled collection 1872 - 1945 incl. officials as well as some WWII
occupations in an album. Mostly used but from the 1920s onwards
often used as well as unused or never hinged.

400

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
638 **
µ 639 **/ 
µ 640 

641 **/ */ 

140

Lot with ** gutter pairs of the 1923 airmail set (Mi. Nos 263-67) in
quantities, also 7 gutter pairs of No. 199d sign. INFLA-Berlin.

Bid

Selection of 8 different minisheets 1930-1936. Including Mi. Bl. 1
used, Bl. 2 stamps **, Bl. 3 ** (tear) etc. Very high catalogue value,
hinge remnants on each corner on the front of each.

500

Large stockbook (48 pages) with a very interesting accumulation of
beautiful cancellations on old stamps of Germany and various
German areas.

150

Large carton from an estate containing an extremely large quantity
of various issues ca 1880 - 1948 mostly sorted in envelopes or in
bundles but also unsorted e.g. quantities of postally used inflation
era stamps etc.

250

€uro
642 **/ */ 

Large carton from an estate containing a large, mostly used stock of
German Reich 1872 - 1945 in 10 thick albums. Worth noting are e.g.
postally used inflation issues in quantities, some Zeppelin stamps
etc. Also 5 albums with a stock of various unused inflation stamps
(mostly never hinged more common ones). Please inspect.

500

German Colonies & Foreign Offices

643

645

P

643 V42 

CHINA. 20 pf. ultramarine in vertical strip of four on a heavy letter
from “SHANGHAI 6/12 89” to Berlin.

Bid

P

644 15 

CHINA. Printed matter with 3 pf. Germania brown sent locally in
“SHANGHAI 12/9 01”. A beautiful red envelope.

Bid

P

645 15 etc 

CHINA. Souvenir postcard with frankings of six different foreign post
offices e.g. 5 pf. Germania canc. “TIENTSIN 26.5.02”.

Bid

P µ 646 14 

CHINA. Rare overprint “China” hand overprinted
on 80 pf. dark carmine/black with canc. “TIENTSIN 01”. Mi=6.000. Opinion Jakubek.

1.500
141

TOGO, British Occupation

Lot # 647 µ
8I *
50 pf. brownish lilac/black on brownish orange with overprint
“Togo Anglo-French Occupation”. A perfect, fresh copy with original gum (“Erstfalz” is mentioned in cert. but no hinge trace is
visible). Mi=12.000 for a hinged copy. Sign. A. Diena, R. F. Engel
and Carl H. Lange. Cert. Dr. Dericks

€uro 5.000
Mixed Colonies & Foreign Offices Collections
648 **/ */
/ 

142

Huge remainder collection on loose leaves and
stock cards (ca three sections of each area) including hundreds of common stamps, but also with a
great number of better issues and sets, e.g. China
Mi. 7I+II used and 27*, Marocco 19 *, 31 * and used
No. 30-33 & 43-45, Türkey Mi. 1-5 o/*, 10a+b used,
21-35 *, Neu Guinea 7-19 *, East Africa 7-10 *, South
Westafrica 5-10 * and o and 20-23 used. Cameroon 16 */o, 17-19 *, Karolinen 3I used, 1-6 and 7-19 */o,
Kiautschou 26 used (sign. Dr.Steuer), Marschall
Islands 13-25 *, Marianen 1-6II * and 7-19 *,
Marshall Inseln 1-25 *, Samoa 1-19 * and Togo 1-19
*. Mi. value ca. 20.000 plus some interesting covers
and cards that have not been valued.

3.000

€uro

Ex 649
P µ 649 **/ *

Very well filled unused collection on old Lindner Falzlos pages,
mostly * in very fresh quality. Michel cat. value over € 5.000. The
whole collection is pictured on our website.

600

WWI Occupations & Camp Mail
650 **

WWI OCCUPATION OF BELGIUM. Lot with 10 cpl. ** sheets of 100,
Mi. Nos 11-16, 18 x 2, 19-20. Total cat. value ca € 2.500 according to the
vendor.

200

Ex 651
P µ 651 1A-6A  Cpl. set of six “LIBAU” overprints, type I in blue colour, each on
small piece canc. “Deutsche Feldpost 9.1.19”. 15 pf. with light toning
on some perfs. Mi=2.200. Sign. M. Kurt Maier.

Ex 652
P µ 652 1B..6B 

P

653 1Bb1BbK 

400

653

Cpl. set of five “LIBAU” overprints, type II in red colour, each on small
piece canc. “Deutsche Feldpost 10.1.19”. Mi=1.140. Sign. M. Kurt
Maier.

200

Block of four of 5 pf. with overprint type II in red colour on small piece,
one stamp with inverted overprint, canc. “Deutsche Feldpost 8.1.19”.
Mi=740. Sign. Richter & Friedl.

150
143

€uro
µ 654 */ /  LIBAU. Very interesting collection on 4 album
pages mostly with stamps on pieces with overprints of both types and colours incl. some inverted
ones etc. Many expensive stamps included and
nearly all of these signed by either Bühler, Richter,
Kosack or Ebel etc. (several with more than one
sign.). Scarcely offered material, very high cat.
value. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.
µ 655 **/ *

P

656 (*)

500

WWI OCCUPATIONS. Lot with various overprinted stamps from
occupied Romania and the 9th Army mostly in blocks of four, the larger part is **. Michel cat. value is ca €1.660.

150

BANDO WWI POW CAMP, “lagerpost Tsingtau” set of two in very
good quality, each sign. R. Scholz. VERY RARE.

500

Voting Districts

P

657 22 **

UPPER SILESIA, French occupying forces (Oppelner Notausgabe).
Very fresh never hinged copy of 30 pf. Mi=2.500. Sign. M. Haertel.

400

Danzig

P µ 658 47-49  Grosser Innendienst, cpl. set of 3 with perfect
upright canc. “DANZIG 9.9.20”. Mi=12.000. Sign.
Bloch and Georg Bühler. Guarantee J. & H. Stolow.
SUPERB.
144

3.000

€uro

P µ 659 202-06  Interesting Zeppelin registered COD cover sent by express mail to
Germany canc. “DANZIG 30.7.32”. The appropriate Zeppelin handstamp in green on front as well as various transit and arrival canc. on
back.

µ 660 **/ */  Collection on loose leaves including Mi. 47-49 with
faults, Mi. 32-40. A rather cpl. collection incl.
minisheet and with Port Gdansk.

100

1.000

Saar & Saarland
661 **/ */  Collection Saar/Saarland in two sections; one on
stock cards primarily with used stamps and a section on KABE sheets, mainly *, but also some **.
The last section contains e.g. both Hochwasser
minisheets and many good cpl. sets and single stamps.

1.500

662 **/ *

Very well filled unused collection Saar 1947 - 1959. Mixed never
hinged and lightly hinged incl. a never hinged minisheet No. 1.

663 

A comprehensive collection on loose Lindner leaves incl. many scarce
sets, e.g. Mi.18-31, 128-34, 135-41 sign. Hoffmann, 144-50, 151-57, 16167 sign. Hoffmann, 171-77 sign. Hoffmann, 267-71 etc. Very high cat.
1.000
value. Please inspect.

250

WWII Field Post

P

664 5a **

Strip of three with bottom left corner margin. Field Post
“Zulassungsmarke” dull brown. Mi=2.100+. Sign. Bartels and
Pickenpack. VERY FINE.

400
145

€uro

665
P

665 5a **

P µ 666 5b *
P µ 667 7A 

668
P µ 668 7A 

P

P

669 7B **

670 9 **

P µ 671 10Bb 

146

666

667

Field Post parcel “Zulassungsmarke” dull brown on thick paper.
Mi=700. Sign. Dr. Dub. SUPERB.

150

Field Post parcel “Zulassungsmarke” brown on thin paper pos. 18.
Mi=1.600. Cert. Volz. VERY FINE.

300

Small letter piece with Field Post/Inselpost, Crete. Local overprint.
Canc. 17.11.44 of Chania with letter “d”. Sign. Krause and Pickenpack.
Cert. Petry.

100

670

671

Field Post cover from Chania, Crete with “InselpostZulassungsmarke” canc. 01.12.44 with letter “d”. Field post censor
mark 40662C. Cert. Petry. VERY FINE.

150

Rouletted “Zulassungsmarke” for Air Mail letters from Western
Crete with red opt. “Inselpost”. Mi=3.000. Sign. in the margin “H.
Müller”. SUPERB.

500

“Zulassungsmarke” for Air Mail letters brownish red with sheet margin at bottom. Mi=550. Sign. Mogler. SUPERB.

150

“INSELPOST - Zulassungsmarke” plate I/1 on Field post letter from
Rhodos 21.03.1945, Pioneer Compagnie 999 (Inselteil) with Field Post
No. 68074 to Waren - Müritz. Cert. Hanfried Müller.

100

€uro

672
P µ 672 11Ba 
P µ 673 11Ba 

673

Field Post “INSELPOST - Zulassungsmarke” type III used on Leros
canc. 02.03.45 with letter “h”. Letters “INS” missing typical for type III
opt. Cert. Petry. VERY FINE.

150

Field Post “INSELPOST” Leros local opt type II on small letter piece
canc. 06.03.45 with letter “h”. Opinion Petry. VERY FINE.

100

674
P

674 12IV+III RHODES. “Zulassungsmarke” for Air Mail letters lilac red in pair type

IV+III with sheet margin at left. Mi=1.400.

200

Field Post “Zulassungsmarke” U-boat “Hela” violet ultramarine. Cert.
Gabisch. SUPERB.

100

Variety: print on reverse of Field post stamp U-boat “Hela” with sheet
margin at top. Small folds. Mi=700+. Sign. Pickenpack.

100

P µ 675 13b (*)

P

675

676 13c (*)

147

Lot # 677 µ
13b 
Hela Zulassungsmarke violet ultramarine on Fieldpost cover (position 58 in the
sheet) canc. “FELDPOST g 02.4.45” to Neubrandenburg from Fieldpost Nr.
43705A. Small natural transportation traces of no importance. Mi=12.000. Certs
Gabisch & Pickenpack.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 3.000

P µ 678 

P

148

679 I-III **

Ex 678
Group of 4 used propaganda postcards with caricatures of Winston
Churchill and Neville Chamberlain inscribed “WERT KEINEN PFENNIG” (spottkarten), two of each on diff. paper.

100

DANISH LEGION, 1944. “Exploded” booklet with three blocks of
four and red cover, each with violet rubber mark “Feldpost” of unverified origin (sold as is).
1.000

€uro

P

680 I-III **

P

681 I **

P

682 

DANISH LEGION, 1944. A complete booklet. Mi=5.400.
SUPERB & VERY RARE

681
682
1941, Bolshevism minisheet. Mi=800. Sign. Pickenpack. SUPERB.
1941, Bolshevism minisheet on small part of a letter canc. “FELDPOST b 04.41”. Mi=800.

1.000

150
200

WWII Occupations

P

683
684
683 2P VI (*) Proof for 2 fr. dark lilac brown in imperforated pair on yellowish
paper. Mi=600. Sign. Pickenpack.

P

684 2I 

DÜNKIRCHEN. Pair 1940 50 c. rose with overprint “Besetzten Gebiet
Nordfrankreich” on philatelic cover canc. “DUNKERQUE 1.7.40”.
Mi=700 for stamp alone. Sign. A. Brun.

150

150
149

€uro

P

685 1-4 

KURLAND. Philatelic cover canc. “LIEPAJA / LATVIA 21.4.45”.

Bid

P

686 10-18 

WILNA-GEBIET, 1941 cpl. set of 9 values on reg. cover canc. “VILNIUS 5.8.41” sent locally. Mi=1.500. Sign. Mikulski. VERY FINE.

250

P

687 9+17+18 OCCUPATION OF LITHAUNIA. Express cover from Vilnius 30.7.41

with scarce stamps from Wilna-Gebiet. Mi=2.500 for single stamps
alone.

400

µ 688 **/ */ 
µ 689 

150

SERBIA. Two collections on loose leaves including better sets and
minisheets 1 and 2 etc. Some pages with classic Serbia 1866 to ca 1920
with several better stamps.

500

Very interesting collection of covers and cards mostly from the various occupied territories neatly written up on album pages with
descriptive text in Swedish housed in 6 albums. Many interesting
items included such as official mail, registered, express etc. A very
large part of the items have been correctly postally forwarded.

750

€uro

WWII Propaganda Forgeries

690
P

690 17 **

P µ 691 15+16+
17 **

µ 692 */ 
µ 693 **/ */ 
µ 694 **/ */ 

µ 695 **/ */ 

µ 696 **/ */ /
/ 

Ex 691

1944, Propaganda forgery 12 pf. dark brownish red in block of four
with bottom margin. Mi=400.

100

Lot 1944 War forgeries: vertical pairs of 6 pf. dark greyish violet and 12
pf. dark brownish red. Also a vertical pair of 12 pf. brownish red Mi.
No.17. Total Mi=440.

100

Allied Occupations
Collections on loose leaves (in four sections) incl. Allied Occupation
incl. minisheet 12A and B.

250

Collection in two sections mixed */** and used. Four 1946 Bl. 12 included.

200

FRENCH ZONES. Collection on loose leaves in various sections
incl. many better ** sets, blocks etc, mostly **. High cat. value. The
entire lot can be inspected on our website.
1.000

Soviet Occupations
RUSSIAN OCCUPATIONS. Collection on loose Leuchtturm pages
including many valuable stamps e.g. Thüringen bl. 2 in two copies, bl.
4**, Western Saxony with bl. 5 in two copies. Many scarcer used
stamps. Very high catalogue value. A collection that must be inspected. The entire collection can be inspected on our website.
2.000
SOVIET ZONE, LOCAL ISSUES. A very comprehensive collection
on loose leaves, including many better signed stamps, blocks and
even a number of interesting commercial covers. The whole collection can be inspected on our website.

750

Federal Republic
•

697 MHB 4-5 BOOKLET PANE SHEETS. Heuss 1955 in a complete sheet, one small
**
piece of the margin missing under one stamp, further Heuss 1958 complete sheet + a full pane from the right side of the sheet with 5 booklet
panes. All very fresh and all booklet panes in perfect condition.
Mi=1.500.
698 **/ *

Very well filled unused collection Bundespost 1949 - 1969. Early part *
from around 1960 **. Please inspect

Bid
Bid
151

€uro

Berlin

• P µ 699 MHB 2 ** BOOKLET PANE SHEET 1952 various Berlin views and denominations. Some split perfs, but very fresh and most booklet panes complete.
Mi=6.000. RARE.

300

700 **/ *

Collection in Leuchtturm album incl. e.g. both sets of Berlin overprints
in mixed condition, many with signatures.

701 **/ */ 

Carton from estate containing various collections e.g. Bundesrepublik
used 1949 - 2003, unused 1950s - 2004 incl. minisheets, Berlin used 1948
- 1990 etc.

200

702 

Cover collection 1945-ca 1953 in Lindner album. Great variation incl.
Local issues, Bezirkshandstempel, early Berlin covers incl. opts. etc.

300

703 */ 

A comprehensive collection with many stamps from e.g. Bavaria,
Württemberg and a few more old states. Large section German Reich
incl. booklet panes etc. Danzig, Memel and Saar. Also a fine section
voting districts.

250

704 **/ */ 

Interesting lot used / unused collections in eight albums from different German areas e.g. old German States with better stamps, however
mixed quality as well as forgeries noticed, German colonies, **
Bundespost 1973-1980, Saar etc. Please inspect.

300

705 **/ */
/ 

Very interesting mixed lot from an estate incl. stamps in albums and a
quantity of glassine envelopes from old German states and onwards.
Also incl. some interesting covers e.g. old German states, early
German Reich, airmail etc. Please inspect.

Bid

706 

Extensive cover lot with around 2700 covers, cards and postal stationery items 1890s - ca 1950 from different periods and areas. incl. many
interesting ones e.g. field post, censored covers, inflation era etc.
Please inspect.

500

707 

Small box containing ca 270 unused and used postal stationery items
of various types from German States as well as German Reich incl.
many WWI occupations (these mostly unused). Also some from WGermany not counted.

200

250

Mixed German Collections & Lots

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Great Britain
Please see also Lot # 80, 1036 & 1119

Unique Used in Sweden

Lot # 708 µ

Two Pence Mulready envelope used within Sweden canc.
“STOCKHOLM 31.7 1840”. Presumably prepaid, sent to baroness
Marie von Stedingk, lady in waiting at the royal court in
Stockholm then readdressed and sent to the home of a relative,
Nygård Manor in Tjust, Småland. Possible charter number 60.
Wax seal on the reverse with the coat of arms of the von Stedingk
family. Small part of back missing as well as other imperfections
of limited importance. A few similar usages are known from other
countries. Opinion Obermüller Wilén for the canc.
UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 10.000
153

Unique Penny Black Usage

Lot # 709 µ
1
A fantastic letter with rectangular ship canc. “INDIA
LETTER COVE” applied upon arrival in Ireland. Due
notation “8” for the uniform ship letter rate from India,
Mauritius or Ceylon, which would be possible origins.
On back “COVE MR 3 1843”. The 1 d. intense black, plate 6, pos. S G with clear to very good margins. Probably
intended to prepay the inland rate to Edinburgh. The
only known example of this handstamp used on One
Penny Black. Cert. Brandon & Dave Mas Donell.
Provenance:
Wallas, Bedell & Bury

154

€uro 15.000

€uro

P

P

710 8 

711

43 

P µ 712 43 

P

713 143 

Exceptional cover to San Fransisco during the “Gold Fever” period
1849-50, from “GLASGOW 14 JN 1850” with 1 d. red imperforate, cut
in at left, paying the domestic rate.
SCARCE & INTERESTING.

300

Exceptional postage due cover to Corfu in Greece 1869 with two 1 d.
red endorsed “For the Ionian Islands. Via Brindisi” and canc.
“INSUFFICIENTLY PAID”. Due paid 180 lepta with Hermes Head
20 and two 80 lepta, minor imperfections of no importance.
RARE & BEAUTIFUL MIX.

750

712
713
Cover sent to London franked with 1 penny red, where the stamp has
been partly overlapped with another 1 penny red canc. “LONDON DE
24 61” and the cover resent to a different address in Birmingham.
Various transit and arrival canc. on back, a picture is available on our
website. UNUSUAL.

Bid

Very beautiful postage due cover to Italy with 3 d. rose with numeral
“96” and “INSUFFIENTLY PAID” with two 60 c. Italian postage due
stamps “PALERMO 8 AGO 74”, some worn perfs. SCARCE.

150
155

€uro
µ 714 **/ */ 

•

715 
µ 716

µ 717 

Collections & Mixed Lots
Interesting both used and unused collection 1840 - 1982 in one Scott
album incl. a number of better stamps e.g. one penny black and two
pence blue 1840 (both slightly cut), ten shilling 1882 with signature,
1 pound 1884 etc. Somewhat mixed quality on the early part. Please
inspect.

750

Interesting carton from old estate with stamps 1880-1940s in quantities sorted by values incl. some nice canc. noted. Please inspect

Bid

Specialized collection with around 1.500 stamp booklets from the
time of King Edward VII up to around 1990s. Some interesting varieties such as “Cancelled” and different phosphor bands, several
booklets with cat. values of several hundred Pounds each noted.
Please inspect!

300

Lot with 23 prephilatelic or stampless letters all sent to Denmark.
E.g. red postage paid Newpaper pmks, ship letter pmks etc. Each letter mounted on exhibition pages. A very interesting lot. The entire
lot can be inspected on our website.

250

British Commonwealth
Please see also Lot # 647 & 908
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons
718 **

P

719 33 

P

720 2 *

P µ 721 6 

P µ 722 29 
156

ANTARCTIC TERRITORIES. Very fresh ** collection 1960 - 2000 with
British Antarctic Territory, Australian Antarctic Territory as well as
Ross Dependency largely cpl. in the period.

200

719
720
VICTORIA. “TOO LATE” 1854 in a wonderful copy with numeral “1”.
EXCELLENT.

150

WESTERN AUSTRALIA. Very beautiful 4 pence blue with light trace
of hinge.

100

721

722

WESTERN AUSTRALIA. Very beautiful 1 sh. roulette in the scarce
grey brown shade and with a full canc. “1” PERTH. Not cut into the
design by the roulettes, which they often are. The cert. states old SG
No. 14. Cert RPS 1975. SUPERB & RARE.

600

WESTERN AUSTRALIA. A very beautiful 2 pence pale orange with
roulettes clear of the design on all four sides with a very clear canc.
“1”. Cert. Holcombe. SUPERB.

Bid

€uro

Ex 723
• P µ 723 **/ */ 

CANADA. Interesting used/unused collection 1852 - 1980s in one
Scott album incl. officials, postage due, special delivery and air mail
stamps. A number of better stamps incl. e.g. Diamond Jubilee 1897 1,
2 and 5 dollar etc. Please inspect.

300

µ 724 */ / (*) NEWFOUNDLAND. Collection 1865 - 1947 on privately made album
pages with some duplicates as well incl. many medium priced stamps.
Mixed quality.

100

NOVA SCOTIA. 1860-63 Victoria 8 1/2 cents in cpl. never hinged
lower half sheet of 50 with margins as well as 37 further copies mostly
in blocks.

Bid

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. Small selection of 6 items incl. some forgeries.

Bid

µ 725 **
µ 726 

727
P

727 O 100 *

µ 728 **/ */
/ (*)

µ 729 */ / 

Ex 730

INDIA. Provisional Official 1925 1 r. on 25 r. DOUBLE OVERPRINT.

Bid

INDIA & STATES. Collection in two 16 page stockbooks, one containing mostly used India from early issues up to ca 1980 and the other
one containing hundreds of diff. Feudatory & Convention states plus
some other material as well.

200

INDIA & STATES. Collection 1850s - 1940s in one album incl. some
covers as well as a section of Burma.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

300

P µ 730 83-86+88 TANGANYIKA. The high values 1922-23, 1, 2, 3 & 5 shillings and £1.

The 5 sh. with upright wmk, all others with sideways from 1922. SG
2017 £930.

P µ 731 **/ */
/ 

150

Ex 731

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS & MALAYA. Collection
1860s - 1940s mixed used / unused and covers incl.
many better stamps (some of the high values with
revenue canc.) in good overall quality. Also
Malayan States and Japanese occupation.
ENTIRE COLLECTION SCANNED.

1.000
157

€uro
µ 732

Mixed British Commonwealth Collections & Lots
Collection on old album leaves from British India, Straits Settlements,
Transvaal, Saint Helena etc. Also a stockbook with various countries
such as Newfoundland, Van Diemen’s Land, Hong Kong etc. Many
medium priced stamps noted as well as some forgeries. Please inspect.

250

733 **/ */ 

Interesting Collection mainly 1890 - 1950s in stockbook with some better stamps included. With a few exceptions **. Please inspect

200

734 **/ */ 

Interesting used/unused collection in two albums mainly 1860s 1960s but also some later issues. Cat. value EUR 18.600 according to
consignor. Please inspect.
1.000

735 **/ */ 

Five stockbooks containing stamps from various Commonwealth
countries and colonies from older to modern.

100

Hungary Collections

Ex 736
P µ 736 / 

P µ 737 

µ 738 */ 
µ 739 

Interesting collection “PEST” cancellations 1776 - 1872, starting with
a good prephilatelic section continuing with first issues of Austria
and Hungary with many beautiful canc. of different types and a
1.000
number of covers. Entire collection pictured on our website.

737

Very strong old time collection 1871 - 1932, mostly
used in very good overall quality on Yvert album
pages. Includes a good section 1871 issues with
duplicates in different shades, fine back of the
book sections etc. Very high cat. value.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.
Collection 1871 - 1971, well filled mostly used on Scott Specialty pages
in a thick binder incl. back of the book sections.

100

Interesting used accumulation mounted on a bundle of blank sheets of
paper with emphasis on issues 1871 up to ca 1920 in quantities incl.
many stamps from the 1871 issues. Many nice cancellations noted.

100

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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400

€uro
µ 740 
µ 741 **/ */ 

µ 742 **/ */
/ /
(*)

Persia - Iran
Used collection 1876 up to ca 1990 on loose album pages incl. many
better stamps and sets noted.

150

Album containing an interesting collection with duplicates 1875 up to
ca 1980 with quite a few better stamps included as well as some older
covers. Many forgeries and reprints included. Please see example pictures on our website.

150

Very interesting carton containing a huge accumulation of mainly older issues of Persia of great variety
in a number of stockbooks, sets of loose album
pages, some fine old covers etc. Please see sample
pictures on our website.

2.500

Italian States
Please see also Lot # 481, Large Collection Lombardy Venetia Prephilately

Papal States

• P µ 743 4a *

The first and very rare shade of 4 baj. “bruno grigio
chiaro” (clear brownish grey) in a very fresh copy
with original gum. Sassone 2017 # 5 € 28.000. Cert.
Raybaudi & sign. A. Diena.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

2.000

Parma

P µ 744 

µ 745 

Interesting cover 1812 from PARMA to RIGA. Duisburg transit charged “30” in red crayon, intact wax seal. Scarce destination! VERY FINE

100

Tuscany
Nice lot of nine beautiful covers with a total of 13 stamps. Seven of
them signed by at least one well known expert. Please inspect.

250
159

€uro
µ 746 

Mixed Italian States
Lot containing ca 65 prephilatelic covers of which a large part are from
the Papal States ca 1800-1850s incl. many nice items with beautiful cancellations etc.

150

Italian Kingdom
Please see also Lot # 713

µ 747 */ / (*) Extensive collection mixed unused on stock pages
in three albums as well as one stockbook. Starting
with a quite extensive section of Italian States
however in very mixed quality and with many forgeries and reprints noted, then a mostly used
Kingdom part up to ca 1955 incl. parcel post, postage due, express stamps, various occupations, Fiume
as well as some colonies. Enormous cat. value.
Please see sample pictures on our website.
µ 748 */ 

µ 749 

Collection on old album pages starting with various Italian States in
1850s onwards to Italian Kingdom ca 1930 incl. back of the book sections and Fiume. Also various old stamps in envelopes and on stock
cards etc.

2.500

150

Italian Occupations & Areas
AEGEAN ISLANDS. 1930 Francesco Ferrucci issue, 14 fine used overprint sets from different islands.

Bid

Liberia
750 */ 

Folder containing two collections of older issues up to 1930s on album
pages.

Bid

Liechtenstein

P µ 751 145-47 + Very interesting Zeppelin cover sent registered with express mail to
149 
the United States canc. “SCHAAN 5.V.36”. Zürich postage due handstamp on front. Various transit and arrival canc. on back prior to being
returned. Cert. Bruno Rupp.

160

100

752 **/ */ 

A comprehensive collection in three Schaubek album with Mi. Nos
used 1-3x, 1-3y, 46-52B, 53-60, 82-89*, used 90-93, 108-13, 94-107, 115,
119-21 and 140-41. Also Bl. 1 and 5 used and No. 5 **. Officials with
No. 1-8 used and * plus No. 10 **.
1.500

753 **

Small stock of mostly ** sets and some blocks of four 1917-67 arranged
on stock cards in a small box.

Bid

€uro

Monaco

754
755
1919, 5+5 fr. red War Victims in a superb unmounted copy. Mi=1.400 for *.

300

P

754 33 **

P

755 136 **

1933, 20 fr black building. Mi=350.

P

756 **/ *

Collection in two Leuchtturm albums incl. No. 9+10 (*), 32+45 *, 341.000
42 **, 190-99 ** and Bl. 1.

Bid

Ex 756

The Netherlands

P

757 

µ 758 

A wonderful little cover dated Amsterdam 3.11 1660 with full contents.
Addressed to Lille, which at the time was Spanish (up to 1667), at top
a very beautiful crown coil and on the back a beautiful little red seal
with coat of arms with a lion. SUPERB & EARLY COVER.
Fine used collection 1852 - 1966 in a stockbook incl. sections of postage
due and officials as well as some Dutch Indies. A large number of
stamps throughout the collection have beautiful canc.

150

200
161

€uro

Ex 759
P µ 759 

760 

DENMARK/NETHERLANDS. 15 prephilatelic or stampless covers
from Netherlands to Denmark or vice versa mounted on exhibition
pages with analysis for each letter. The entire lot can be inspected on
our website.

500

Interesting lot with around 500 covers and cards 1880s - ca 1950 with
good variation e.g. airmail, registered covers, censored covers etc. incl.
some Netherlands Indies.

100

Peru
Please see also Lot # 545

761

762

• P

761 3 

Beautiful piece from shipletter with 1 d. 1858 with very large margins
tied by a Liverpool arr. pmk and Panama transit canc. at side. SCARCE.

200

• P

762 3 

Two wonderful copies 3 dinero with blue and black canc. “ARICA”
1858. EXCELLENT.

150

• P

763 3 

A very beautiful pair of 1 d. light blue, each with a superb “YCA”.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

100

162

Rare 1 Dinero Covers

•Lot # 764
3
A spectacular cover with 1 dinero pale blue in a vertical strip of four, transfer
types 5/10/15/20 and thus the entire right side of the transfer block report. Ex.
John F. Rider.
SUPERB & RARE
€uro 1.000

•Lot # 765 µ
3
An exceptional envelope with 1 dinero blue, transfer type 2 with British P.O.
double arc “ARICA JU 21 1858. Very early use! Sent to Tacna. Cert. Holcombe.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE
€uro 2.000
163

€uro

• P µ 766 3 

• P µ 767 3 

Ex 766

CANCELLATIONS. Very nice lot of 19 singles and
6 pairs with well placed cancellations, many superb
and all different. Many scarce ones. Some small
faults. Please inspect!

750

Ex 767
Inetersting lot of nine copies 1 d. blue with beautiful and well placed cancellations, all different. Few small faults.

300

Earliest Use Outside of Lima

•Lot # 768 µ
4
A very beautiful cover with 1 p. rose-red, transfer type 2, dated 22.3 1858 and
sent to Lima. Superb dotted “PASCO” in black, the earliest recorded usage
of this stamp outside Lima. Isued on March 10, and delivered to Pasco on
the same date 22.3 (reference A. Salvattecci, Filatelia Peruana, Jan 1999).
Illustrated in Moll 2009 on page 106. Ex. Klaus Eitner. Cert. Moorhouse.
SUPERB & RARE
€uro 3.000
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€uro

Ex 769
• P µ 769 4 

• P

•

• P

770 7 
µ 771 9 

772 11 

CANCELLATIONS. Nice lot of seven copies 1 p. rose-red in shades
with well placed canc. ARICA cds in blue, two examples with dotted
oval LIMA in black, “1-LIMA-2” in black on superb copy, Admon.
Pral De Correos / Tacna cds, dotted TRUX and superb strike of fancy
framed AYACUCHO in black. Few small faults. Please inspect.

300

Very beautiful cover 1859 to Chincha - Alta with 1 p. red large letters
with wide margins. Blue ship canc. “CALLAO VAPOR”. Sign. A.
Diena. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

750

Lot of eight 1 peseta 1860 with different and well placed canc., some
small faults. Many very beautiful.

200

Very beautiful letter to Cochabamba, Bolivia tied by “TACNA 24
JUN 67” despatch cds (Jan 24) in black. A very rare stamp on cover.

750
165

€uro

• P

773 15 

Very beautiful shipletter to Italy with 1 d. yellow green tied by
British P.O. “CALLAO AP 28 69”. Framed “GB 1F 90 c” and taxed at
double rate with handstruck ‘28’ decimi due marking in black.
SUPERB & RARE.

500

Poland

774
P µ 774 R 1 

P

775 R 1 

775
776
Very fine Russia 10 kopek with three wide margins and on left side
somewhat touched. Cancelled with superb four ring postmark “70”
SOKOLOW in Poland. Usages with Polish postmarks on Russian #
1 are very rare. Ex Mikulski, Cert. Pelc. VERY ATTRACTIVE.

A wonderful Russia No. 1 10 kopek with a sharp
and very beautiful numeral “104” BIALYSTOK,
used in Poland. SUPERB & SCARCE.

750

500

P

776 1b 

Fine copy of 10 kopek blue and carmine with well placed numeral
canc. “111” of Lagów.

200

P

777 1a 

Very beautiful cover with 10 kopek blue and rose sent from Warsaw.
The stamp canc. “1” with additional “WARCHAWA 18.12” in red ink
alongside.

800

166

€uro

778

779

P

778 Bl. 9 **

Education 1946 in minisheet, never hinged.

150

P

779 Bl. 11 **

USA Anniversary 1948 with Roosevelt in minisheet, never hinged.

100

µ 780 

µ 781 **/ */ 

µ 782 **/ */ 

Collections
Very interesting used collection 1860 - 1955 arranged on Visir stock
pages in two binders specialized in diff. paper types and perfs. etc.
incl. a nice copy of No. 1 etc. Includes sections of officials, postage
due as well as Polish voting district in Silesia. Please see example
pictures on our website.

500

Extensive used/unused collection 1918 - 1978 in nine stockbooks incl.
areas abroad and local issues with a number of better stamps and
minisheets. Early part mainly unused with traces of hinges. Later issues
often both used and unused. Please inspect.

300

Collection in two 16 page stockbooks with e.g. some interesting local
stamps and foreign occupations etc.

150

Portugal

783
P

783 1 

P µ 784 3 
P µ 785 3 
P

786 4 

784

785

786

Very beautiful 5 reis with numeral “1”. Mi=1.200+. SUPERB.

300

Superb blue “51” FUNCHAL, MADEIRA on 50 reis, small thinning at
top. Mi=1.300. Cert. NUCLEO.

200

Beautiful 50 reis with numeral “52” PORTO. Cert. P. Dias. Mi=1.300.

300

An excellent numeral “77” COIMBRA on 100 reis 1853 with very large
and even margins, small thin spot. Mi=2.600.

250

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
167

€uro

P

787 22 

P µ 788 31+29+
28 

P µ 789 37xaB 

787
789
Very beautiful cover to France 1870 with 80 r. imperf. with numeral
“46”. Very large margins.

Bid

A fantastic front of a registered cover from Porto to Lisbon incl. a
block of 8 of 100 reis together with a single 100 + 50 + 25 reis. All
together making up a rate quoted on the cover in ink “100 + 875”.
Each stamp with beautiful canc. “46” PORTO, some folds. Folded
for display, picture of the complete front on our website. Cert.
Atheneu. GREAT POSTAL HISTORY RARITY.

500

Beautiful cover to Geneva 1872 with 20 r. blue in perf 12½. Cert. NUCLEO. VERY FINE.

Bid

Ex 790
P µ 790 109-123  Antonius 1895 cpl (15). A lightly cancelled beautiful set. Mi.= 1.500.
µ 791 **/ */ 
µ 792 

168

250

Collections & Mixed Lots
Collection 1855-ca 1990 in KA-BE album quite comprehensive with
1.000
several better sets and blocks. Rather cpl. from 1910.
Used collection 1853 - 1965 in a stockbook incl. sections of officials and
other back of the book as well as a few pages with stamps from the
various colonies. Also two stockbooks and a folder with loose old
album pages with duplicates and various stamps not yet put into the
main collection. Very high cat. value.

400

€uro
•

µ 793 */ 

µ 794 
µ 795 

µ 796 */ 

Very well filled collection 1853 - 1970s in one Scott album incl. better
issues e.g. 5 Reis Pedro V 1855 with good margins, canc. set 500 years
anniversary of Henry the seafarer 1894, canc. set 700 years anniversary
of Antonius of Padua 1895 (short perfs on 1000 Reis) etc. Please inspect.

500

Small collection classic stamps on 8 loose leaves incl. Mi. Nos 2, 4
and 25-32 and several better 1892-98 issues. Mi. more than Euro
8.000. The entire lot can be inspected on our website.
1.000
Interesting lot classic stamps 1840 - 1893 with mainly very clear and
beautiful canc. Entire lot pictured on our website.

300

Romania
Small selection 1860s - 1906 with mainly early Karl I issues in duplicate range and a nice set Bucharest Jubilee exhibition 1906. Entire lot
pictured on our website.

400

Russia
Please see also Lot # 774, 775, 997, 1120, 1193, 1543 & 1562

Rare Estonian Usage

•Lot # 797 µ
1
Very beautiful refolded letter to Moscow with four margined copy of 10
kopek brown and blue with an excellent and very rare circular numeral
postmark “37” in concentric dots and bilingual departure postmark
“REVAL16 JULY 1858” on back. Very fresh somewhat cleaned # 1 cover
used in Estonia. Cert. Buchsbayew.
ONLY FOUR COVERS WITH THIS POSTMARK RECORDED
Provenance:
Zbigniew Mikulski
€uro 5.000
169

Cover Within the Baltic States

• Lot # 798 µ
1
Very beautiful folded letter to Riga with a four margined copy of
10 kopek brown and blue from plate II. Cancelled with pen and
an excellent prephilatelic dated postmark “REVAL 9 MAY 1858”,
some toning. Arrival postmark “Riga 11 May 1858” on back. Very
fresh cover from Estonia to Latvia. Certs Buchsbayew and
Mikulski.
SUPERB & RARE

Provenance:
Zbigniew Mikulski

€uro 4.000
170

€uro

• P µ 799 1 

LATVIA. Very beautiful folded letter to Pernow in
Estonia with a beautiful four margined copy of 10
kopek brown and blue with beautiful c.d.s. “RIGA
22 APRIL 1858” and bilingual arrival pmk “PERNAU/PERNOW 25 APRIL 1858” on back. A minimal tear in lower right side, just in the wide margin, of no importance. Very fresh and beautiful # 1
cover used within the Baltic states, from Latvia to
Estonia. Ex. Mikulski. Cert. Buchsbayew.

3.000

P

800
800 2 

801
802
Ex 804
Very beautiful 10 kop perf 14½ x 15. Cancelled with the rare experimental numeral postmark of St. Petersburg. (Dobin nr.2 with large “1”
and dots very close to the number). VERY FINE & RARE.

100

P

801 2 

Very beautiful cover to Uleåborg Finland with 10 kop perf 14½ x 15.
Cancelled with red boxed St. Petersburg postmark 2 AUG 1858 and
with rare experimental numeral postmark of St. Petersburg. (Dobin
nr.2 with large “1” and dots very close to the number). Vertical fold not
affecting the stamp. Rare usage. VERY FINE.

200

A very beautiful 20 kopek 1858 on thin paper with watermark variety;
strongly shifted. Beautiful c.d.s. “NIKOLAJEW 10 MAY 1865”.
Mi=2.000++. Cert. Ebnet. SUPERB.

250

Two very interesting folded letters each with 10 kop perf 12½ to
Finland. First from Riga with numeral “38” to Karis 1859 and second
from St. Petersburg with numeral “1” to Åbo 1863. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 802 3y 
µ 803 5 

P µ 804 5-7+9-11 Small lot with scarce classic stamps in unused or regummed condi*/ (*)
tion. Please inspect.

800
171

€uro

P

805
805 21x 

806
808
Very interesting cover with 10 kopek perf 14½ x 15 horizontally laid
paper sent by SHIP MAIL to Tavastehus. Dated in the content in St.
Petersburg on 6/6 1869 and canc, first with “ANK 19/6” of
Helsingfors and then with small circle postmark “HELSINGFORS
20.6.1869” for further delivery to Tavastehus. Finally “ANK 20/6” of
Tavastehus. Very rare usage of two Finnish ANK postmarks.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

100

P

806 21x 

Very interesting cover with 10 kopek perf 14½ x 15 horizontally laid
paper sent by SHIP MAIL to Helsingfors. Dated in the content FEB 11
1870 and cancelled with rare ship postmark “SPB” in St. Petersburg.
Transit “St. Petersburg 13 FEB 1870” on the back and “ANK 27/2” of
Helsingfors on the front. VERY FINE.

100

µ 807 18-26y  Scarce used set of 1866-75 of 1 kopek to 30 kopek on vertically laid
paper. 30 kopek sign. Mikulski. Mi=1450.VERY FINE.

200

Very fine shipletter with 1, 5 and 10 kopek forming 16 kopek double
rate forwarded by steamer “DAGMAR” from St. Petersburg to
Stockholm. Canc. on arrival “STOCKHOLM K.K. 10.7 1874.

150

P µ 808 18+20+
21 

809
P

Ex 810

809 25a-c P * PROOFS 1875. Very fine set of three different 7 kopek with perforation and gum. Sign Mikulski. SCARCE.

600

P µ 810 24-28x ** Rare MNH set of 1875 2 kopek -20 kopek (5) on horizontally laid paper.
SUPERB SET.

250

P

172

811

47yF 

Beautiful postcard 21.4.1907 from St. Petersburg with 3 kopek with
the RARE VARIETY, missing back ground. Michel without price!
VERY RARE.

500

€uro

812
813
Superb MNH sheet corner block of six of 3,50 rubel with horizontally
laid paper including watermark with Russian letters. RARE BLOCK

100

813 56x **

Superb MNH sheet corner block of four of 7 rubel with horizontally
laid paper including watermark with Russian letters. RARE BLOCK

100

P

814 79Bx *

Beautiful sheet margin copy of imperforate 5 rubel with YELLOW bottom print. Not listed in Michel and sold as proof. VERY FINE & RARE.

200

P

815 86+88 

A registered letter to Shavelski Orphans Court in Lithuania from
Bausk in Latvia with 7 kopek Romanov stamp from the rare booklet
(with staple hole in margin). RARE USAGE

Bid

P

812 55x **

P

814

815

Mixed Lot

µ 816 

Nice selection of 8 items with vertically laid paper. Mi. Nos 20y, 23y,
25y, 44yB, 55y, 56y, 61A and 62A. Mi=700+. VERY FINE GROUP

Bid

Soviet Union

P

817 Bl 33 **

TOKYO Olympics 1964 in minisheet. VERY FINE.

100

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
173

€uro
µ 818 **

Collections Mixed Russia & Soviet Union

µ 819 **/ */ 

µ 820 P **
µ 821 P **

µ 822 27-33U

µ 823 U2-U9
etc 

Collection of cpl. sets and singles mostly from the 1930s up to ca 1950
in a stockbook nearly all never hinged. A large number of medium priced sets and singles are included e.g. Mi. Nos. 412, 1252-55 etc. Also
some interesting varieties on imperf. stamps in blocks from Croatia
during WWII. Very high cat. value. All scanned on our website.

500

Very well filled collection 1858 - 1980 mostly used in two albums
and five thick stockbooks. The 1920s-30s often in diff. perfs. etc.
Further two stockbooks with a large variety of post offices abroad,
locals, post WWI republics etc.

750

Caucasian Republics
GEORGIA. Very fine selection of 14 MNH accepted perforated proofs
of Georgian consular post in Constantinople 1921 (see attached document). Rare offer!

100

GEORGIA. Interesting selection of 39 MNH proofs of Georgian consular post in Constantinople 1921, both perforated and imperforated. 14 of the proofs were officially accepted (see attached document). This lot includes also many not accepted proofs. Rare offer!

400

TRASCAUCASIAN FED. REPUBLIC 1923 1-18 kopek imperforate
blocks of four.

Bid

Russia Postal Stationery
Very fresh and fine selection of unused Imperial postal stationery
items Mi. Nos U2-U9 and four different from city post. A total of 12
items.

600

San Marino
824 **/ */ 

µ 825 **
µ 826 **

Please see also Lot # 1140
Interesting but unorganized collection 1877 - 1980s in 5 stockbooks
with both used and unused stamps, parts of sheets etc. Also an album
with Italy incl. Fiume and Trieste. Please inspect.

100

Slovakia
Stockbook containing an accumulation of ** stamps, sets as well as
many minisheets 1993 - 2005.

150

Lot with various mint never hinged stamps from 1939-44 incl. a nearly
cpl. set of the 1939 overprints (Mi. Nos 2/22), the high values with sign.

Bid

Spain
•

• P
174

µ 827 

828 Bl. 5 

Please see also Lot # 757 & 1110
Two covers 1840 & 1844 to Cuba canc. “ESPANA” in red and black.

100

U-boat 1938, minisheet on cover. Mi=500+. SCARCE.

200

€uro

Collections & Mixed Lots

Ex 829

• P µ 829 **/ */  A very well filled collection both used and unused
in one Scott album 1850 - 1977 incl. officials, air
mail stamps etc. with a number of expensive stamps
in good quality of which many have signatures or
have certs. e.g. 6 Reales 1850, Sperati forgery 2
Reales 1851, 19 Reales 1865 both perf. and imperf.
etc. Also som better later issues e.g. * 5 Pta airmail
1953. See example pictures on our website.
•

µ 830 

PREPHILATELY to or from overseas, mostly Cuba. Six covers and two
fronts. Please inspect.

1.000
100

Spanish Colony Cuba

• P µ 831 

µ 832 

”ISLAS DE BARLOVENTO” pmk applied in Havana on a letter of
an unknown origin (possibly Mexico), forwarded to Cadiz.
Endorsed “Bregantin Neptuno” and forwarding agent notes on back
flap. RARE.

600

Lot with 27 covers 1860s up to ca 1900 incl. 17 with 1/2 reales Spanish
Antilles.

100

Spanish Andorra
833 XIII-XXI ANDORRA Airmail 1934 in the not issued set with official overprint
**
cpl. (12) in complete sheets of 50. Mi=3.000.

150
175

Switzerland
Extensive Collection 1850 - 1954

Lot # 834 µ
**/ */ 
Extensive specialized collection 1850 - 1956 on stock pages in an
album. The collection starts with various forgeries of Cantonal
stamps for reference, then various used Rayon stamps in mixed
quality (incl. a few forgeries), extensive section Strubel issues
with diff. printings and silk threads in diff. colours in slightly
mixed quality, extensive section standing Helvetias arranged
according to the various diff. perf. From William Tell onwards
the collection is collected double, both unused (much **) as well
as used incl. many better stamps e.g. Mi. Nos 447-59 cpl. both **
as well as used, most minisheets both ** as well as used (incl. Bl.
1-2). Also officials and postage due as well as various international organizations etc. in a separate thick stockbook that also
includes a separate used section 1960-90. Notable with this collection is the amount of beautiful canc. which is what the collector has strived for. Enormous cat. value.
A LARGE PART SCANNED ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 5.000
176

€uro

P µ 835 */ 

Small lot beautiful classic stamps e.g. 5 c. Genf
small eagle * with cert. von der Weid, 8 various
Rayon stamps and a full page with * sitting
Helvetia. Also a page with 9 UPU 1900 issues *.
Three certs are included.

2.000

P µ 836 **/ */  Very interesting collection 1860s up to 1960s in
three thick albums and a folder. Emphasis on issues ca 1910 onwards with unused sets and minisheets incl. many better issues (to a large extent **). For
most issues there is also a cover/card included with
many interesting items present. Pro Juventute and
Pro Patria parts very well filled nearly all **.
Among the better items are e.g. Mi. Nos Bl. 1 VLH,
Bl. 2 **, Bl. 5 **, Bl. 8-11 **, 226-28 **, 447-59 ** etc.

800

P

837 

A nearly cpl. collection 1854-2000 incl. various officials and postage
due stamps. Containing a lot of better stamps, some with certs e.g.
Mi. Nos 7II, 18, 20-28 152 with cert. Liniger, I-III** (unpriced in
Michel). Also better minisheets used or on cover e.g. Nos 1, 2, 5 (cert.
Marchand), 6 and 7.
1.500
177

€uro
µ 838 

µ 839 

•

Very clean and beautiful, extensive used collection 1854 - 1938 incl.
postage due on old privately made album pages often with more
than one shade of each stamp (e.g. of the Strubel issue), some parts
arranged by diff. paper types as well as diff. perfs (Standing
Helvetia part especially extensive/specialized), strong sections Pro
Juventute and airmail stamps etc. HIGH CAT. VALUE.

400

Used collection 1854 up to ca 1970 on old album pages incl. many pro
juventute sets etc. Also a couple of stockcards with a nice selection of
Strubel issue, Sitting and Standing Helvetias with nice canc. etc.

200

µ 840 **/ */  Collection 1843 - 1980s in four “SAFE” albums.
Classic part with many better stamps but somewhat
mixed quality. Later issues with most minisheets
included (Bl. 1 in good quality), canc. Pax set 1945,
better Pro Juventute etc. nine certs included. Please
inspect.
µ 841 */ 

µ 842 **

843 

1.000

Very interesting old specialized collection 1862-1881 of perforated sitting Helvetia Issues. Specialized in shades, varieties and covers etc.
with different rates incl. a very fine “Muster ohne Wert” from 1867.
Please inspect!

300

Stockbook containing various mint never hinged sets 1934 up to ca
1970 incl. many better PAX sets, some blocks of four as well as many of
the most expensive minisheets. Please see pictures on our website.

250

Interesting lot with around 500 covers, cards and postal stationary
items 1850s - ca 1950 with good variation e.g. field post, registered
covers, censored covers etc.

100

Turkey
µ 844 *

Please see also Lot # 361
Stack of old album pages as well as some stock sheets containing four
old collections mostly from classics up to ca 1930s incl. some better
stamps.

150

Uruguay
µ 845 

178

Please see also Lot # 1121

POSTAL STATIONERY Collection 1877-1930.
Exceptional exhibition mounted collection on 79
pages except the introduction page for a 5-frame
exhibit. Also many used including unusual ones,
also with additional frankings. Also a few additional pieces. Please inspect!

500

€uro

Transatlantic Cover 1850 USA to France (Lot # 542)

United States
Please see also Lot # 710 & 1047

• P µ 846 **/ */ 

Collection 1847 - 1970s in one Scott album. Early part mainly used
and from 1920s mainly unused. Starting with 5 cent Benjamin
Franklin and 10 cent George Washington on a piece, both with full
margins, also Columbus set up to 3 dollar etc. Also a section with
Confederate states, airmail stamps etc.

750

847 */ 

Collection ca 1860 - 1992 mostly used in two Davo albums inl. many
better stamps however in mixed quality, very well filled from 1870
onwards. Also a well filled section UN New York.

300

848 

Collection of ca 170 bank cheques mostly from the 1860s-80s in an
album. The majority with revenue imprints but ca 40 of them have
revenue adhesives affixed.

200

849 

Two albums containing various covers, mainly WWII APO’s and censored covers but also 35 patriotic covers used shortly after the war.

Bid

850 **/ */ 

Fine stock of various stamps and sets 1930s - 1982 in a well filled 64
page stockbook.

851 (*)

VIETNAM. Locomotives, opening of railway line 1956 cpl (4), more
than 30 sets, many in blocks an pairs. Without gum as issued. Michel
more than 5.000.

Vatican
100

Vietnam
Bid

Yugoslavia
852 **

µ 853 **/ */
/ (*)

A complete ** collection 1944-70 (with few exceptions) in
Leuchtturm album incl. scarce minisheets 4A+B, 5, 6 and 8 and better cpl. sets and single stamps from the 1940-50’s, e.g. Mi. 628-39, 730,
717-23, 738-49, 776-87 and 804-11. Perfect quality throughout.

500

Europe Collections
Very interesting large carton with 18 albums and
stockbooks containing very decent to good collections of most Eastern European countries, most often
with good early sections. Some of the better collections include Russia, the Soviet Union and Romania.

600
179

€uro
854 **/ */ 

Collections of Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro and Yugoslavia up to 1945
in an album as well as on loose album pages. Also basic collections of
the Baltic States (up to 1940) as well as Central Lithuania on old album
pages, stock sheets etc.

150

855 **/ */ 

Two cartons from an estate containing a large number of stockbooks,
albums and loose Visir stock pages with basic collections of various
European countries, mostly up to ca 1960s.

400

Carton with 11 stockbooks containing collections from various mostly
W-European countries e.g. Luxembourg, Belgium, Greece, Turkey, the
Vatican etc. often with interesting early sections.

250

857 */ / (*) Europe collection in 1923 issue of Schwaneberger album with quite well
filled sections of e.g. German Reich, Austria & areas (incl. Bosnia
Herzegovina), Netherlands, Romania etc. otherwise quite sparsely filled.

200

µ 856 **/ */
/ (*)

µ 858 **/ */ (*) Very interesting collection of mostly WWI era military and war propaganda labels (cinderella) in a thick stockbook. Mostly from Germany,
France and Switzerland. Also some WWII era from Sweden etc.
µ 859 **/ */
/ 

•

Europe Lots & Accumulations
Very interesting lot from an old estate with e.g. some early British
covers to Norway, several German Zeppelin covers, 1893 cover sent
to Otto von Bismarck, two unused blocks of four of German Reich
eagle with large shield incl. Mi. No. 26 with three ** stamps, a bundle of nearly unpicked circulation booklets with very interesting content incl. German States, Luxembourg, USA, Great Britain etc.
PLEASE INSPECT.

400

860 **

Thick binder with over 300 never hinged minisheets as well as some
prestige booklets, nearly all from W-Europe and mostly from the
1990s.

150

861 

Three stockbooks mostly with used duplicates in quantities. The first
one from the Netherlands from first issue up to ca 1950s incl. postage
due and Dutch Indies. The other two with Italy from States onwards
through 1940s.

150

862 **/ 

Carton from an estate containing 11 Schaubek albums with collections
of various German areas, Russia and the Soviet Union as well as
France.

100

863 **/ */
/ 

Mixed lot of older material mostly on stock pages. A large part is
Germany starting with some States, some better Reich incl. a number of
tête-bêche pairs from booklets, Saar with two stockbooks containing an
accumulation of both unused and used stamps both from the 1920s as
well as from the period after WWII, early France with e.g. 1937 Pexip
minisheet with margin imperfections, Switzerland old part sheets with
tête-bêche, a stockbook with worldwide perfins etc.

Bid

864 **/ */
/ 

Interesting remainder lot in one carton with e.g. Collection in two
albums with Portugese and Spanish minisheets incl. some better,
used/unused collections from Spain and Switzerland ca 1900 - 1970s,
12 small cover albums with mainly modern German covers etc.

Bid

865 */ / 

Small mixed lot with e.g. some better old covers, a small stockbook
with early Finnish issues in mixed quality etc.

Bid

866 **/ /  Mixed lot of covers as well as loose stamps ca 1900-1930s incl. some
interesting items e.g. German inflation era proofs on cotton paper as
well as some unusual shades, Baltic States with interesting perforation
errors and Sweden incl. some beautiful railway canc. etc.

Bid

867 
180

200

Box from an estate containing various old covers and cards ca. 1850s1950s e.g. much Sweden and Germany incl. better.

200

€uro

All World
Collections

P

868 */ 

µ 869 */ / (*)

Extraordinarily well preserved “Schaubek’s
Illustriertes Briefmarken Album” from 1889 with
beautiful embossed leather cover. Both the cover
and the pages are in an extremely good state of preservation, no later pages have been added. The
Europe part of the album is well filled, the most
expensive stamps most often missing. The other
parts are considerably less well filled, with the
Africa part being empty. Rare opportunity to acquire
such an incredible album.

1.000

Collection up to 1910 in two thick Schaubek albums with many
interesting sections with medium or higher priced stamps especially
from various British Colonies, overseas etc. incl. better China (some
with slight toning though). Some forgeries and reprints noted.
Please see sample pictures on our website.

500

µ 870 */ / (*) Schaubek Illustriertes Briefmarken Album ca 1898 in quite worn shape
but including many medium and higher priced stamps, however in
very mixed quality. Also a folder containing stamps from various
countries on stock cards that the owner had intended to add to the
album.

500

871 */ / (*) Schaubek Viktoria Europa album of 1922 with most sections sparsely
filled.

100

Two very beautiful small albums made by bookbinder containing a
number of cirkulation booklets up to 1920s incl. British colonies, China
and other exotic areas. See example pictures on our website.

Bid

µ 872 */ 

181

Large Collection Modern Minisheets

Lot # 873
**
Enormous collection of nearly 4.000 different never hinged minisheets from 1980 through 2017 from all over the world (incl. ca
2300 diff. after year 2000). The collection is neatly arranged in 24
fine Leuchtturm albums mostly in two large cartons. Fantastic
range of beautiful and interesting thematics with the vast majority
being from credible countries incl. much Western Europe with
very high face and enormous cat. value.

€uro 4.000
182

Disinfected Mail

Lot # 874 µ

A comprehesive exhibition collection in three volumes plus two
volumes with additional material mostly from various European
countries. The collection starts with a 1590 ship letter sent via
Hamburg to London and included are also interesting documents,
health passports etc. Different sorts of punch holes and cuts to
treat with smoke or chlorides are demonstrated. A very interesting collection.

€uro 5.000
183

UPU Modern Assembly

Lot # 875
**
Substantial assembly of all different mint never hinged stamps,
sets, minisheets, booklets etc. as delivered from the UPU to one of
its member countries mostly in the period 2010-2017 but with
some earlier included as well. Although it seems that many
countries have ceased sending out their new issues and that it is
now one copy of each item which every member country receives.
The assembly contains an enormous number of often colourful
thematic issues from many better countries such as USA, Japan,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Malaysia etc. incl. much useful face value. The lot is housed in
three cartons. Must be inspected.

€uro 2.500
184

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
876 **/ */ 

Carton from an estate containing e.g. a collection of Great Britain 1840
- 1998 in four stockbooks incl. 1 Penny Black slightly cut into on 2
sides, nearly cpl. and mainly never hinged from ca 1970s onwards incl.
a specialized Machin section mostly **, never hinged thematic collections Winston Churchill and the Queen Mother in five stockbooks,
used collection Sweden in two albums more or less cpl. ca late 1930s95. Also some stockbooks with various inexpensive foreign stamps.

300

Five cartons from estate containing e.g. older mostly used country
collections in a large number of albums, some albums with duplicates,
old circulation booklets, various modern ** material from a varity of
countries, glassines with older material incl. interesting Germany etc.

750

878 **/ */ 

Small carton containing e.g. a quantity of ** modern sets and minisheets on cards and in a stockbook, some superb canc. on various
foreign stamps, older Baltic States, some Danish face value etc.

200

879 **

Large carton from estate with mainly unused stamps from various
countries in albums, sheets, booklets and year sets.

Bid

880 **/ /  Large carton from estate containing thematic collection with space
motifs, both unused and FDCs. Also a collection of Seychelles and a
number of unopened letters from subscription of art motifs and from
the Cousteau Society.

Bid

877 **/ */ 

881

Large carton with collections, mostly in albums and some stockbooks. Much Scandinavia incl. Finland, Iceland a complete collection 1944-80 ** etc. Also various countries, thematics, all world etc.
Please inspect!

750

882 **/ */ 

Lot in 6 albums with e.g. Latvia in partial sheets printed on various
papers, collection old France various older German areas etc. Please
inspect.

Bid

883 **/ 

Carton containing various albums and small boxes with e.g. **
minisheets from various countries incl. some older ones, large number
of cpl. ** sets incl. a stock of mostly thematic sets and minisheets from
Albania and Greenland mostly (in blocks of four). Also superb cancellations on early to modern stamps mostly from various European
countries, stockbook with ** and used Danish Postal Ferry stamps in
blocks of four etc.

200

Accumulation from an estate containing a large number of albums
with stamps mostly up to ca 1960 in a large moving carton. Includes
e.g. a substantial stock of Finland ca 1860 - 1960s (earliest stamps in
very mixed quality) in several albums incl. Red Cross and tuberculosis sets in quantities. Also Berlin, DDR, Netherlands etc.

300

BOOKLETS. Lot from various countries, much from Finland,
Denmark and Norway, but also other countries. Mostly slot-machine
booklets from Sweden as well as some quantities of modern booklets
and minisheets/booklet panes incl. Stockholmia 1974 minisheets (incl.
some cancelled ones). Further some Swedish year sets. Please inspect.

200

884 

885

886

Large remainder lot from estate in two large cartons, some small collections and many albums with
well filled duplicate stocks from e.g. Austria,
Belgium, France, Greenland, Italy, Luxemburg and
Australia. Further duplicates and various material
in stockbooks, envelopes etc. Please inspect.

750
185

€uro
887

Interesting duplicate stock from estate with the larger part being
older issues. On Visir stock pages by country, mostly overseas incl. a
lot of Asia & Africa, e.g. India & states, Dutch & Portuguese India,
Japan, Persia, North Borneo, Tannu Touva, Ethiopia and various
Commonwealth etc. PLEASE INSPECT.

250

Carton from an estate containing e.g. various old Danish stamps in
quantities sorted and unsorted ca 1870s-1910, stock album with much
** Switzerland, thick stack of Norwegian year sets and year books,
various unsorted older foreign material etc.

200

Two cartons from an estate containing a large number of albums
mostly with unused material up to ca 1990s. Includes e.g. a stock of
Finland in several albums, German Federal Republic, Berlin,
Denmark in three albums incl. booklets with considerable face
value etc. A large part of the material is **.

600

Two large cartons from an estate containing 17 albums 1960-90s mostly with ** sets and minisheets from various countries. Also some commemorative booklets as well as a few year sets from the Channel
Islands, Isle of Man etc. Please inspect.

300

Small lot on stock cards containing mostly better items from various
countries e.g. two better Austrian sets of overprints on Hitler ** (not
signed) etc. All pictured on our website.

200

892 */ / 

Small remainder lot from an estate with e.g. a collection of 1937
Coronation sets from the British Colonies hinged in two albums.

Bid

893 / 

Small carton with e.g. small used collections of Ireland and Costa Rica
in stockbooks, thick stack of covers up to ca 1950 incl. much Germany
etc.

Bid

Carton containing around 600 stock cards, all well filled with mint
never hinged stamps and sets from various countries e.g. Norway,
German areas etc. and many thematics mainly from 1940s - 1960s.
Probably around twenty thousand stamps. Please inspect!

Bid

Interesting lot with around 100 covers and cards e.g. airmail to
Sweden from various countries mainly from the 1930s. Also a few
older cards 1880-90s and some early Swedish FDCs.

Bid

888

889

890 **

µ 891 **/ */
/ 

894 **

895 

Meet Postiljonen at NORDIA 2019 in Norway
Quality Hotel Sarpsborg, Bjørnstadveien 20, 1712 Sarpsborg, Norway
23 - 25 August 2019
Postiljonen is sponsor and participant at NORDIA 2019 so please take
this opportunity to meet the staff of Postiljonen in our stand. We will be happy
to discuss your stamps and answer questions about our auctions.

will as usual also be represented
in our stand and offer their catalogues for sale.
186

Sponsor to:

Return Markings & Postal Labels

Lot# 896 µ

Extraordinary assembly of covers and cards with return markings
of every imaginable kind such as handstamps, labels or in manuscript as well as various other postal labels (such as officially sealed etc.) and postage due markings or stamps. Total of ca 600 older
items through the end of WWII as well as ca 150 additional more
modern items. Most items have some connection to Germany, i.e.
sent from, to or within Germany incl. a few from old German
States, much German Reich, interesting WWI-WWII fieldpost,
items to and from a large number of diff. western and eastern
European countries, some interesting overseas items incl. India
and Japan etc. Many spectacular items included.
PLEASE SEE EXAMPLE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 4.000
187

€uro

Sweden
Saturday 30 March
10.00 hrs
Please see also Lot # 708, unique Mulready Envelope used within Sweden.

Prephilately

P

897 

P

898 

P

899 

P µ 900 
188

Unusual registered cover with straight line canc. “RUNNEBY”. Postal
2.500+.

Bid

898
900
Very beautiful and fresh free letter with arc canc. “TROSA 5.11 1832”
type I. Trosa town wax seal on back.

100

Crown post cover with three strikes of very unusual crown canc. sent
from Mörrum 30.7 1857 to Rosendahl.

Bid

“K.B. aus SCHWEDEN” and on back “K.D.O.P.A. LÜBECK 18.10
1854”, transit & arr. pmks on back. Interesting and scarce prephilatelic
cover, the side flaps missing, but the back is complete.

100

€uro

Covers Sent Abroad
Please see also Lot # 524, 525 & 1457

901
P

901 

P µ 902 

Cover to Germany during the Sk. Bco period with early use of the rare
Normal Canc. 16 “ARWIKA 26.9 1855” and “Aus Schweden per
Stralsund”. Transit “YSTAD 1.10 1855” and arr. pmk on back.
SUPERB & RARE.

150

Very beautiful letter to Copenhagen from Helsingborg 1866 with the
first type of Helsingör canc. framed “Fra Sverrig” and red postage due
notation “8” sk. Transit and arr. pmks on back. SUPERB & RARE.

100

903
P µ 903 bKe5 
P µ 904 bKd4 

902

904

Scarce 15 öre postal stationery card correctly used to China, canc.
“STOCKHOLM 3.10 1889”. Arrival canc. by the German Post in
Shanghai on 18.11 1889 on front. F=8.000.

200

Reply part of a 15 öre double postal stationery card sent to China (used
as a regular postal card). The card canc. “PKXP No. 34A 22.2 1891”,
various transit canc. e.g. “SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG MR 25 91”
on back. The card has been slightly reduced at top presumably when
separated from the inquiry part by scissors.

100

905

906

P µ 905 bKe13  10 öre postal stationery card sent to China, canc. “KALMAR 31.8 1891”
and arrival canc. by the German Post in “SHANGHAI 10.10.91” on
front. The card underfranked by 5 öre and therefore with various postage due markings on front.
P µ 906 bKe13  10 öre postal stationery card sent to China, canc. “KALMAR 2.1 1895”.
Transit canc. “SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG FE 6 95” on front.

100
100
189

€uro

Covers From Abroad
Please see also Lot # 18, 21, 64, 65, 66, 71, 72, 77, 79, 81-83, 87, 89, 91, 93, 94, 109, 125,
518, 520, 523, 562, 563, 587, 588, 595, 600, 808, 1522, 1527, 1565 & 1584

563

P

907 

P µ 908 

Extremely rare canc “Från Lübeck” in oval frame in
black on a very beautiful shipletter with postage
due note “45” in blue. Only a few covers known.
F=30.000. SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY.

Interesting registered cover sent from S. W. Africa to the Red Cross
Prisoner of War Committee in Sweden canc. “TSUMEB 17. DEC 18”.
Multiple censor markings.

1.000

Bid

Skilling Banco

P

190

909

Svensk Författnings-samling No. 23 1855. The official anouncement
about the introduction of the Skilling Banco stamps and the postal
rates. Good condition.

200

€uro

P µ 910 1a 

P µ 911 1a 

P µ 912 1b 

Rare 3 Sk. Bco with canc. “PITEÅ 30.11 1857”. Also
plate error; broken right frame line between F & R
and a double tooth at right. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

2.000

Beautiful 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with very
beautiful canc. “CARLSKRONA 5.11 1857”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

1.500

Fresh and beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green canc.
“STOCKHOLM 16.12 1856”. F=45.000. Certs
Witschi & Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

1.250
191

€uro

P µ 913 1b 

P µ 914 1b 

P µ 915 1b 

P µ 916 1c (*)
P
192

917 1c (*)

Very beautiful 3 Sk. Bco. bluish green canc. Lübeck “3” and part of
“K.B. aus SCHWEDEN”. Faint fold in upper right corner. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.
1.250

Very beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green “STOCKHOLM 27.11 1857”.
One short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

915

750

917

Beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green on small piece canc. “STOCKHOLM
24.8 1857”. Two slightly shorter perfs in right margin and ink line
showing through. F=45.000. Certs. Bühler and Obermüller Wilén.

500

Well centered 3 Sk. Bco blue green with various faults. Beautiful and
1.000
very rare in unused condition. F=85.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
Interesting plate flaws on 3 Sk. Bco blue green with various faults. Very
rare in unused condition. F=85.000.

500

Largest Multiple Recorded

Lot # 918 µ
1a+3a1 
A spectacular cover to Germany with 3 Sk. Bco together with
strip of three of 6 Sk. Bco, which is the largest multiple recorded. Superb canc. “STOCKHOLM 28.7 1857”, minor imperfections mentioned in one certificate. Number DE-19 in
“Sweden Number One” by Bjäringer & Douglas. Sent to
Stettin, today in Poland. Certs Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE
Provenance:
Edward H. R. Green
Philip Ward Jr.
Joel Olsson, Grand Prix
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix

€uro 25.000

193

First Day 1.7 1855

Lot # 919 µ
2a 
An extremely beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with a SUPERB First Day canc.
“MÖNSTERÅS 1.7 1855”, minor imperfections of little importance.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY RARE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 3.000

920

921

922

923

P

920 2a1 

A wonderful copy 4 Sk. Bco in the first blue shade. Well centered with
beautiful and scarce “MARIESTAD 30.1 1856”. Shade by O. Pettersson.
SUPERB.

150

P

921 2a1 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with superb arc canc. “NORRTELJE 26.11
1855”.

Bid

P

922 2a1 

Beautiful little piece with 4 Sk. Bco blue canc. in the first month with
exceptional boxed “CARLSKRONA 27.7 1855”. Some short perfs.
Shade by Olle Pettersson.

Bid

P

923 2b 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. light blue with perfectly placed “RONNEBY 12.3
1856”. F=2.500++. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

194

€uro

924
P

P

P

925

924 2b 

925 2c 

926 2d 

927
P

927 2d 

P µ 928 2e 
P

929 2e 

P µ 930 2e 

926

Beautiful and rare blue rectangular “HALMSTAD 13.7 1855” used in
the first month on 4 Sk. Bco in the scarcer light blue shade. F=3.000+.
Shade by O. Pettersson.

100

Bright blue, the scarce shade of 4 Sk. Bco with rare star canc. in type
2 above a small c.d.s. Shade by O. Pettersson.
BEAUTIFUL & SCARCE ITEM

100

Very beautiful 4 Sk. in the scarcer dull blue shade with dense background “SÖLVESBORG 19.2 1856”. F=2.500++. Shade by Olle
Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

928

929

Very beautiful piece with 4 Sk. Bco in the rare dull blue shade with
scarce rectangular “SÖDERTELJE 25.10 1855”. Shade by O. Pettersson.
SUPERB.

150

Scarce 4 Sk. Bco blue with excellent “ULLÅNGER 7.11 1856”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5

100

Fresh and beautiful 4 Sk. Bco. blue with well placed boxed Arboga
canc. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

150

Extremely beautiful shipletter with 4 Sk. Bco blue sent from
Enköping to Stockholm canc. on arrival “STOCKHOLM 14.JUL
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

500
195

€uro

931
P µ 931 2h1 
P µ 932 2h1 

932

Very well centered 4 Sk. Bco light blue with extremely fine “CARLSHAMN 18.7 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

200

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco light blue with excellent and scarce “HAPARANDA 6.9 1857”. Shade cert. Harbrecht. SUPERB.

100

Excellent 4 Skilling Banco 5, 5

Lot # 933 µ
2 l (*)
A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco greenish blue in perfect centering as usual
without gum. Skilling Banco stamps are extremely rare in this
quality! Cert. Obermüller Wilén & sign. Sjöman.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 4.000
196

€uro

934

P

934 2 

P µ 935 2 

935

936

937

4 Sk. Bco with extremely beautiful rectangular “SOLLEBRUNN 1.10
185X”. Postal = 2.500.

100

An excepional 4 Sk. Bco with an excellent blue rectangular canc.
”HÖGANÄS 13.7 1855” in the first month. Opinion Obermüller
Wilén. VERY RARE.

200

P

936 2 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with excellent and scarce “UDDEVALLA 26.12
1856”. SUPERB.

100

P

937 2 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with Suberb boxed canc. “TIELLMO 20.9 1856”.

Bid

P

938 2 

Beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco. canc. “TROSA 6.4 1858” sent to
Hammarby.

100

939
P µ 939 3a1 
P µ 940 3a1 

940

Very beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey with superb “GEFLE 22.4 1857”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 2-3, 4

300

Well centered 6 Sk. Bco grey in rough perf. with arc canc. “UMEÅ 20.9
1856”. F=12.000. Certs Lasse Nielsen & Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

200

197

Rare Black Grey Shade

Lot # 941 µ
3a2 
Extremely beautiful 6 Sk. Bco in one of the most rare Skilling
Banco shades in used condition. Superb canc. “STOCKHOLM
21.4 1857”, one light corner crease. Shade confirmed by Olle
Pettersson. F=75.000. Certs Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén.
FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.500

942
P µ 942 3b (*)
P µ 943 3b (*)

P µ 944 3b 

198

943

944

Fresh unused 6 Sk. Bco. light grey, off-centre as usual, thin spot on
back. F=85.000. Cert. Sjöman. VERY RARE STAMP.

750

Extraordinary fresh and beautiful 6 Sk. Bco light grey with one short
and one repaired corner perf. Very rare in unused condition.
F=85.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

750

Very well centered and beautiful 6 Sk. Bco light
grey canc. “CARLSHAMN 6.8 1857”. F=33.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

750

€uro

P µ 945 3b 

A very beautiful cover to Denmark with two copies
6 Sk. Bco “STOCKHOLM 27.5 1856”. A fold
through the left stamp and one short corner perf.
F=85.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE.

946
P µ 946 3c 
P µ 947 3e 

P µ 948 3f 

2.000

947

Lübeck “3” on 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey. Small imperfections. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. RARE.

300

Very fresh 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey “GEFLE 18.4 1858”. Cert. Franz
Obermüller. VERY FINE.

250

Beautiful reconstructed pair of 6 Sk. Bco grey brown. Larger perf.
hole in lower margin could be from misplaced needle in the perf.
tool canc. “STOCKHOLM 10.4 1858”. Scarce shade in pair, only 6.000
issued. F=39.000. Cert. Nils Svensson.

750
199

Cover to Finland

Lot # 949 µ
2f+3d 
“FRANCO GRÄNSEN” franked with 4 Sk. Bco blue as well as 6 Sk. Bco
grey brown canc. “STOCKHOLM 15.9 1857”. Notation “Lösen 10 kop”.
This shade of 6 Sk. Bco is very rare on cover. Archive folds well away
from stamps, large stain on back flap. F=100.000. Cert. F. Obermüller.
€uro 1.500

First Day 1.7 1855

Lot # 950 µ
4a 
EXCELLENT cancellation on the First Day “BIÄSTA 1.7 1855” on
8 Sk. Bco orange with a few minor imperfections of little importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY RARE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 3.000
200

€uro

P µ 951 4a 

952
P µ 952 4a 
P µ 953 4a 

P µ 954 4a 

P

955 4a 

A spectacular piece with 8 Sk. Bco orange with arc
canc. “ENKÖPING 5.1 1856” Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5

953

1.000

955

Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco reddish orange with superb “GEFLE 10.8 1856”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

150

Very fresh and beautiful 8 Sk. Bco orange on small piece canc. “CALMAR 13.11 1856”. Cert. F. Obermüller. VERY FINE.

150

A very beautiful pair of 8 Sk. Bco orange, upper stamp with a short
perf. and a tear. Each stamp with a superb “STOCKHOLM 14.12
1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE ITEM.

750

A wonderful piece with two copies 8 Sk. Bco reddish orange canc.
the first month “SÖDERHAMN 31.7 1855”. SUPERB

300
201

€uro

956
P µ 956 4b 
P µ 957 4ev2 
P µ 958 4f 

957

Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco brownish grey on small piece with very rare
boxed canc. “FÅRÖSUND 29.4 1857”. Cert Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB.

500

“DOUBLE EIGHT”. Clear example of this spectacular variety on 8 Sk.
Bco in the scarce dull olivish yellow shade. Minor imperfections of little
importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE & RARE.

200

Very well centered 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with beautiful
“CARLSHAMN 31.8 1857”. Interesting to note that the frame line at
left is missing to a large extent. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

500

959
P µ 959 4f 
P µ 960 4f 
P µ 961 4f 

958

960

961

Interesting 8 Sk. Bco dull orange yellow with somewhat over inked
printing in the right text line. Superb canc. “ÅTORP 29.6 1858”. Cert.
Franz Obermüller. VERY FINE.

200

Perfectly centered 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange canc. “HJO 2.5 1858”.
One broken perf. Sign. Strandell & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

150

Exceptional 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow with beautiful “MOTALA 2.9 1857”.
Weak printing on both vertical sides. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE & INTERESTING.

100

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Largest Multiple Recorded

Lot # 962 µ
4f 
A spectacular strip of three of 8 Sk. Bco dull orange yellow with
rectangular “HALMSTAD 2.8 1857”, a few short perfs of no
importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
John Ahlström
Tomas Bjäringer
Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 10.000

963

P µ 963 4fv2 
P µ 964 4g 
P µ 965 4g 
P µ 966 4h 
P µ 967 4h 

964

965

966

967

Lübeck “3” on 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with “double 8. Small
imperfections. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. RARE.

150

Fresh 8 Sk. Bco orange yellow, blurred print canc. “STOCKHOLM
22.12 1857”. F=9.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

200

Beautiful piece with 8 Sk. Bco in strong colour of the scarce shade orange
yellow in blurred print. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE ITEM.

150

Very fresh 8 Sk. Bco Orange with clear print canc. “STOCKHOLM 22.4
1858”. F=5.500. Cert Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

100

Beautiful piece with 8 Sk. Bco orange yellow, clear print with excellent
canc. “CARLSKRONA 16.5 1858”, one bent corner perf. Cert. Franz
Obermüller.

100
203

€uro

P µ 968 4h 

Fresh and colorful 8 Sk. Bco. orange with clear print, however off-centered. “STOCKHOLM 4.5 1858”. Interesting to note that some perf.
needles have not gone through in the upper margin at right. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.

100

Lot # 969 µ
5b (*)
Extremely fresh 24 Sk. Bco orange red. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE
€uro 3.000

P µ 970 5b 
204

A wonderful copy 24 Sk. Bco orange red with extremely clear
“STOCKHOLM 12.9 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

600

The Lübeck “3” Cover

971

Lot # 971 µ
5b 
A spectacular shipletter to France via Prussia correct postage 39 Sk. Bco. therefore French postage due canc. 6 decimes. 24 Sk. Bco canc. with a beautiful “3” and “K.B. aus
Schweden” at the Danish post office in Lübeck and two
French due canc. On the back four transit and arrival
canc. Two short perfs of no importance. Certs
Menzinsky & Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & UNIQUE
Provenance:
The Vienna Shipmail Collection

€uro 20.000
205

€uro

P µ 972 5b 

P µ 973 5c 

P µ 974 5c 

A very beautiful cover to Austria with 24 Sk. Bco
orange red “GEFLE 7.12 1856”, some faults.
F=90.000. Certs Obermüller Wilén, Grenstedt &
Åkerstedt. FINE & RARE.

1.000

A wonderful 24 Sk. Bco orangish red with an
EXCELLENT canc. “GEFLE 23.8 1857”. A light pressed out bend of little imprortance. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 3-4, 4, 5

2.000

Fresh 24 Sk. Bco orangish red with dense background with beautiful upside down “STOCKHOLM 24.11 1857”. F=18.000. Sign. & cert. Sjöman.

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
206

250

€uro

P µ 975 5d 

P µ 976 5d 

A very beautiful 24 Sk. Bco light orange red, well
centered and with a beautiful boxed canc. “LULEÅ
25.3 1858”. One slightly bent corner perf. Sign.
Strandell & cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco in the scarcer light orange red shade “STOCKHOLM 3.3 1858” without any faults. F=20.000. Cert. Grenstedt.

2.000

300

Local Stamps

Rare Star Cancellation

Lot # 977 µ
6a1 
A fantastic strike with the very rare first type of star canc. used
only for about a week in july 1856 on 1 Sk. Bco black on thin
paper. Cert. Mats Ingers.
EXTREMELY RARE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 1.500
207

€uro

P µ 978 6a1 

Beautiful cover with two copies 1 Sk. Bco black on
thin paper, each with a superb star canc. F=35.000.
Cert. Grenstedt. VERY FINE & RARE.

979

980

750

981

P

979 6a2 

Very beautiful 1 Sk. Bco on piece with superb star canc.

150

P

980 6a2 

1 Sk. Bco black with large cliché flaw through “I” in “FRIMÄRKE” as
well as the upper frame. The stamp with a beautiful star canc.

Bid

P

981 6a2 

A very beautiful piece with 1 Sk. Bco in pair with perfectly placed star
canc. on each stamp. Sign. Sjöman & O. Pettersson. SUPERB.

300

982

983

P µ 982 6a3 *
P µ 983 6a 
3

P µ 984 6a3 
P
208

985 6a3 

984

985

Beautiful 3 öre grey black, lightly hinged. F=9.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

Very well centered and beautiful 3 öre black with perfect star canc.
F=5.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

Beautiful 3 öre black. Cert. F. Obermüller. VERY FINE.

Bid

Very fresh 3 öre in strong colour and extremely off centered with
superb star canc. Sign. Grönlund.

Bid

€uro

P

986 6E2 **/ *

An extremely fresh and well centered block of four of the 2nd
reprint 1868 of 3 öre black. Two copies **. Pos. a+b+d+e. Sign. and
plated by Sjöman. Facit as normal single stamps 17.000++.
SUPERB & SCARCE.

500

Very fresh reprint 1885 of 3 öre in perf. 13. F=1.600+. SUPERB.

Bid

P

987 6N2 *

P

988 6+13N2 ** Reprints 1885 in perf. 13 of black and brown locals in extremely
fresh corner blocks of four. Facit as normal single stamps 21.600++.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

P µ 989 13b *

Beautiful 3 öre olivish yellow brown. F=8.500. Cert. Sjöman. SUPERB.

500

200
209

Largest Number of Stamps

Lot # 990 µ
13b 
An exceptional domestic cover with four copies of the provisional
local stamp 3 öre olivish yellow brown “MÖNSTERÅS 1.12 1871”.
The largest number of stamps on a cover. F=75.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE RARITY
€uro 3.000
Coat of Arms

991

992

P

991 7b1 

Beautiful 5 öre green with a well placed Lübeck “3”. A few short perfs.
Shade by Olle Pettersson.

100

P

992 7b2 

Danish canc. “229” on 5 öre green. One short perf. and one folded corner perf. Shade by Olle Pettersson. RARE.

100

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
210

€uro

P µ 993 7c1 

994

Exceptional cover to Norway with four copies 5 öre yellow green
“MORA 10.10 1865”. Used in the first month of the 20 öre rate and
well before April 1866, when the 20 öre stamp was issued in Lion
Type. F=38.000+. It is also in the scarce shade perf. with the early tool
of 1855. Cert. Obermüller. VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

995

800

996

P

994 7 

Norwegian pmk “CHRISTIANIA 17.6 1862” on 5 öre. VERY RARE.

100

P

995 7 

ST PETERSBURG Russian canc. on 5 öre. VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

150

P

996 7+9 

“K.B. aus SCHWEDEN” from Lubeck in a wonderful strike on a piece
with 5 and 12 öre. SUPERB & RARE,

100

P µ 997 7c2+11d2+ Very beautiful 38 öre shipletter to Russia forwarded by Steamer
14Be  “Grefve Berg” 1870. 5 öre yellow green 30 öre dark brown 3 öre yellowish light brown with pen canc. Arrival canc. on back. On 30 öre
one short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

500
211

€uro

P µ 998 7b2+
Very beautiful small cover to Finland 5 öre green, 3 öre orange brown
14Bdv2+ type III and 20 öre red canc. boxed “ANK 22.5”. A few short perfs. on 3
16e 
and 20 öre Cert. Grenstedt. Shades by Olle Pettersson.

100

Lot # 999 µ
7e2+14Bd 
Unique shipmail to Germany via Denmark with strip of three 5
öre green and four copies of 3 öre orange brown Copenhagen
number canc. “1” and “FRA SVERRIG 26.11 1869” transit and arrival canc. on back. Only known 27 öre cover with this franking.
Minor imperfections. Certs. Grenstedt, Møller and Obermüller
Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.000
212

€uro

P µ 1000 7b2+
16b2 

Spectacular postage due cover to London with 5 öre in strip of four
together with 20 öre Lion Type with superb railway canc. “PKXP N:r
2 25.11 1868”. Under-franked with 5 öre and thus with various due
postmarks. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.
1.000

1001
P

1001 7+16 

1002

Very beautiful cover to Riga with 5 öre and pair 20 öre Lion “STOCKHOLM 28.1 1870”. The 5 öre with a short corner perf., but also plate
error, cut corner at lower left. F=9.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

150

Very beautiful 45 öre cover to Great Britain canc. Copenhagen “1” and
“FRA SVERRIG 12.6 1869” both in blue inkon 5 öre green single as well as
20 öre orange red in pair. Short perf. on 5 öre and one creased corner perf.
on the right 20 öre. Cert. Møller (for canc.). Shade by Olle Pettersson.

200

1003
P µ 1003 8b **

1004
1005
1006
9 öre in the scarce red lilac shade never hinged but with some very small
imperfections. Cert. Sjöman.

Bid

P

Very fresh and beautiful 9 öre red lilac canc. Lübeck “3”. Shade by Olle
Pettersson.

150

P µ 1002 7b +16c

2

1004 8b 

P µ 1005 8c 
P

1006 8c 

“Aus Schweden” German canc. on a very fresh 9 öre blue lilac, one
short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.
Very beautiful 9 öre blue lilac canc. “CARLSKRONA 16.5 1867”.

150
Bid
213

Near Zone Rate “24” Helsingør

Lot # 1007 µ
8d 
Very beautiful cover from Helsingborg to Copenhagen with the
rare franking 9 öre in pair, one stamp with crease. Canc. “24” in
Helsingør before the “Fra Sverrig” canc. was introduced, Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE
€uro 1.500

1008
P

1008 8 + 11 

P µ 1009 8d+14c1

214

1009
Very interesting underpaid cover to France 9 öre violet and 30 öre
brown canc. “PKXP 11.1 1872”. Various French postage due notes and
canc. Stamps with faults due to placement.

Bid

Cover franked with 9 öre blue violet as well as 3 öre brown canc. “LIDKÖPING 30.6 1866”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

100

€uro

P µ 1010 9c2 

Extemely rare block of four 12 öre blue on 4-fold domestic cover canc.
“JÖNKÖPING 23.6 1866”. Stamps with faults. Only one cover with
block of four known according to Facit. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

1011
P

1011 9c3 

P µ 1012 9c 
3

P

1013 9c3 

P

1013

1012

An exeptional 12 öre blue in perfect centering canc. “WESTERVIK 25.5
1867”. EXCELLENT.

100

A fantastic copy 12 öre blue with Copenhagen mute canc. in a clear
and beautiful strike. Not registered in Facit. Certs. Obermüller
Wilén & Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & UNIQUE.

200

Helsingør “227” on 12 öre blue. Shade by Olle Pettersson. RARE.

100

1014
P µ 1014 9d1 

500

1015

Beautiful shipletter to Denmark with 12 öre in strip of three, minor
faults of little importance. Canc. with very clear Copenhagen “1”
and at side “FRA SVERRIG 29.9 1860”. Certs Obermüller Wilén,
Møller & sign. Sjöman. VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

200

1015 9h1v14  Beautiful small cover with 12 öre bright ultramarine plate error (white
line over left “12” and “S”) canc. “WADSTENA 1.12 1861”.

100
215

€uro

1016

1017

P

1016 9i 

ERROR 1/2 instead of 12 in upper right corner on 12 öre in the scarce
shade dull ultramarine. Superb canc. “STOCKHOLM 6.10 1862”, two
short perfs in left margin. Shade by O. Pettersson.

Bid

P

1017 9 l 

A wonderful blue canc. “RAGUNDA 24.5 1863” on 12 öre blue. Sign.
for shade by Olle Pettersson.

Bid

P

1018 9mv13 ** “FOTSTEGET” (the foot step), variety dot in “G”, pos. 40, in a very
fresh copy in pair with normal stamp. Very rare unused, Facit without price, normal stamp = 5.000 each.

300

1019

1020

1021

1022

P

1019 9v8 

“EXCLAMATION MARK (Utropstecknet). Exceptional copy of this
rare variety on 12 öre with excellent canc. “BÅSTAD 1.9 1867” in type 1.
SUPERB

100

P

1020 9 

Pre-printing fold (dragspel) on 12 öre boxed canc. “STOCKHOLM
1859”. Two slightly shorter perfs. at left. SCARCE.

100

P

1021 9 

Beautiful pen canc. “LÅDBREF 16.2 1862” on 12 öre with extremely
misplaced perforation.

100

P

1022 9 

Steamship “Hållsviken” canc. “ÅNGBÅTS PXP No 5. 27,8 1870” on 12
öre. F=1.000+. SUPERB.

Bid

216

€uro

1023

1024

P

1023 9 

Steamship “Jacob Bagge” canc. “ÅNGBÅTS PXP No 16. 13.7 1872” on
12 öre. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1024 9 

Steamship “Nya Enköping /1/” canc. “ÅNGBÅTS PXP No 24. 9.7
1872” on 12 öre. SUPERB & SCARCE.

Bid

“K. B. aus SCHWEDEN” Lübeck ship canc.on an envelope with two
copies 12 öre together with 3 öre Lion Type. Transit & arr. pmks on
back. Cert. Witschi. SUPERB & RARE.

300

Beautiful small double rate cover to Denmark with 24 öre dark orange
in three copies (pair + single) canc. “STOCKHOLM 21.12 1858”. Small
perf. imperfections due to placement. Signed Sjöman. F=8.000.

300

P µ 1025 9+14 

P

1026 10a 

1027

1028

P

1027 10d2 **

Beautiful and fresh never hinged 24 öre orange yellow. F=9.000.
VERY FINE.

200

P

1028 10d2 

Beautiful 24 öre orange yellow canc. “ASKERSUND 9.3 1872”. One
perf. tip slightly shorter. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

Bid
217

€uro

P µ 1029 10d2  A wonderful and unique block of five of 24 öre
orange “HELSINGBORG 9.6 1869” A few minor
imperfections on two stamps of no importance.
LARGEST
MULTIPLE
RECORDED.
Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE

2.000

P µ 1030 10h2 ** Extremely beautiful never hinged block of four of
24 öre reddish orange with corner margin. F=60.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB BLOCK

1.000

P

1031 10 

P

1032 10 

218

1031
1032
A wonderful well centered 24 öre with a beautiful boxed canc.
“NEDER KALIX 20.10 186X”. SUPERB.

150

Wonderful 24 öre orange with very clear canc. “WADSTENA 11.9
1859”. Small stain in upper margin. SUPERB.

100

€uro

1033
P

1033 10 

1034

1035

Very beautiful and fresh 24 öre orange with wonderful canc.
“OSCARSHAMN 13.3 1862”. One broken and one slightly shorter perf
in left margin.

Bid

P

1034 10 

“SANDÖSUND 14.4 1859” Norwegian ship canc. on a fantastic and
very well centered copy of 24 öre. Unique on this stamp. SUPERB.

200

P

1035 10 

Unique Spanish due pmk “4 R” for the internal rate on 24 öre with
also a Göteborg canc. EXHIBITION RARITY.

150

P

1036 9+10 

A wonderful piece from full upper part of a cover with 12 & 24 öre
nicely canc. “383” and at side “D 2 HULL OC 23 71” & red “PD”.
Endorsed pr “Albion”. SUPERB & EXTREMELY FRESH.

150

PEN CANCELLATION. Very beautiful and fresh cover to Finland
with pair of 30 öre red brown. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

200

Very beautiful 30 öre dark brown with excellent “WADSTENA 11.6
1871”. Opinion Obernüller Wilén. SUPERB.

150

P µ 1037 11b 

P

1038 11d2 

219

€uro

P µ 1039 11e2  A very beautiful reconstructed block of four of 30
öre brown, each stamp with a superb “JEMSHÖG
20.4 1871”, minor perf. imperfections. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

P µ 1040 11g **

1040

1.500

1041

Extremely beautiful and fresh 30 öre rose brown, never hinged and
almost perfectly centered. F=15.000. Cert Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4 ,5

400

200

P

1041 11 

Unique Portuguese due pmk “240” for the internal rate on 30 öre with
also a light “STOCKHOLM 6.10 1863”. EXHIBITION RARITY.

P

1042 11 

ST PETERSBURG Russian canc. on 30 öre. Perf. imperfections.
VERY RARE.

150

P

1043 11 

Superb British ship canc. “N 3 HULL JY 28 72” and part of “383” on a
piece with 30 öre, SCARCE.

100

1042

220

1043

€uro

P µ 1044 10 + 11  Very beautiful registered five fold cover with 24 öre and 30 öre in pair
canc. “NORRKÖPING 8.7 1870”. Seals with strings on back. One broken corner perf. on 24 öre and one short perf. on left 30 öre. Fold in
lower part of the cover. Only two covers known with this rate. Cert.
Nils Svensson. VERY FINE.

P µ 1045 12h **
P µ 1046 12h *

P µ 1047 12c+
9i 

1045

300

1046

Beautiful, well centered and never hinged 50 öre rose. F=20.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

500

Very beautiful 50 öre rose. F=5.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 3

100

Very beautiful cover to USA with 50 öre in a strip of
three in a dark carmine shade together with 12 öre ultramarine, a few short perfs. Very fresh colours and
beautiful canc. “STOCKHOLM 3.12 1861” and various transit pmks. F=50.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE.

1.000
221

€uro

P µ 1048 9c3+
12g2 

P

1049 10+12 

Very interesting shipmail cover to Russia via Denmark with 12 öre
blue and 50 öre violet-tinged rose canc. Copenhagen number canc.
“1” and “FRA SVERRIG 10.4 1868” in blue ink. Transit and arrival
postmarks on back. 50 öre with some perf. imperfections. 3 öre overpaid. Certs. Møller and Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

500

Very beautiful 4-fold insured cover with 2 x 24 and 50 öre with superb
canc. “FALUN 6.9 1869”. Minor perf. faults of little importance. Five
beautiful seals on back. F=9.500.

150

Lion Type

1050

P µ 1050 14Aa *
P µ 1051 14Aa *
P
222

1052 14A 

1051

1052

Well centered 3 öre olive tinged orange brown, type I. F=13.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

300

Beautiful 3 öre type I olive-tinged yellow brown, original gum moisture
affected. F=7.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

Bid

Beautiful and fresh small local cover with 3 öre type I canc. “STOCKHOLM 3. TUR”. One short perf. in lower margin. F=6.000.

100

€uro

1053
1054
1056
P µ 1053 14Bh ** A very fresh 3 öre greyish brown. F=10.000. Cert Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5

250

P

1054 14Bh **

Very fresh 3 öre greyish brown. F=10.000. Shade determined by O.
Pettersson. SUPERB.

250

P

1055 14B **

Interesting block of 20 with corner margin 3 öre Lion Type II. The
upper rows with extremely misplaced perforation. F=120.000.

500

P

1056 14B 

“Aus Schweden” without frame on 3 öre Lion Type. UNIQUE.

100

1057
P µ 1057 15a 

P µ 1058 15b2 

1058

1059

“SANDÖSUND 25.6 1867” and some, probably postal, ink notes on
17 öre carmine violet, one thin perf. of no importance. Probably mailed on board a Norwegian ship to Copenhagen. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB & VERY RARE.

300

Exceptional Danish numeral “227” HELSINGØR on 17 öre reddish
lilac. Cert. Sjöman. SUPERB & RARE.

200

P µ 1059 15b2  Excellent blue canc. “K.S.P.A. 24.6 1868 HAMBURG” on two copies 17 öre bluish lilac, kept
together as a pair by a hinge. Minor faults of little
importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXHIBITION RARITY.

300
223

€uro

P

1060 14B+15+ KB AUS SCHWEDEN on 3, 17 and 20 öre Lion Type. Three slightly
16 
shorter perfs. on 20 öre.

P µ 1061 15c ** Extremely beautiful and fresh 17 öre bluish grey,
never hinged and almost perfectly centered.
F=19.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

150

600

Lot # 1062 µ
15c **
A fantastic block of four of 17 öre grey in very good centering and extremely
fresh. F=69.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB
€uro 2.000
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€uro

1063
P

1063 15c 

P µ 1064 15c 

P

1065 15c 

P µ 1066 15c 

1064

1065

“Aus Schweden per Stralsund” on a spectacular 17 öre grey, one creased corner perf. VERY RARE

300

“A3 HULL MY 6 72” clear British canc. on 17 öre grey, one short perf.
tip of no importance. Very rare ship canc. on this stamp. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE

300

17 öre grey on piece canc. “HALMSTAD 7.5 1869”. F=6.500.
VERY FINE.

100

A very beautiful domestic cover with 17 öre in the rare grey shade
with an excellent canc. “STOCKHOLM 15.11 1870” with small perf.
faults, over-franked. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE & RARE.
1.000

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Unique 17 öre Grey Franking

Lot # 1067 µ
15c+19c 
Very beautiful cover to Germany with 17 öre grey in mixed franking with two copies 5 öre Circle Type perf. 14. Superb railway
canc. “PKXP N:r 1 NED A 16.5 1873”, some minor faults and the
envelope restored. Only recorded with this combination. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE
€uro 5.000

1068
P

1068 16c 

P µ 1069 16g **
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1069

Very beautiful cover to Norway with 20 öre orange red with excellent
and scarce rectangular “ÅHRE 5.4 1868”. Shade by O. Pettersson.
SUPERB.

150

Well centered and fresh 20 öre dull red. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

250

€uro

P

1070 16g **/ * Fresh block of four of 20 öre red - dull red, two stamps **. Shade determined by O. Pettersson.

1071

1072

250

1073

P

1071 16v3 

Very beautiful 20 öre with full coloured line in right margin. SCARCE.

Bid

P

1072 16 

Very beautiful 20 öre red canc. “HJO 6.1 1873”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1073 16 

Beautiful 20 öre red with beautiful canc. “GYSINGE 10.1 1874”.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

1074 16f+7e1


Very beautiful cover to London with two 20 öre in the rare deep bright
red shade, very well centered, together with 5 öre Coat of Arms
“WESTERÅS 18.5 1870”. Shades by O. Pettersson. SUPERB & SCARCE.

200

P µ 1075 (*)

Ex 1075
Nyman essays ca 1861 in cpl. set of five values in green colour, all in
type I except for 50 öre which is type II. The 30 öre with slight toning.

150
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€uro

Circle Type Perforation 14

P

1076
1077
1079
1076 17f 
Beautiful and fresh 3 öre yellowish orange brown extraordinary canc.
“WISBY 18.10 1874”. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

P

1077 17 

P µ 1078 18a
**/ *

P

1079 19 *

P µ 1080 19 f 
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A wonderful 3 öre with perfect Lübeck canc. “K.B. AUS SCHWEDEN” on a well centered stamp. SUPERB - EXCELLENT & RARE.

LARGEST MULTIPLE RECORDED of 4 öre grey in
a block of nine, two stamps never hinged. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.
Beautiful and well centered 5 öre green with hardly visible trase of
hinge. F=3200.

Bid
100

2.000
100

Very beautiful block of six of 5 öre green, grainy print “BERGVIK
4.7 1875”. A very small cut (<½ mm) in one stamp. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.
1.000

€uro

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

P

1081 19g 

Very beautiful 5 öre dark green canc. “ASKERSUND 25.1 1876”. Shade
by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1082 20b *

Exceptionally well centered 6 öre ultramarine violet on yellowish
paper. F=4.800. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

Beautiful 6 öre dull blue lilac canc. “NORRKÖPING 8.10 1875”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5

Bid

6 öre dull blue lilac with nice strike of rare “HIMMETA 14.6 1876” (Ulän). One broken corner perf. Postal=3.500.

100

Shaded digits on a very fresh and well centered 6 öre reddish lilac
canc. “BORÅS 26.2 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB

Bid

P µ 1083 20i 
P

1084 20i 

P µ 1085 20kv 
7

P

1086 20 

1087

P µ 1087 21g 
P µ 1088 21h *

P µ 1089 21n 

ONLY RECORDED “Från Lübeck” in oval frame in
black on 6 öre. Facit quote 30.000 for covers with
only a few known. On stamp this is unique.
SHIPMAIL RARITY.

1088

400

1089

Perfectly centered and fresh 12 öre greenish blue on ordinary paper
canc. “LYSEKIL 21.4 1873”. Cert Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4-5, 5, 4-5

100

A very fresh 12 öre in the rare clear blue shade. F=5.000+. Shade by O.
Pettersson. SUPERB.

150

Well centered 12 öre dark blue with dense blurred background canc.
“MARIESTAD 28.12 1875”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

Bid
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€uro

1090
P

P

1090 21 

1091 21 

P µ 1092 22e 

P

230

1093 22f 

1091

Very beautiful “HOKADAL 17.11 1874” (Blekinge) tying 12 öre blue
to cover sent to Karlshamn. The stamp with a few short perf. tips.
Postal 8.000 for the canc. on a loose stamp.
EXTREMELY RARE COVER.

300

Exceptional cover from Copenhagen 1873 to Stockholm franked
with 12 öre Swedish stamp which has been nullified and canc. with
superb “KJÖBENHAVN. K.E. 17 + ink note as well. At side “OBETALDT” (unpaid) and due note “13” öre in blue. On back railway
canc. type 16 in the first year “PKXP Nt 10B UPP 13.8 1873” on the
line Malmö - Falkenberg. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

300

Well centered and beautiful 20 öre brownish red canc. “SÖDERKÖPING 8.8 1875. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

Very beautiful cover to Switzerland with 20 öre pale orange, which
is very difficult to find this nice. Very clear canc. “GÖTEBORG 24.9
1875”. F=6.000+.

250

€uro

1094

P µ 1094 22g 

1095

1097

1098

Well centered and fresh 20 öre dull red. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

Beautiful 20 öre red canc. “WESTERÅS 28.6 1875”. SUPERB.

Bid

A very fresh and beautiful 24 öre yellowish orange. F=13.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

400

Well centered 24 orange yellow. A couple of toning spots in the gum.
F=9.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

200

Beautiful 24 öre orange yellow on yellowish plain paper with a wonderful canc. “LILLA EDET 26.3 1873”. Shade by Olle Pettersson.

Bid

1099
1100
1101
P µ 1099 24g+31a Mixed franking on an extremely beautiful piece, 24 öre dull orange

together with the first shade of 6 öre perf. 13 canc. “FILIPSTAD 26.4
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

150

An exceptional 30 öre orangish brown canc. “LILLA EDET 7.8 1873”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Shaded digits on very beautiful and well centered 30 öre blackish
brown canc. “MARIESTAD 27.11 1874”. Shade by Olle Pettersson.
SUPERB.

100

P

1095 22 

P µ 1096 24c *
P µ 1097 24e *
P

1098 24e 

P µ 1100 25d2 

P

1101 25fv6 

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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Largest Known Multiple

Lot # 1102 µ
25h **/ *
Very fresh vertical strip of three 30 öre greyish brown never hinged except for
one stamp which has a very small adhesion mark (not from hinge). Strip of
three not noted in Facit.
POSSIBLY UNIQUE
€uro 1.000

1103

P µ 1103 26e 
P µ 1104 27c *
P µ 1105 27d *
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1104

1105

Very fresh and beautiful 50 öre carmine canc. “HÅKANBOL 14.1
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5

100

Beautiful 1 Riksdaler in superb centering. One lightly bent corner perf.
not mentioned in cert. F=15.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

300

A very fresh and beautiful 1 riksdaler orange brown and blue.
F=15.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

400

€uro

Circle Type Perforation 13

P

1106
1106 28a 

P µ 1107 29c1 **

1107
1108
1109
A wonderful 3 öre yellowish orange brown canc. “WASSMOLÖSA
6.11 1877”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

Very fresh 4 öre dark grey on hard white paper. F=9.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

200

P

1108 29d 

Well centered and fresh 4 öre grey on soft paper with a beautiful canc.
“WESTERÅS 7.1 1884”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1109 29e 

Beautiful 4 öre light grey on post glazed paper canc. “JENNY 9.11
1886”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB

Bid

P

1110 29 

Very beautiful 6 öre postcard together with 4 öre to Madrid, small tear
in the card at middle left. Superb canc. “ENGELHOLM 25.8 1881” and
railway transit pmk on front. SUPERB & SCARCE.

Bid

P µ 1111 29+
Very beautiful and fresh third rate insured cover to
34+38 Germany canc. “STOCKHOLM 8.10 1884”. Insured

for 5.000 Franc, which is an unusually high amount
to foreign destinations. Total franking 5.24 kr. One
stamp with faults. VERY RARE.

1.000
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€uro

1112

P µ 1112 30g **
P µ 1113 30i **
P

1114 30+33 

P µ 1115 31j **
P µ 1116 31j 

1113

1114

Wonderful 5 öre dull green on hard white paper. F=5.500++. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

250

A wonderful 5 öre bluish dark green, perfect in all respects.
F=5.500++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

250

A wonderful piece from a money-order with the rare pearl-circle postmark “KATRINEHOLM 9.1 1884” on 5 & 20 öre. EXCELLENT.

200

1115

1116

Well centered and fresh 6 öre bluish lilac on soft paper. F=6.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

An exceptional 6 öre bluish lilac canc. “TIDAHOLM 8.2 1890”. Cert
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

P µ 1117 33bv1 ERROR 20/TRETIO in a very colourful copy. One

bent corner perf. F=65.000. Cert. Sjöman.
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1.000

€uro

1118
P

1118 31+33 

P µ 1119 33 

1119

1120

Extremely misperforated 20 öre together with 5 öre canc. “LUDVIKA
21.10 1883” on a small piece from a money order.

Bid

Beautiful shipletter to England with 20 öre canc. “383” in “Hull” and
“SWEDEN BY STEAMER”. Arrival canc. “LIVERPOOL JY 17 1882”.
Small imperfections due to placement.

100

P

1120 33 

Very beautiful small cover to Russia with 20 öre red with Finnish canc.
“HANGÖ 7.2 1884” as well as railway canc. Back flap missing.

100

P

1121 33 

Very beautiful cover to Uruguay with pair of 20 öre “ONSALA 20.11
1881. Facit R 5. Arr. pmk on back. VERY FINE & RARE.

300

P

1122 34i **

Beautiful block of four 24 öre in the scarce lemon yellow shade on soft
paper. The two stamps at right with natural gum bend in the right
margin. F=20.000++. Shade by Olle Pettersson. VERY FINE & RARE.

1122

P µ 1123 34jv3 **

1123

Well centered and beautiful block of four 24 öre orange on post glazed
paper. Interesting variety colour line in the left margin and plate flaws on
two stamps. F=8.800++. Cert Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

400

200
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€uro

1124
P

1124 34e 

P µ 1125 35j **

1125

Well centered 24 öre dull yellow orange with beautiful “SÖLVESBORG 16.5 1883”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

Well centered and beautiful 30 öre olivish yellow brown. F=15.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

300

P µ 1126 35j ** Very fresh and beautiful block of four of 30 öre
olivish yellow brown. F=48.000+. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

1127
P

1127 36f 

P µ 1128 36h **
P µ 1129 36h 
P
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1130 36v1 *

1128

1129

1.250

1130

Very well centered and fresh 50 öre red rose canc. “TVETA 25.3 1884”.
Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

100

Very fresh and well centered 50 öre rose on post glazed paper.
F=10.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

250

Very well centered 50 öre rose with extremely beautiful “LYCKEBY
15.5 1886”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

Beautiful 50 öre imperforate lightly hinged with good margins.

200

€uro

1131

1132

P

1131 37 *

Very beautiful and well centered 1 riksdaler. Very lightly hinged.
F=19.000.

500

P

1132 37 *

Very beautiful and fresh 1 Riksdaler. F=19.000+.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

400

Rare 1 Riksdaler in Block of Four

Lot # 1133 µ
37 **/ *
Well centered and fresh, the two lower stamps are never hinged.
F=177.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 5.000
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€uro

1134
P

1134 37 

P µ 1135 37 
P µ 1136 38d **

1135

1136

1138

1139

Beautiful 1 riksdaler orange brown and blue canc. “BÅSTAD 16.9
1878”. One perf. tip slightly shorter.

Bid

Very beautiful “KARLSHAMN 30.9 1878” on 1 riksdaler perf. 13. Rust
spots on a couple of perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

Bid

Very beautiful and fresh 1 kr. greyish brown and blue on hard white
paper. Copy of cert. (for block of ten) Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 1137 38g ** A wonderful 1 kr. yellowish brown and blue, perfect in all respects. F=20.000++ Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5
P µ 1138 38g **
P

1139 38v1 *

750

Beautiful 1 kr. yellowish brown and blue. F=12.000. Cert. Olle
Pettersson. VERY FINE.

250

Very beautiful 1 Kr. imperforate very lightly hinged with large margins.
Natural gum skip in lower margin only. F=5.000.

200

Circle Type with Posthorn

1140
P

1140 41+62 

P µ 1141 42d 

238

1141

Beautiful 5 öre postal stationery card sent to San Marino, “GÖTEBORG
24.2 1893” additional franking 3 öre Circle Type with poshorn and 2
öre Bicoloured Type. Rare destination

Bid

Perfectly centered and beautiful 4 öre grey black on yellowish paper.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén (with the shade corrected by O.P. to “d”).
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

€uro

P

1142 44b **

1143
P µ 1143 46d **
P µ 1144 47a **

P µ 1145 47a **
P µ 1146 47e 
P µ 1147 48e **
P

1148 49b 

Very well centered block of four 6 öre red lilac on yellowish paper.
F=3.000++. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB

1144

1146

1147

Bid

1148

Perfectly centered 20 öre orange red on yellowish paper. F=4.500++.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

Well centered 30 öre in the scarcer olivish brown shade. F=7.500++.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

Beautiful and well centered block of four 30 öre olivish brown. A few
slightly shorter perf. tips not mentioned in cert. Some split perf. to the
margin. F=30.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

600

Very beautiful 30 öre yellowish brown canc. “UDDEHOLM 5.8
1888”, Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Very fresh and almost perfectly centered 50 öre dark violetish carmine.
F=6.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

200

An exceptional 1 kr. with greenish pmk “KOPPARBERG 30.3 1892”.
Shade by O. Pettersson. EXCELLENT.

Bid
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Oscar II
Die Proof for Letterpress

Lot # 1149
39P
Beautiful proof 10 öre red in type C with text “SVENSKA POSTVERKET” on the original piece of carton paper.
SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 2.000

1150
P µ 1150 39a **
P µ 1151 39Ia **
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1151

Perfectly centered and extremely fresh 10 öre dull carmine. F=9.500.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Very well centered 10 öre dull carmine. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

€uro

P µ 1152 39Ia **

1152

1153

1154

Fresh and beautiful block of four 10 öre dull carmine. F=38.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

Ex 1155

600

1157

P

1153 45a **

Well centered and beautiful 10 öre dull violet carmine. F=3.300.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

1154 45 **

Very fresh block of four 10 öre with margin at right showing the posthorn. F=8.800. VERY FINE

200

“DESINFEKTERADT”. A postcard (1907) and an envelope (1914) both
sent from The Stockholm Epidemy Hospital sent locally in Stockholm
with different types of violet markings.

Bid

Exceptional 10 öre carmine proof in corner margin block of four on
greenish proof paper with dense print on back. Opinion Lorentzon.
SCARCE.

300

PLATE PROOF of 20 öre in green colour, type K, perforated.
VERY FINE & RARE.

250

P µ 1155 

P µ 1156 54P (*)

P

1157 56P (*)

241

€uro

P µ 1158 56bvm1 ** Very well centered and fresh never hinged block of four of 20 öre ultramarine blue with inverted watermark. F=13.500+. Cert. Lorentzon.
SUPERB.

1159
P µ 1159 59a **

P µ 1160 59c **

1161

250

1160

Exceptional copy of 50 öre bluish grey in perfect centering with
inverted watermark as well as interesting plate cracks outwards
from the lower frame line. This shade will change from “a” to “b” in
the next edition of Facit. Cert. Lorentzon. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Very well centered 50 öre blue grey. F=4.000. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB.

Bid

1162

P

1161 59d **

A fantastic corner block of four of 50 öre olivish grey in perfect centering. F=16.000++. EXCELLENT.

400

P

1162 60P (*)

Colour Proof of 1 kr. type N dull blue & dull orange in a beautiful margin block of four. SCARCE.

200

242

€uro

1163
P

P

1163 60P

1164 60P (*)

1164

DIE PROOF of 1 kr. lilac and green type N, printed on somewhat
thinner paper than usual. Unique colour combination outside of the
Postal Museum. SUPERB & RARE.

400

Very beautiful colour proof type P of 1 kr. greenish blue & reddish
brown.

Bid

1165
P

1165 60P (*)

1168

Colour Proof of 1 kr. type N dull reddish orange & ultramarish blue in
a very fresh margin block of four. SCARCE.

1166

200

1167

P

1166 60b **

Extremely beautiful and well centered block of four of 1 kr. carmine
& grey. F=28.000. EXCELLENT BLOCK.

600

P

1167 60v1 **/ * Very fresh imperf. block of four of 1 kr hinged on the upper stamps.
F=14.000+.

300

P

1168 

Unfranked official cover with imprinted embossed seal of the Post on
the back flap formerly containing forwarded mail canc. “STOCKHOLM 13.4 1891”. The cover handstamped “OBESTÄLLBART” and
with the postman’s notation on the back. VERY RARE.

150
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€uro

Bicoloured Numeral Type

1169

1170

P

1169 64P *

COLOUR PROOF of 4 öre Bicoloured Numeral Type in the colours
of 2 öre, very large margins. SUPERB & RARE.

300

P

1170 64vm1  4 öre Bicoloured Numeral Type with inverted wmk. in strip of five on
beautiful cover to Germany “LUND 18.12 1892”.

Bid

General Post Office

P

1171 65vm1 ** A very well centered margin block of four 5 kr. General Post Office
with inverted watermark. F=30.000. SUPERB

600

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro

P

1172 65+
53 

1173
P µ 1173 52+59+
60+65 

P

1174 65 

FIRST DAY COVER “NYA POSTHUSET STOCKHOLM 27.10 03” sent to London with transit and
arr. pmks on back. Stationery envelope 2 öre with 5
kr General Post Office together with 8 öre Oscar II
that was issued on the same day. In the Swedish
Postal Museum a First Day canc. 5 kr. stamp on a
piece exists and as far as we know this is the only
cover. SUPERB & UNIQUE.

1.000

1174
Beautiful address card for an insured parcel in the amount of Kr.
1.500.000 franked with 83,55 kr. in total consisting of 16 copies of the
5 kr. Post Office Building stamp as well as one each of 5 and 50 öre
Oscar II and a strip of three of the 1 kr. An additional piece of paper
with part of the franking has been attached to the address card by a
string with beautiful red wax seal from the Norrköping Post Office
(4). The card canc. “NORRKÖPING PAK. EXP. 30.8 11”. Cert. Nils
Svensson. RARE ITEM.

300

5 Kr. General Post Office in full sheet of 50 without margins along with
a block of 20 affixed to a large sheet of paper, each stamp individually
canc. “GÖTEBORG 5.3.12”. Some faults. UNUSUAL ITEM.

150
245

€uro

Small National Coat of Arms

1175

1176

P

1175 69vm **

INVERTED WATERMARK on a very fresh 2 öre Coat of Arms. Only
priced used in Facit.

400

P

1176 69vm

INVERTED WATERMARK crown on 2 öre Coat of Arms “GÖTEBORG Lbr 10.10.11”. F=8.000. VERY FINE & RARE.

250

P

1177 70vm **

Inverted watermark on 4 öre Coat of Arms in a very well centered
block of four. SUPERB.

100

Gustaf V in Medallion

1179
1180
Very well centered block of four 1 kr. Medallion. Interesting printing
flaw on lower left stamp. Natural gum bend on left stamps. F=11.600.
SUPERB

150

P

1179 77vm2 ** Perfectly centered block of four 1 kr. Medallion, all stamps with portions of two wmk crowns. F=11.600++. EXCELLENT.

300

P

1180 84v **

P
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1178
1178 77 **

Imperforated block of four 15 öre brown Gustaf V in Medallion.
F=4.000++. SUPERB

100

€uro

P

1181 89Bz **

Margin block of 10 of 35 öre Medallion, five with wmk KPV, F=5.500+.
SUPERB.

100

P

1182 90Bz **

Beautiful block of ten of 40 öre Medallion, five stamps with wmk KPV.
F=7.750++. SUPERB.

150

1183
P

P

1183 90 

1184 91 **

1184

Pre-printed formular envelope (Blankett nr. 402) sent to the Post
Office containing invoices for debt collecting by the Post franked
with 40 öre canc. “GÖTEBORG 23.11.20”.
VERY FEW KNOWN FROM THIS PERIOD.

200

Perfectly centered block of four of 50 öre Medallion. F=9.200++.
EXCELLENT.

300

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
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Värnamo KPV 5, 5, 5

Lot # 1185 µ
92Bz **
Very beautiful 55 öre Gustaf V in Medallion with Watermark KPV in the
best possible quality. Cert Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

€uro 2.000

Lot # 1186 µ
94Bz **
Very beautiful 80 öre Gustaf V in Medallion with Watermark KPV in the
best possible quality. This value is extremely rare in perfect centering.
Cert Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5
€uro 2.500
248

Värnamo on Pieces

Lot # 1187 µ
92+94
Very beautiful superb 55 öre light blue and very fine 80 öre black, each
on a small piece canc. “VÄRNAMO 14.7 1918”. F=135.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB
€uro 4.000

Värnamo Cover 5, 5, 5

Lot # 1188 µ
92+94 
An absolutely wonderful cover with 55 & 80 öre in perfectly centered
copies with excellent “VÄRNAMO 6.7 18”. Philatelic as most of these
covers, but to find a cover with rare stamps in highest possible condition is a real achievement. Addressed to the famous stamp dealer Harry
Wennberg. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT
€uro 3.000

249

€uro

P µ 1189 92 **

1190
P µ 1190 92 
P µ 1191 94 **

VÄRNAMO 55 öre in a perfectly centered never
hinged copy. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

1191

1.500

1192

55 öre Medallion in superb centering lightly cancelled with correct
canc. F=60.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SCARCE.

750

Very well centered, never hinged 80 öre black. F=35.000. Pencil sign.
on back. Cert Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

750
150

P

1192 96Bz **

Block of four of 1 kr. Medallion. The two top stamps with wmk KPV.
F=9.200.

P

1193 97 

1.98 Medallion single on very beautiful address card for parcel to
Russia canc. “STOCKHOLM 8.9 1917”. SCARCE.
1.250

250

€uro

Landstorm Issues

Ex 1194

Ex 1198

P µ 1194 105-114A Landstormen I overprints on original stamps in a cpl. very fresh set,
**
mostly in good centering. Two stamps with imperfections. F=4.500.

100

Ex 1195
P µ 1195 105-114A Block of four Landstormen I on original stamps in a cpl. set, mostly
**/ *
in very good centering. Some split perfs towards the margin. All
blocks except one is signed HW. One stamp with paper trace on
back. F=16.500++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE SET OF BLOCKS.

600

1196
Ex 1197
Very fresh block of four 5 kr. Landstormen II with inverted watermark.
F=12.000. VERY FINE.

250

Very well centered blocks of four Landstormen II. Three less expensive blocks are missing. F. No. 124 with cert. Obermüller Wilén. Very
rare to find in this quality. F=26.280. SUPERB - EXCELLENT SET

500

P µ 1198 126..130v Surcharge 12 + 8 instead of 7 + 3 on 4 different values of Landstormen
**
III. F=9.600. SCARCE.

200

P

1196 125vm1
**

P µ 1197 115..125
**

251

€uro

Airmail Stamps 1920

Ex 1199
P µ 1199 136+
137v1 *
P

1200 138cx 

1200

Inverted overprint 10 öre on 3 öre and 20 öre on 2 öre. F=7.000.
Very beautiful 50 öre Airmail stamp with wmk. inverted lines. F=6.000.
Signed “HW”.

250
100

Coil Stamps

1201

1202

1203

1204

P

1201 140Acxz Very well centered and fresh 5 öre green Standing Lion Type I with
**
watermark lines + KPV. F=7.500+. SUPERB

200

P

1202 141Abz
**

Bid

Perfectly centered 5 öre Standing Lion Type I brown red with watermark KPV. F=2.600+. Sign. Norsten. SUPERB

P µ 1203 142Ac ** Beautiful 5 öre Standing Lion Type II brownish orange red. F=3.000+.
Cert. Norsten. SUPERB
P

1204 144v3v * Tête-bêche pair 10 öre with the tails against each other. Right stamp
with plate crack S III. Very small trace of a hinge. Sign. Grenstedt.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

100

300

P µ 1205 144Abzv2 Watermark KPV on well centered and fresh strip of four 10 öre
**
Standing Lion with tête-bêche pair, heads against each other.
F=24.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.
1.000
252

€uro

P

1206 144v2 TÊTE-BÊCHE 10 öre green with the heads against

each other. Beautiful and well placed Smålands
Taberg pmk. F=27.000. VERY FINE & RARE.

P µ 1207 144Av2  Beautiful money order with 10 öre green Standing Lion tête-bêche
pair, heads against each other “RÄNNESLÖF 20.10 1921”. F=32.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

1208

1209

600

750

1210

P

1208 144Cbz ** Well centered and fresh block of four 10 öre green Standing Lion. The
lower two stamps with watermark KPV. F=7.500+. SUPERB BLOCK

200

P

1209 150 P **/* Proof 15 öre Gustaf V in vertical strip of three. RARE.

200

P

1210 151Ca *

A wonderful copy of 20 öre Gustaf V in the rare dull blue shade
perf. on four sides. F=11.000+. SUPERB & VERY SCARCE.

300
253

Watermark Rarity

Lot # 1211 µ
151Ccx **
Very beautiful and fresh Gustaf V en face 20 öre with watermark
lines. Very few copies known and all are centered to the top. Cert.
Norsten.
VERY FINE & VERY RARE
€uro2.500

P

1212 152P

P

1213 152Acx ** Beautiful 20 öre Gustaf II Adolf with watermark lines. F=3.750+.
SUPERB

254

COLOUR PROOF Gustaf II Adolf 20 öre in violet.
VERY RARE.

750

100

€uro

P µ 1214 155 +
169 

A fantastic insured (130.000 kr) address card for parcel franked with
8 copies of 140 öre Gustav Vasa and on the back 12 copies of 110 öre
Crown and Posthorn, total postage 24 kr and 40 öre. SUPERB.

1215

1216

1217

200

1218

P

1215 156cxz ** Beautiful 35 öre yellow with watermark lines + KPV. A couple of nibbed perfs. F=7.000.

P

1216 159b **

Well centered 40 öre blackish olive green Crown and Posthorn.
F=3.000+. SUPERB

Bid

P

1217 162cx **

Fresh and well centered 60 öre Crown and Posthorn Type I with watermark lines. F=2.500+. SUPERB

100

P

1218 175Acx  Very well centered 15 öre violet Gustaf V Left Profile with watermark
lines. Some nibbed perfs. F=8.500. SCARCE.

100

100

Later Issues

Ex 1219

1220

P µ 1219 211-25 ** Extremely beautiful 1924 UPU set in exceptional centering incl. all
different paper types, watermarks and shades listed in Facit except
for 25 öre on A2 paper. F=20.245 without any premium for centering.
VERY DIFFICULT SET TO FIND IN THIS QUALITY.
P

1220 233a **

Exceptionally well centered block of four of 5 kr. Royal Palace on toned
paper. F=10.000+. EXCELLENT.

µ 1221 266
5 öre Gustaf V 1938 in cpl. used sheet of 120 incl. 10 BC and 10 CB pairs
BC/CB  canc. “STOCKHOLM PAK A 1.7 1938”.

300
150
100
255

€uro

1222
P

1224

1225

1222 273Cv ** Extremely misperforated margin block of four of 10 öre Gustaf V Right
Profile Type II.

Bid

1223 406A 

Interesting cover damaged in the railway accident in Rörvik 1954.
Original postal envelope for damaged post (Bl.299) enclosed.

Bid

P

1224 469v1 **

The Swedish Flag 1955 10 öre in pair imperforate at left. F=7000+.

250

P

1225 469v2 **

The Swedish Flag 1955 10 öre in pair imperforate at right. F=6.500+.
Sign. Einar Lundström.

200

P

1226 469 **

Extremely misperforated block of 15 of 10 öre Flag Day 1955.
UNUSUAL.

P

1227 1474-77 ** Christmas 1987, block of four with imperf. between vertically. SCARCE.

1226

1227
100
Bid

Coil Stamps in Strips of Five

P

1228 140Acx ** Very fresh strip of five of 5 öre green Standing Lion with watermark
lines. F=9.000.

150

P

1229 141Ab ** Well centered and beautiful strip of five 5 öre brown red Standing Lion
on B-paper. F=7.500+. SUPERB

100

256

€uro

P

1230 141Abz ** Well centered strip of five 5 öre brown red Standing Lion Type I with
watermark KPV. F=13.000+. SUPERB.

200

P

1231 142Acc ** Fresh and beautiful strip of five 5 öre brown red Standing Lion with
watermark inverted lines. F=4.500.

100

P

1232 142Acz ** Beautiful strip of five 5 öre brown red Standing Lion Type II with
watermark inverted lines + KPV. Folded between stamps. F=30.000+.
SUPERB.

500

P

1233 143Ab ** Fresh strip of five 5 öre dull yellowish green Standing Lion. F=15.000+.
SUPERB.

200

P

1234 143Acz ** Well centered and beautiful strip of five 5 öre green Standing Lion with
watermark inverted lines + KPV. F=16.000+. SUPERB

300

P

1235 144Abz ** Fresh and well centered strip of five 10 öre green Standing Lion with
watermark KPV. F=10.000+. SUPERB

200
257

€uro

1236

1237

P

1236 144Acc ** Well centered strip of five 10 öre green Standing Lion with watermark
inverted lines. F=5.000+. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1237 146Ac ** Very well centered strip of five 10 öre blackish violet Standing Lion
Type II on A3 paper. F=3.750+. SUPERB.

Bid

1238

1239

P

1238 148Acxz Very interesting strip of five 30 öre brown Standing Lion with water**
mark lines + KPV. Cylinder numbers “1 & 2” at bottom. F=3.750.

100

P

1239 149Ac ** Well centered strip of five 10 öre Gustaf V red on B paper. F=4.500+.
SUPERB.

100

P

1240 151Abz ** Very well centered and fresh strip of five of 20 öre blue Gustaf V Full
Face with watermark KPV. F=17.500+. SUPERB.

250

1241

1242

P

1241 151Ac ** Well centered and fresh strip of five 20 öre dull blue Gustaf V on Agrg
paper. F=5.000+. SUPERB.

100

P

1242 152Abz
**

Beautiful strip of five 20 öre blue Gustaf II Adolf with watermark KPV.
F=4.500+. VERY FINE.

100

P

1243 153a **

Very well centered strip of five 20 öre violet Gustav Vasa on Agry
paper. F=4.750.

100
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€uro

P

1244 154a **

Fresh and beautiful strip of five 110 öre blue Gustav Vasa on Agry
paper. F=9.500.

150

P

1245 154b **

Beautiful strip of five of 110 öre dull blue Gustav Vasa on B paper.
F=9.000+. SUPERB.

150

1246

1247

P

1246 154bz **

Very well centered and fresh 110 öre blue Gustav Vasa with watermark
KPV. F=14.000+. SUPERB.

200

P

1247 154 **

Beautiful strip of five 110 öre blue Gustav Vasa on Agry paper.
F=9.500+. SUPERB.

200

1248

1249

P

1248 156cx **

Beautiful and fresh strip of five 35 öre yellow Crown and Posthorn
with watermark lines. F=9.500+. SUPERB

200

P

1249 159a **

Very fresh strip of five 40 öre olive green Crown and Posthorn Type II
on A1 paper. F=4.500+. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1250 162b **

Very well centered strip of five 60 öre brownish red lilac Crown and
Posthorn Type I on A1 paper. F=5.000+. SUPERB.

Bid

P

1251 165cz **

Very fresh strip of five 80 öre blue green Crown & Posthorn with
watermark inverted lines + KPV. F=4.000.

100
259

€uro

P

1252 177Ac1 ** Extremely well centered strip of five 15 öre red type II Gustaf V Left
Profile on white paper. F=7.000+. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

100

P

1253 179gbz ** Very fresh strip of five 20 öre ulmarish violet Gustaf V Left Profile
with watermark KPV A few short perfs at right. F=27.500.

300

P

1254 184 **

Very fresh strip of five 25 öre orange Gustaf V Left Profile. F=4.000.

100

P

1255 190a **

40 öre yellowish olive green Gustaf V Left Profile in strip of five on A2
paper. F4.500.

Bid

P

1256 190b **

Well centered strip of five 40 öre olive green type II Gustaf V Left
Profile on white paper. F=7.500+. SUPERB.

100

P

1257 317v1 **

Yellow Fluorescence on 3 kr. Three Crowns in a strip of five. F=5.000.

100

P

1258 579v1 **

Yellow Flourescence on strip of five 3,50 kr olive green. F=6.000.

100

260

€uro

Official Stamps

1259
P µ 1259 Tj 3b **
P µ 1260 Tj 4b 
P

1261 Tj 7c 

1262
P µ 1262 Tj 9a *
P µ 1263 Tj 9a 
P µ 1264 Tj 9c 

1260

1261

Well centered and beautiful 5 öre light blue green. F=4.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

A very beautiful 6 öre light grey with excellent canc. “HÄGGEBY
22.10 1875”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

Very well centered 24 öre orange yellow with beautiful “LISTERBY
18.1 1878”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

1263

1264

Very beautiful and well centered 50 öre violetish carmine. F=7.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

150

A fantastic 50 öre in the first shade, violetish carmine with excellent
canc. “KARLSTAD 5.7 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

200

A very beautiful 50 öre dull rose canc. “ASARUM 30.10 1879”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB

150

Ex 1265

P µ 1265 Tj 11... Group of 9 different values of Large Officials perf.
24A * 13 with “SPECIMEN” handstamps measuring
approx. 11,5 x 2,5 mm. Some stamps with small
imperfections. Ex. Ingvar Pettersson.
EXTREMELY RARE.

750
261

€uro

1266
1268
1269
P µ 1266 Tj 16Aa ** Well centered and fresh 10 öre dull carmine type I. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

P

Beautiful block of four of 12 öre blue with some frame varieties.
F=4.800. VERY FINE.

Bid

P µ 1268 Tj 18dv4 Extremely beautiful 20 öre in the scarcer light orange red shade with
**
set-off on back. F=7.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

250

P

1267 Tj 17 **

Bid

1269 Tj 18f **

Very fresh and beautiful 20 öre light red on yellowish paper. F=4.200.
Shade by Olle Pettersson. VERY FINE.

1270
1272
P µ 1270 Tj 20b ** Well centered and fresh 24 öre orange. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB.

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
262

100

Bid

€uro

1271
P

1271 Tj 20 **

1273

Beautiful block of four of 24 öre. One slightly shorter perf. tip on upper
left stamp. F=5.200. VERY FINE.

100

Perfectly centered and fresh 50 öre in the scarcer carmine shade with
patchy print. F=8.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

300

P

1273 Tj 22A  Scarce 50 öre red in block of six canc. “SÖDERHAMN 23.8 1892”. One
short perf. and some stains of no importance. RARE.

100

P

1274 Tj 22B ** Beautiful block of four of 50 öre red type II. F=16.000+. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 1272 Tj 22Ae
**

P µ 1275 Tj 22Bv A fantastic copy 50 öre red with the scarce variety right
**
part of crown missing. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

400

263

€uro

1276
P µ 1276 Tj 22B 

1277

Extremely beautiful and well centered 50 öre red type II with perfect
“TECKOMATORP 15.11 1892”. Cert Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

P µ 1277 Tj 24Acv1 Beautiful 1 kr. imperforated ultramarish blue and deep orange brown
**
with large margins. F=12.000. Cert. Grenstedt. SUPERB.

100
300

Postage Due Stamps

1278

1279

1280

1281

1282

P

1278 L 3 **

Beautiful never hinged 5 öre brown perf. 14 in extremely good centering. F=3.500. EXCELLENT COPY.

100

P

1279 L 4P

PROOF in black of 6 öre with “Proftryck I” on back. SCARCE

100

Perfectly centered and extremely fresh 6 öre orange. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

Well centered and fresh 20 öre blue ultramarine. F=4.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Exceptionally well centered 24 öre grey. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

P µ 1280 L 4c **
P µ 1281 L 6d **
P µ 1282 L 7b **

1283
P µ 1283 L8 b2 
P

264

1284 L 10 *

1284

Very beautiful 30 öre light green perf. 14 in perfect centering and beautiful “SÄFVAR 25.2 1880”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 5, 4

Bid

Extremely well centered 1 kr. light blue and greyish brown. F=5.500.
Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

€uro

1285
P µ 1285 L 10 

1286

An exeptional hand-made parcel card, on the back 1 kr. in a strip of 3
with beautiful canc., upside down “FILIPSTAD 17.11 1875”.

P µ 1286 L 12+16+ Parcel card sent from Berlin with 1,23 kr. in postage due stamps applied
20 
on arrival and canc. “MALMÖ 12.1 1875”. The two lower values with
faint bend, 3 öre with small staple hole in the margin.

P

1287 L 13 

Stockholm Private Post 4 öre post card with 5 öre postage due
“STOCKHOLM C 5 24.2 1888”. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

150

150

200

Military Postal Stationery

1288

1289

P

1288 M13 P  MILITARY COVER, proof on brown paper. SCARCE.

300

P

1289 M13A I  MILITARY COVER, very rare never issued unused cover with “Folkbokföringsnummer”. Envelope closed, of very little importance. SCARCE.

200

265

A Wonderful Complete Sheet

Lot # 1290 µ
65 **
Post Office Building 1903 in a sheet of 50 stamps. Exceptional centering with almost all copies SUPERB or EXCELLENT. Facit for
normal quality 250.000 and for superb 375.000.
SUPERB & RARE SHEET

€uro 5.000
266

Gustaf V Sets in Full Sheets

Lot # 1291 µ
75..104 **
All three Medallion issue sets cpl. apart from 55 & 80 öre; watermark crown, without watermark (or with KPV) as well as all overprint values. Some values present in more than one shade. Very
good quality, one sheet (F. No. 80) with some minor separation.
F=827.480.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

€uro 10.000
267

Perforation Proofs in Sheets

1292

1293

1294

Lot # 1292 µ
142 P **
Perforation proofs of Lion Type 5 öre brown in half sheet of 50 stamps imperforate horizontally.
VERY RARE
€uro 1.000
Lot # 1293 µ
162 P **
Perforation proofs of 60 öre Crown & Posthorn in complete sheet of 100, imperforate horizontally. Some worn perfs. along the edges.
VERY RARE
€uro 2.000
Lot # 1294 µ
173 P **
Perforation proofs of 140 öre Crown & Posthorn in complete sheet of 100,
imperforate horizontally. Some worn perfs. along the edges.
VERY RARE
268

€uro 2.000

€uro

Complete Sheets

P µ 1295 140Ccx + Very fresh sheet of 100 5 öre green Standing Lion type I with watercxz **
mark lines, 10 stamps with watermark lines + KPV. F=37.500.

P µ 1296 151C+ COMPLETE SHEET of 100 stamps 20 öre blue
bz ** Gustaf V Full face. Fantastic quality with many
stamps in very good centering, plate number “1 - 2”.
Watermark KPV on 30 stamps. F=103.000.

P µ 1297 152Cbz ** 20 öre blue Gustaf II Adolf in full sheet of 100. 30 stamps with watermark KPV. F=27.600

400

1.500

500
269

Universal Postal Union
in Sheets

Lot # 1298 µ
211-225 **
Very fresh and beautiful set of sheets of 40, including
both A1 and A2 paper on 10 öre. A very large number of
stamps in superb centering, incl. the kronor values.
F=615.800.
RARE SET IN SHEETS

€uro 10.000
270

€uro
µ 1299 248 **

Full sheet of 90 Post Office Anniversary 15 öre red with many stamps
in very good centering. A few perf. slightly shorter. F=4.950.

Very fresh sheet of 120 stamps 10 öre Emanuel Swedenborg with 20
µ 1300 259C
BC-CB ** BC/CB pairs. Plate number “1”. F=5.500.

µ 1301 266C
Very fresh sheet of 120 stamps 5 öre green Gustaf V 80th Birthday with
BC-CB ** 20 BC/CB pairs. Plate number “2”. F=10.400.
µ 1302 318C
Fresh sheet of 120 stamps 5 öre green Per Henrik Ling. with 20 BC/CB
BC-CB ** pairs. Plate number “1”. F=9.600.
µ 1303 324C
Fresh sheet of 120 stamps 5 öre green Bellman with 20 BC/CB pairs.
BC-CB ** F=16.000.

1304

Collection of 67 full sheets 1880 - 1920s in 3 albums
including Officials. Also a few later sheets included. F=342.000. Please inspect!

Bid
Bid
100
100
200

2.500

Coil Rolls
1305 140Acx

STANDING LION. 5 öre green with watermark lines in cpl. coil roll
of 100. F=180.000.
1.250

1306 151Ac

GUSTAF V FULL FACE. 20 öre dull dark blue on Agrg paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=100.000.

1307 158

CROWN & POSTHORN. 40 öre olive green type I on Agrg paper in
1.000
cpl. coil roll of 100. F=120.000.

1308 159a

CROWN & POSTHORN. 40 öre olive green type II on A1 paper in
cpl. coil roll of 100. F=90.000.

1309 159b

CROWN & POSTHORN. 40 öre blackish olive green
on B paper in cpl. coil roll of 100. F=300.000.

1310 163a

CROWN & POSTHORN. 60 öre violet carmine on A2 paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=180.000. SCARCE.
1.500

1311 168b

CROWN & POSTHORN. 1 kr. reddish orange on A1 paper in cpl. coil
roll of 100. F=20.000.

150

1312 170a

CROWN & POSTHORN. 115 öre brown red on A1 paper in cpl. coil
roll of 100. F=25.000.

200

1313 171a

CROWN & POSTHORN. 120 öre olivish grey black on A1 paper in
cpl. coil roll of 100. F=200.000.
1.500

1314 174b

CROWN & POSTHORN. 145 öre yellowish green on A2 paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=18.000.

150

1315 174c

CROWN & POSTHORN. 145 öre yellowish green on white A3 paper
in cpl. coil roll of 100. F=18.000.

150

1316 180b

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 20 öre pale red on white A3 paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=80.000.

600

1317 181a

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 20 öre orange on A1 paper in cpl. coil roll
of 100. F=45.000.

300

750

750

2.500
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€uro
1318 183a

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 25 öre greenish blue in cpl. coil roll of 100.
F=45.000.

300

1319 183Ab

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 25 öre ultramarine blue on white paper in
cpl. coil roll of 100. F=45.000.

400

1320 184

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 25 öre orange on white A3 paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=80.000.

600

1321 186a

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 30 öre brown on A1 paper in cpl. coil roll
of 100. F=55.000.

400

1322 187a

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 35 öre carmine violet on A2 paper in cpl.
1.000
coil roll of 100. F=120.000.

1323 191a

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 45 öre dark brown on A1 paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=95.000.

1324 192b

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 50 öre olivish grey on A1 paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=130.000.
1.000

1325 194a

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 115 öre brown red on A1 paper in cpl. coil
roll of 100. F=35.000.

300

1326 195

GUSTAF V LEFT PROFILE. 145 öre yellow green on A1 paper in cpl.
coil roll of 100. F=20.000.

150

1327 284..317

THREE CROWNS. Cpl. set except for 2.10 kr. (F. No. 310) in cpl. coil
rolls of 100. F=75.300.

500

750

Booklets

P

P
272

1328 H 2

Very fresh and fine booklet Oscar II 10 öre. “Pris 3
kronor och 5 öre” and control letter “L” on back.
F=18.000. RARE.

500

1329 H 3

Oscar II 5 öre in a very fresh booklet “Pris 1 kr. 50 öre”. Control letter
“M” on back. F=5.000.

100

1330 H 4

Oscar II 10 öre “pris 3 kronor”. Control letter “N” on back. F=17.000.
VERY FRESH.

400

€uro

1331
P

1332

1331 H 6A3 O Medallion 20 x 10 öre in five blocks of four, dark carmine cover
“Malmö 1916”. Inverted mounting. F=23.000. VERY FRESH.

P µ 1332 H8v2 20 x 10 öre booklet of 1917 with label listing the rate
O
increases dated July 1 1920. F=17.000. Small mark
on back. RARE BOOKLET.

1333

1334

600

800

1335

P

1333 H 8

Medallion 20 x 10 öre in two blocks of ten. One with watermark KPV
in all stamps. F=16.000+. VERY FRESH.

400

P

1334 H 12B O Medallion 20 öre in two blocks of ten, inverted mounting. Format 75
x 50 mm. Stamps in extremely light blue shade. F=20.000. VERY
FRESH.

500

1335 H14 O

Gustaf V Full Face 20 öre with inverted mounting. F=14.000.

250

1336 H40C

1336
1338
Berzelius 10 öre, four booklets with cyls 1, 2, II and full controle number. F=6.000++.

P

P

150

1337 H40 BC O Berzelius 10 öre 1939 perf. 3+4 sides, inverted mounting. F=17.000.

200

1338 H134b

100

Gustaf Fröding in the scarce dark carminish brown shade. F=5.500.

1339 H143A1 Picture Stone 1963 with 20 stamps in the scarce grey cover with inkfilled posthorn on front. F=17.000.

200
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€uro

P

1340 H190D2b Gustaf VI Adolf 45 öre ultramarine with central register mark and
bisected oblique line. F=8.800.

P

1341 H258 “ÄKTA PAR” (original pair of booklets) of
A2
Windmills of Öland with cylinder number “2”.
F=26.900. EXTREMELY SCARCE.

750

1342 H258 “ÄKTA PAR” (original pair of booklets) of
A2
Windmills of Öland with cylinder number “1”.
F=26.900. EXTREMELY SCARCE.

750

P

274

250

€uro

P

1343 HA21

Airmail 1972 75 öre cancelled by engravers tool, still in the slotmachine booklet. Rare and especially so with control figures.
F=12.000+.

300

Collection & Lots
1344 Collection of 52 booklets (H29 - H127). Including H38 with both normal and
inverted mountings, H40 CC with inverted mounting, H43 BC with inverted
mounting, 5 booklets H34 BC/CB, H53. VERY HIGH CATALOGUE VALUE

1345 HANDMADE BOOKLETS in original bundles of 10 from
the post with original strips. All different between H 10
and H 30 incl. H 18I, H 20 II H25 I, H 28 etc. Facit more than
200.000. Good quality. Please, view carefully, do not open
or break the strips!

400

2.000

1346 Lot with 9 better booklets of which 7 are either BC or CB, eg. H35 with both BC
and CB, H39 BC, H40 CB with inverted mounting. One booklet (H23) with an
ink line on cover. High catalogue value.

300

1347 Lot with 8 booklets from 1930s incl. H24 with inverted mounting and H34 CB.
Please inspect.

Bid

1348 Carton containing sorting boxes and albums with booklets incl. a wealth of different markings and combination of markings.

250

1349 Mostly modern booklets up to 2000 in albums as well as loose. Face value SEK
1.000
34.200.
1350 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 97 for use to the Nordic countries and 9 for use
1.000
within Sweden.
1351 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 55 booklets for use to the Nordic countries and 13 for
use within Sweden.

500

1352 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 49 booklets and 159 stamps for use to the Nordic
countries, 6 booklets and 24 stamps for use within Sweden.

500

1353 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 16 good for use to the Nordic countries.

150

1354 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 18 booklets for use to the Nordic countries.

200

1355 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 18 booklets for use within Sweden.

100

1356 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS, 48 booklets and 46 loose stamps for use to the Nordic
countries.

500

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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Collections
12.00 hrs

Pµ 1357 Fantastic unused collection 1855 - 1938 incl. Official and
Postage Due. Starts with a section of various reprints Sk.
Bco - Lion Type, good Coat of Arms and Lion Type incl. a
very colourful 3 öre type I and colour proof for 5 öre, Circle
Type incl. shades, Oscar II with three imperf. blocks of
four as well as never hinged block of six 5 öre. Medallion
incl. very well centered 55 & 80 öre. Landstormen cpl. incl.
block of four 10 + 4,90. Coil stamps with some better wmk.
and a good section Official and Postage Due. Entire collection pictured on our website.

4.000

Pµ 1358 Fantastic unused collection 1855 - 1974 incl. Officials and
Postage Due. Classic part mixed */** and from around 1920
**. 3, 4 & 8 Sk. Bco with various imperfections (no gum as
usual), good section of Coat of Arms, Local stamps and
Circle Type. From Oscar II cpl. incl. 55 & 80 öre Medallion,
varities and some better watermarks. Please inspect.

4.000

276

€uro
µ 1359 Extremely fresh ** collection 1858 - 1924 on beautiful privately produced album pages. Nearly all stamps are in selected superb or excellent centering. Main emphasis is on
Circle Type with posthorn and forward incl. many better
stamps as well as many watermark and overprint varieties,
diff. shades etc. (many determined by Olle Pettersson).
Total Facit cat. value ca 170.000.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

1.500

Ex 1360

Pµ 1360 Very fresh unused collection Circle Type - 1960s. Some better ** e.g. 1 Kr. Oscar II, 5 Kr. General Post Office, 5 Kr. UPU
etc. Also some early canc. stamps and slot-machine
booklets. Unusually good quality. Please inspect.

1.000

1361 Very clean and beautiful ** collection 1928 - 1969 in a recent Leuchtturm
album, cpl. according to the album pages incl. Royal Palace 1931 on both
toned and white paper, all BB/BC/CB pairs cpl. very fresh, some plate flaws,
better stamps with yellow fluorescence etc. High cat. value.

750

1362 Mainly unused collection 1855-2015 in five Leuchtturm albums. Early part mixed used/unused including some better stamps. From 1960s and onwards **.
Also enclosed are two stockbooks with cancelled booklets and commemorative
sheets. Face value well over SEK 15.000.

500

1363 Very fresh unused collection 1891 -1972. Early part mixed **/* and a few without
gum, from 1920s mainly never hinged. From 1932 complete according to the
album pages except for some BC/CB.

100

1364 Very fresh unused collection of pairs 1938 - 1971 in one album. Early part mixed
*/** with 16 unhinged BC/CB pairs. From 1950 everything seems to be
unhinged.

200

1365 Cpl. never hinged collection 1944 - 1979 in two very beautiful SAFE Dual
albums. Also incl. four year sets between 1975 - 1982.

200

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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Superb Cancellations

Lot # 1366 µ
A beautiful collection 1855 - 1936 where each stamp has a beautiful
superb or excellent cancellation. Includes 4 Sk. Bco (2 copies), 8 and 24
Sk. Bco (the latter with small imperfections), decent sections of Local
stamps, Coat of Arms and Lion Type. Then very strong from Circle Type
onwards. Coil stamps often with different papers and watermarks. Also
fine sections of Postage Due and Official stamps. 10 certs. included.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE
€uro 2.500

Pµ 1367 Beautiful used collection 1855 - 1992 incl. Officials and
Postage Due in three Schaubek albums incl. extra shades and
watermarks. Many better stamps incl. e.g. 3 Sk. Bco. with cert.
F. Obermüller, VERY FINE (lightly folded corner perf.), all
BC/CB etc. and a number of beautiful canc. Please inspect.
278

1.500

€uro

Ex 1368

Pµ 1368 Very well filled used collection 1855 - 1999 in three somewhat specialized Leuchtturm albums. Some better classic
stamps in mixed quality. From Circle Type and onwards
mostly very fine with many superb canc. also some better
watermarks on coil stamps and only one BC/CB pair missing. Please inspect.

1.500

1369 Very well filled collection 1855 - 2018 in three Shaubek albums cpl. exept for
3 öre Lion Type I and some Officals and Postage Due. Early part often in more
than one shade but in somewhat mixed quality. incl. a beautiful 8 Sk. Bco., 20
öre Lion Type with superb canc., “BIBY” canc. on Oscar II etc. Modern part
mainly with superb - excellent canc. Please inspect.

750

1370 Collection 1858 - 2012 in six expensive SAFE Dual albums plus a section of
booklet panes and booklets 1966 - 2011 in two additional such albums. The
early part mostly used incl. some medium priced stamps and BC/CB pairs
noted, 1966 - 1985 more or less cpl. *, 1986 - 2012 seemingly cpl. **. Total face
value is over SEK 22.500.

600

1371 Used collection in five albums well filled 1858 - 2000, the most expensive stamps
are missing. One of the albums contains a well filled section of pair combinations.

200

1372 An exceptionally beautiful collection 1937 - 2010 in 3
Leuchtturm albums where all stamps have either a superb
or excellent canc. BC/CB cpl. except for 2 pairs. A few modern
special issue minisheets that have no space in the album
included.

750

Ex 1373

Pµ 1373 Very interesting used/unused collection 1855 - 1990s in four
stockbooks. Early part mainly used with Coat of Arms,
Lion Type, Circle Type in shades and a number of beautiful
canc. From 1940s both used and unused with a few BC/CB
pairs. Please inspect.

1.000
279

Specialized Collections

Dalarna Cancellations

Lot # 1374 µ
A fantastic collection Dalarna in two albums, prephilately up to ca
1950 with many superb and rare canc. e.g. straight line canc.
Smediebacken, boxed canc. in green colour Säther, arc canc.
Gagnef type I, ray canc. Born and Korsnäs on 12 öre Coat of Arms,
Brovallen (short corner perf.), Löfsjö (short perf.) and Fors on
Numeral Type. Many scarce rural mail canc. on Oscar II, such as
No. 175, Ludvika - L:a Snöån (short perf.), Rämen - Laxsjön,
Malung - Ö. Utsjö, Leksand - Tällberg, Leksand - Sundsnäs etc.
Also some beautiful pen canc. etc.
ENTIRE COLLECTION PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE

€uro 2.500

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
280

Halland Cancellations

Lot # 1375 µ
A beautiful collection Halland cancellations on covers as well as
on single stamps in two albums. Starting with 37 prephilatelic
and a few Coat of Arms covers. Also a cover with brown local
stamp (F. No 13) canc. Halmstad. Furthermore a large number of
superb & excellent canc. as well as many rare ones, e.g. Wapnö
(stamp with imperfections), Holm, Lindberg, Fjärås Klockaregård, Axtorp, Öxared, Asige, Alfshög, Spannarp (stamp with
imperfections) and Solryd in two copies (one on a superb cover
and one on a stamp with small imperfections) etc.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE
€uro 2.000

P µ 1376 CANCELLATIONS OF EKERÖ MUNICIPALITY. Extensive collection in a thick album with various canc. from Sk.
Bco up to 1970s incl. a considerable number of covers.
Many canc. in multiple copies and with several covers
represented, the best item probably a 4 Sk. Bco canc.
“DROTTNINGHOLM 8.7 1858” (Facit Postal=6.000, the
stamp however with thin). All pictured on our website.

1.500
281

€uro
µ 1377 STOCKHOLM COUNTY. Around 440 covers, parcel cards, registered covers etc.
in three albums incl. interesting and beautiful items e.g. document about prohibition to produce alcohol 1756, “Postanstalten” postmarks, postal agency canc.
etc. Please inspect.

250

Ex 1378
P µ 1378 Very interesting collection 12 öre Coat of Arms specialized in shades, canc. etc.
incl. some better e.g. star canc. (stamp with short perfs.), postage due canc., three
different ray canc., a section of canc., pen canc. in blue ink, pre-printing paper
fold, a very interesting piece with bisected 12 öre etc. Entire collection pictured
on our website.

500

Ex 1379

Pµ 1379 Fantastic collection of mainly SUPERB - EXCELLENT canc.
in stockbook and on visir pages. Mainly on Circle Type in
shades but also some Coat of Arms, Lion Type and
Officials included. 5 certs included and many checked by
Olle Pettersson for the shade. ENTIRE LOT SCANNED.

Meet Postiljonen at NORDIA 2019 in Norway
Quality Hotel Sarpsborg, Bjørnstadveien 20, 1712 Sarpsborg, Norway
23 - 25 August 2019
Postiljonen is sponsor and participant at NORDIA 2019 so please take
this opportunity to meet the staff of Postiljonen in our stand. We will be happy
to discuss your stamps and answer questions about our auctions.

will as usual also be represented
in our stand and offer their catalogues for sale.
282

Sponsor to:

500

Specialized Unused Oscar II

Lot # 1380 µ
Fantastic unused specialized collection of Oscar II copperplate
recess in shades neatly arranged on Visir stock pages in a binder.
The collection includes a large number of different shades (incl.
many better ones) of all values incl. a large number of well centered singles and blocks, a large part of the material is never hinged.
A wealth of different varieties are included e.g. inverted watermarks, imperfs, automat perf., diamond perf., offset on back, pale
heads, joining lines etc. The shade classification of the entire collection has been gone through and corrected by the Oscar II expert
Peter Lorentzon. Extremely high cat. value.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE
€uro 5.000
µ 1381 SWEDISH TOWN CANCELLATIONS. Collection of mostly superb cancellations mounted per province (landskap). With a few exceptions on Oscar II.
Entire collection scanned on our website. Please inspect.

Bid

Ex 1382
P

1382 RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS. Collection of around 300 different mainly
superb - excellent canc. on Oscar II.
1383 CANCELLATIONS. Collection in an album, mostly on Oscar II and Medallion
issues arranged by canc. type.

250
100
283

Gold Medal Collection
Gustaf V in Medallion
Lot # 1384 µ

A fantastic collection Gustaf V in Medallion formed by Ross V. Olson offered as exhibited at
Malmex 2018. Starting with exceptional essays by
Olle Hjortzberg and around 75 proofs including a
final proof used on cover. The collection shows all
aspects of the stamp production such as booklets
and coil format as well as printer’s mishaps. A nice
section of UPU specimens delivered to the
Portugese colonies is included as well as beautiful
never hinged copies of 55 & 80 öre. Many interesting covers and cards incl. better usages e.g. insured covers, registered covers, parcel cards incl. 1.98
kr & 2.12 kr to Russia (stamp with short corner
perf.), as well as many covers to interesting overseas destinations. Entire collection scanned on our
website.
EXCEPTIONAL OFFER

€uro 10.000

284

285

€uro

Ex 1385
P µ 1385 GUSTAF V MEDALLION. Used/unused collection in two stockbooks incl.
proofs, varities e.g. partial set off, double overprint on 27 öre on 80 öre and
covers. Please inspect.

µ 1386 COIL STAMPS - STANDING LION. Specialized collection
in two albums collected both unused as well as used mostly
singles and pairs in paper types, watermarks and shades as
well as some varieties. Better items include an unused strip
of four of 10 öre green (without watermark) with a ** têtêbêche pair with heads against each other in the middle. A
large part of the unused stamps are never hinged. Very
high cat. value.
THE ENTIRE COLLECTION IS PICTURED
ON OUR WEBSITE.

3.000

µ 1387 GUSTAF V - EN FACE. Specialized used and unused collection
with many interesting items e.g. granular print on 20 öre, both
used and unused (hinge mark and short perfs.), watermarks,
pre-printing paper folds, plate cracks, covers to interesting destinations, superb canc. etc. Entire collection pictured on our
website.

750

µ 1388 COIL STAMPS - CROWN & POSTHORN. An album containing a specialized collection neatly arranged according
to shades, paper types and watermarks.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

1.000

µ 1389 COIL STAMPS. Specialized collection of Small National
Coat of Arms, Gustaf V En Face, Gustaf II Adolf, Gustav
Vasa and Gustaf V Left Profile in two albums. The collection is collected both unused as well as used with singles,
pairs, blocks etc. The stamps are arranged by shades,
watermarks and paper types. Also includes various varieties as well as many better stamps.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

2.000

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 20 mars. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
286

500

€uro

Ex 1390
P µ 1390 GUSTAF V RIGHT PROFILE. Specialized used collection in two albums with
shades, covers and varities e.g. BC/CB on covers, pre printing paperfolds, heavily misplaced perforation on 10 öre violet in a beutiful pair on piece etc. as
well as a number of superb - excellent canc. Please inspect.

500

1391 Collection of never hinged blocks of four in one album mainly
from Circle Type perf. 13 up to 1940s including all BC/CB pairs
in blocks of four. The collector has emphazised on highest quality and well centered blocks. F=265.300. 2 certs. included.
Please inspect!

2.500

µ 1392 COIL STAMPS 1920 - 1936. Exceptional collection of never
hinged stamps in selected superb or excellent centering on beautiful privately produced album pages with spaces for all diff.
paper types and watermarks for each stamp. Includes a large
number of medium priced stamps (ca up to 2.000 in Facit) as
well as several expensive ones e.g. F. Nos 146Cb, 155a etc.
Total Facit cat. value ca 140.000 without any premium for centering. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

1.500

1393 COIL STRIPS OF FIVE 1920 - 1936. Very clean and beautiful ** collection in an album specialized in diff. paper
types as well as of course watermarks and shades. Many
strips are very well centered. Includes a large number of
medium priced strips as well as some expensive ones e.g. F.
Nos 144Ecxz & 151Ad etc. Total Facit cat. value is ca 173.000.

1.500

1394 COIL STRIPS OF FIVE. Beautiful and extremely fresh **
collection seemingly cpl. in the period 1930 - 1999 (F. Nos
231/2164) incl. many extra strips with Facit listed plate
flaws, fluorescence varieties (incl. ones not noted in Facit)
etc. Total Facit cat. value is ca 135.000.

1.250

1395 Fantastic and rarely offered collection of coil rolls 1920 1969 (Fnos. 139-683). Neatly arranged in practical plastic
boxes which fit 18 rolls in each. F=1.053.600. Please inspect.

7.500

1396 COIL WRAPPERS. Quite extensive specialized collection of coil wrappers (banderoller) arranged on Visir stock sheets in three albums from the period 1938-52
as well as extensive sections of Gustaf VI Adolf & Carl XVI Gustaf definatives.
Ex. Wallberg.

250
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Specialized Selections & Lots

P µ 1397 3 Sk. Bco. light bluish green in relatively good appearance despite some small
faults. Cert. Sjöman.

µ 1398 Small reminder lot containing e.g. a 24 Sk. Bco in good appearance but with
repair (cert. Sjöman), three fine copies of Paris Forgeries of 3 Sk. Bco., an unused
1871 reprint of 3 öre Local stamp, a few Sk. Bco and Local stamps with faults etc.

µ 1399 Group of 10 classic stamps Sk. Bco - Local stamps mostly with faults or repaired
incl. a repaired 3 Sk. Bco as well as an excellent canc. “LINKÖPING 30.6 1858”
on 8 Sk. Bco (short perf.).

200

200

300

µ 1400 Group of 4 stamps on paper, the first one being a very interesting 1 Sk. Bco Local
stamp with extremely poor print as well as poorly executed perforation. The
other three stamps 4 Sk. Bco.

Bid

1401 Very interesting lot containing 13 better mostly unused classic stamps, three
of which with repairs/improvements or faults e.g. a very well centered 20/20
öre Circle Type perf. 14 (F. No. 23a) with one corner perf. with very small
repair. All pictured on our website.

300

1402 Interesting remainder lot including some better stamps e.g. unused 9 öre Coat of
Arms with interesting printing flaw (one dot in “öre” missing), 30 öre Numeral
Type perf. 14 in the scarcer shade reddish brown on yellowish paper (opinion
Strandell) etc. Please inspect.

Bid

Ex 1403
P µ 1403 COAT OF ARMS - LION TYPE. Small used/unused selection in one stockbook
arranged by shades. Also one 30 öre colour proof brown red on yellowish paper
(fold in upper margin). Many with superb canc.

300

Ex 1404
P µ 1404 Group of 11 classic stamps with beautiful cancellations from “TROSA”.

100

288

€uro

Ex 1405
P

1405 CIRCLE TYPE. Small used/unused collection in one stockbook arranged by
shades. incl. interesting varieties e.g. pre-printing paper folds, misplaced perf.
etc. Also two blocks of ten of 1 kr. perf. 13 and a number of superb - excellent
canc.

300

P µ 1406 20/TRETIO ERROR. Extremely rare stamp with faults. F=65.000. Cert. F.
Obermüller.

200

1407 Interesting album mainly containing Coat of Arms to Circle Type in shades with
many beautiful to superb cancellations. Also a few interesting later issues.
Please inspect!

200

µ 1408 CIRCLE TYPE. Very interesting lot of 20 beautiful covers etc. 1873-1892. Great
variety incl. many abroad, e.g. USA, insured, shipletter, PS etc. Please inspect!

400

1409 Interesting lot from an old estate in 2 cartons with Oscar II - Bicoloured
Numeral Type stamps in large quantities sorted by values in envelopes, much
with readable canc. Please inspect.

200

µ 1410 OSCAR II CANCELLATIONS. Carton containing well over 2.500 Oscar II stamps
in five albums and one folder with a large part superb - excellent canc. incl. town
canc., railway canc. and steamboat canc. Also a stockbook mainly 1940s - 1950s
with beautiful canc.

250

1411 OSCAR II etc. Carton full of old stamps from an estate, mainly 10 öre Oscar II,
but we have also seen Gustaf V in Medallion. All in envelopes, loose or in
bundles. Bundles may not be opened during viewing. Weight around 6 kilos
(net weight probably over 5 kilos). Our guess would be that there is a total of
between 150.000 and 200.000 stamps. Please inspect.

200

1412 Carton containing mainly Oscar II stamps in stockbooks, bundles, glassine envelopes etc. Beautiful canc. and varities noted.

Bid

µ 1413 BICOLOURED NUMERAL TYPE. Interesting selection of 4 öre mostly in pairs
with nice canc. incl. many with inverted watermarks, parts of two watermarks
etc. Also a few Oscar stamps with decent canc.

Bid

1414 Small selection of 12 full sheets of 100 Gustaf V Medallion and Small Coat of
Arms. One sheet with canc. F=18.000+.

100

1415 Cpl. sheets of 100 of 1 öre Bicoloured Numeral Type (F. No. 61) and 10 öre Gustaf
V in Medallion with wmk crown (No. 76). F=22.000.

Bid

289

€uro

Ex 1416

P µ 1416 Inverted overprint on Airmail 1920 10 öre on 3 öre (three stamps of which one is
without gum and has short perfs.) and 20 öre on 2 öre. Various signatures.

1417 COIL STAMPS. Album containing a stock of various unused
coil stamps up to 1936 in moderate quantities arranged by
paper type and watermark. A large part is never hinged. Total
Facit cat. value is well over 250.000 according to the consignor.

250

2.000

1418 COIL STAMPS. Album with 35 covers/cards franked with coil stamps of the
1920s-30s which all have varieties of some sort e.g. plate scars, plate cracks and
double transfers etc. Ex. Frahm.

200

1419 Interesting carton from old estate with Coil Stamps in large quantities sorted by
values, much with readable canc. Please inspect.

200

1420 Accumulation of used and unused coil stamps including some better watermarks, varities etc. on strips of five as well as on single stamps. Very high catalouge value. Please inspect.

400

1421 Stockbook containing around 500 mainly superb “POSTOMBUD” canc. 193040s on small pieces. Please inspect.

200

1422 Czeslaw Slania. Interesting lot containing a book by Lennart Bernadotte with
some stamps attached, folder with signed copies and black print of stamp number 1000 etc. Please inspect.

Bid

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

Ex 1423
P µ 1423 Very interesting lot 1855 - 1950s with a number of better stamps as well as
superb - excellent canc. varieties and better watermarks e.g. nice looking 1 Sk.
Local stamps with cert. very fine, beatutiful 5 öre Coat of Arms with F in
“FEM” missing, 1 riksdaler perf. 14 with excellent canc. “KALMAR” (small
tear), partial set off, and wmk. crown + KPV on Oscar II, inverted overprint on
50 öre Air Mail 1920, beautiful cover with pair of 3 öre Lion Type, 50 öre grey
Large Official with “right part of crown missing”, 10 öre Standing Lion in
tête-bêche (short perfs.) etc. Somewhat mixed quality. Seven certs incl. Entire
lot pictured on our website. Please inspect.
1.000
290

€uro
1424 BEAUTIFUL CANCELLATIONS. Large remainder lot of modern stamps and
booklets/booklet panes and minisheets with nice cancellations. As well as older
stamps with superb cancellations. Mostly in evelopes and on cards. Further a
large envelope full of official stamps (normal canc.) sorted in small envelopes,
mostly the small format issue, but also some large officials. Further a small bag
with probably around 2.000 10 öre large officials in bundles, probably bundled a
long time ago. Please inspect.

200

1425 Album containing superb - excellent canc. 1938 - 1970s all on stamps perf. on
three sides.

Bid

1426 Various unused collections 1940s - 1995 in 9 albums incl. three nice safe Dual
albums.

250

1427 Carton from an estate containing e.g. an album with two used collections incl.
better stamps such as both 1928 UPU sets cpl. used etc., an interesting duplicate stockbook with mostly Coat of Arms and Circle Type in both perfs as
well as with posthorn in quantities, used stamps in several sorting boxes from
Oscar II onwards incl. much readable canc., a box and an album with booklets
ca 1960-80 etc. Also some foreign stamps in a small box with e.g. cpl. ** sets in
quantities.

750

1428 Very interesting mixed lot from an estate housed in one carton. Mostly older
material from 1855 up to ca 1940s incl. various mostly used collections in
albums, some stockbooks, stock cards, a quantity of glassine envelopes as
well as old auction cards with very varied and interesting content incl. a large
number of beautiful canc., varieties etc.

750

1429 Carton from an estate containing e.g. a stock of used booklets 1970s-80s in three
sorting boxes, box containing probably a couple of thousand ** stamps with face
value of up to 3 kr. each etc.

150

1430 Two cartons from an estate containing various unused and used collections in
a number of albums and stockbooks. Included are e.g. a seemingly cpl. ** collection ca 1960 to 2006, various opened year sets 1970-1999, various booklets
incl. discount booklets in albums etc. High face value.

750

1431 Large carton from an estate containing very large quantities of mostly various
Oscar II, Gustaf V in Medallion and Coil stamps in bundles or glassines. Also
military envelopes and stamps in quantities, as well as a large stack of Christmas
and other charity seals along with various other material.

250

1432 Large carton containing six boxes with a good unsorted mixture of various early to modern postcards, older covers etc. Includes some foreign postcards and
covers as well.

150

1433 Carton with around 190 booklets, mainly from slot machines. Also some unsorted stamps from various countries mostly 1920-50s in envelopes and a few
bundles with Oscar II and Gustaf V in medallion.

Bid

µ 1434 FACE VALUE. Carton containing stamps sorted by value.
Total face value is SEK 129.992. List of contents on our website.

3.500

µ 1435 FACE VALUE. Carton containing stamps sorted by value.
Total face value is SEK 82.479. List of contents on our website.

2.500

1436 FACE VALUE. Small carton containing a collection of coil rolls 1970-86 (F. Nos
684-1395). Neatly arranged in practical plastic boxes which fit 18 rolls in each.
Total face value is ca SEK 40.000.
1.250
291

€uro
1437 FACE VALUE. Carton containing various ** stamps and booklets e.g.
“Motivblad” 1991 - 2015, booklets year sets 1995 - 2014 etc. Total face value is
1.000
ca SEK 34.000.
1438 Carton containing ** stamp and booklets with a big part of the value in usable
values. Total face value ca SEK 30.000 plus 11 discount booklets for use to the
nordic countries and two for use within Sweden. Also an older part mixed */**.

750

1439 FACE VALUE. Box with unsorted ** stamps, minisheets and booklets mostly
from the 1970s-80s. Total face value ca. SEK 27.000.
1.000
1440 FACE VALUE. Carton containing booklets, year sets etc. mostly in usable values.
Total face value is well above SEK 14.000 plus 16 discount booklets for use to the Nordic
countries and 4 for use within Sweden.

500

1441 FACE VALUE. Small lot with year sets, albums, coil rolls etc. Face value ca SEK
15.500.

500

1442 FACE VALUE. Carton containing ** booklets and stamps mainly from 1990s to
2009. Face value ca SEK 16.000.

400

1443 FACE VALUE. Carton containing mainly booklets (many with markings) and
minisheets. Total face value well over SEK 8.500. Also 8 booklet year sets from 1981
containg e.g. discount booklets.

300

1444 FACE VALUE. Small carton containing an album with stamps as well as
booklets 1960-90s, year sets 1971-78 and 1984-94. Also a few coil rolls. Total face
value is ca SEK 11.500.

300

1445 YEAR SETS. Carton with both sealed as well as opened year sets from the period 1970-74 in quantities.

250

1446 Small group of better sealed year sets. 1970 (3), 1971 (3) & 1972 (2). Also one of
each of 1971 and 1979 with broken seals.

250

Covers & Postal History
1447 Ca 20 stampless covers 1854-56 from an old correspondance mostly sent to
Döderhultsvik incl. several covers sent from Kalmar canc. in Döderhultsvik on
arrival incl. two nice ship letters endorsed “pr. Raketen från Calmar”.

Bid

1448 Very interesting lot mainly with Swedish covers 1830 - 1900 and onwards. Many
cancellations from Halland. A few covers from Sweden to the United States with
postage due. Also 13 claim forms for lost insured or registered letters franked with 10
öre Oscar II. Please inspect.

300

1449 4 SKILLING BANCO. Selection with three covers, one with boxed “TROSA”
and two with “STOCKHOLM” canc. (one with perf. faults and one with small
damage to the cover).

100

µ 1450 RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS. Interesting lot with ca 240 postal stationery
items mostly ca 1870s - 1920 with a very wide range of different railway canc.
incl. a large number of very beautiful strikes.

292

100

1451 STEAMBOAT CANCELLATIONS. interesting lot with well over 100 “ÅNGBÅTS PXP” canc. on covers and postal stationary items mainly from 1890s 1910s of which many are sent abroad.

100

1452 STEAMBOAT CANCELLATIONS. Group of 79 postcards and covers with
steamboat canc. (ångbåtsstämplar), mainly on Oscar II and Gustaf V Medallion
issues.

Bid

1453 Small box with around 120 covers and postal stationery items mainly from 1890s
- 1910s of which many are sent abroad but also some sent to Sweden with
interesting arrival canc. A large part with railway canc. Please inspect.

100

1454 Interesting selection of around 100 covers franked with Coil Stamp issues including different postal services as well as overseas destinations. Ex. Ross V. Olson.

Bid

€uro
1455 Interesting lot with 120 covers and cards incl. better usages e.g. insured
covers, parcel cards, registered covers, better overseas destinations and even
some items franked with slot machine perforated stamps of the Gustaf V
Medallion issue. Ex. Ross V. Olson.

400

1456 Extensive cover lot with around 1400 covers and cards mainly 1900 - 1950 with
many interesting ones e.g. censored covers from both WW1 and WW2, registered covers, airmail, a large number of beautiful canc. etc.

300

µ 1457 Very interesting lot of ca 30 covers sent to VENEZUELA, mostly during the
war in the 1940s incl. many censor, airmail, registered, postage due, paid by
franking machines, printed matters etc. Further also a few other items from
the same family correspondence as well as two postcards to Madrid from
1881. Quality mixed as can be expected. Covers to Venezuela up to 1938 are
very rare acc. to Facit. Please inspect!

200

1458 CONSULAR MAIL. Album filled with covers mostly sent from Swedish consulates in various countries, mostly from end of WWII onwards but a few older as
well.

150

µ 1459 Small group of 12 radio amateur cards (QSL) sent to Sweden in 1946-48 from
several diff. countries e.g. Belgian Congo, British Postal Agencies in Arabia
(Bahrain), Tangier, Iceland, Venezuela, Ecuador, Trieste etc.

Bid

1460 Share certificates and documents from around 1920 mostly with connection to
Landskrona, many with revenue stamps.

Bid

1461 Large carton containing an FDC collection Sweden 1956 - 2014 in a number of
albums. Also included is a “school boy” collection in a thick and unusually well
filled album with e.g. over 400 diff. old Chinese stamps.

Bid

1462 COVERS & FDCs. Around 50 covers and cards incl. some from abroad.
Furthermore over 150 FDCs mostly older ones and/or with definitive issues.
Many better ones from the 1930s onwards and e.g. two with Picture Stone 1961
with pairs and one with single, slot-machine blocks etc. Also several with vignettes. Please inspect!.

150

1463 Carton from an old estate containing around 2100 used postal stationery envelopes 1890-1920s. Many with beautiful canc. and quite a few with charity stamps
added. Please inspect.

Bid

Picture Postcards
1464 HELSINGBORG. Large sorting box with a large quantity of early to more
modern postcards, many better cards noted.

250

1465 KARLSKRONA. Large sorting box with a great number of early to more modern
postcards incl. many popular motifs.

250

1466 SKÅNE. Box containing hundreds of cards from early to more modern incl.
many interesting ones.

100

1467 Two cartons containing several thousand postcards mostly of the smaller size in
a large number of old postcard albums and a couple of smaller boxes. A large
part of the cards are from Sweden but also includes cards mostly from other
Western European countries.

300

1468 Small lot containing around 50 interesting older Malmö postcards, Jenny
Nyström cards etc. Also a small album with cards from various European
countries, however mounted with glue.

Bid

Lunch ca 12.45 hrs
A light lunch will be served
293

€uro

Finland
13.45 hrs
Please see also Lot # 408, 438, 801, 803, 805, 806, 949 & 1037

Oval Type

1469
P µ 1469 1Ib 

1470
1471
Beautiful and fresh 5 kopek blue with pen canc. Small but full margin
at top. F=12.000. Cert. Schwenson

200

Very beautiful 5 kopek light blue with small pearls with good margins
on a small piece canc. with ink cross and “HELSINGFORS 20.4 1858”.
F=18.000. Cert. Schwenson.

400

Very fresh 5 kopek light blue with small pearls with beautiful ink canc.
F=14.000. Cert. Schwenson.

300

1472
P µ 1472 1I 

1473
1474
A very beautiful 5 kopek with boxed canc. “WIBORG 19.1 1858”.
F=25.000. Cert. Nussbaum.

500

P

Very beautiful 5 kopek with small pearls with an unusual and clear
pen marking, minor imperfections of little importance.

300

5 kopek large pearls with fine margins, canc. with ink cross as well as
Karis in November 1858. F=14.000. Cert. Gummesson.

200

1475
1476
Very fresh and beautiful 10 kopek carmine lightly canc. “FREDRIKSHAMN 3.DEC 1856”. F=7.500. Cert. Gummesson.

200

Very beautiful 10 kopek dark carmine canc. “ÅBO 11.7 1856”. Cert.
Gummesson. SUPERB.

300

P µ 1470 1Ic 
P µ 1471 1Ic 

1473 1 I 

P µ 1474 1II 

P µ 1475 2b 
µ 1476 2c 
294

Stockholm Postmark on Strip

Lot # 1477 µ
2e 
A spectacular strip of three of 10 kopek carmine rose tied to a piece
by Swedish arr. pmk “STOCKHOLM 29 MAR 1858” and each
stamp with a pen cross. Cert. Schwenson.
SUPERB & UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000

1478

P µ 1478 2 

P µ 1479 2ev1 
P µ 1480 2e 

1479

1480

10 kopek with fine to very good margins with postal canc. from Borgå
only. F=7.000. Cert. Gummesson.

150

Very beautiful and fresh 10 kopek carmine red on narrow laid paper
on a piece canc. “HELSINGFORS 13.4 1858” and ink cross. F=6.500.
Cert. Gummesson and Tuori.

150

Beautiful 10 kopek with large margins all around on a piece. At top
small part of another stamp in tête-bêche position. Certs. Lasse
Nielsen & Tuori. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

300
295

€uro

1481

P µ 1481 2e 
P µ 1482 2 

1482
Very beautiful manuscript cancellation of ULEÅBORG / GAMLACARLEBY on full margined and fresh 10 kopek carmine red. Cert
Schwenson VERY FINE.

400

10 kopek carmine in pair on a small piece canc. “FREDRIKSHAMN
23.7 1857”. One horizontal crease and one vertical crease with some
surface scraping along the fold. F=33.000. Cert. Gummesson.

400

1483
P µ 1483 2 
P µ 1484 2e 

P µ 1485 2v 
2

P µ 1486 2v2 

1484
Beautiful cover with 10 kopek carmine with superb boxed canc. “NYSTAD 1.4 1859”. Some toning. F=25.000. Cert. Gummesson.

400

Beautiful cover with 10 kopek carmine red canc. “BRAHESTAD 26.8
1858” and pen canc. A couple of folds away from the stamp and the
cover is slightly reinforced at bottom. F=16.000. Cert. Tuori.

300

1485

1486

Beautiful 10 kopek on wide laid paper ink canc. as well as town canc.
1859. F=16.000. Signed Büler. Cert. Gummesson.

400

Very fresh 10 kopek on wide laid paper canc. with ink line and a small
“1”. Light bend in upper left corner of no importance. F=12.000. Cert.
Schwenson.

300

Viewing in Helsinki at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23
Friday 22 March 12.00-18.00. For more information please see page 5 & 13.
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Roulette Issues
“The Viola Collection”
Part 1

Serpentine Roulette Issues of Finland
In the late 1990s an astute international philatelist became fascinated with the Finnish
Serpentine Roulette Issues and commenced building a collection at the occasion of a
specialized sale of an important collection of classic Finland. Due to lack of material
on the market during the following years it developed very slowly.
The sales of the Gummesson collection became a revival for him and many beautiful
quality items, both on a medium as well as on a high price level, could be added.
Largely from the Gummesson sales, but also from other important auctions.
When the collector informed us about his decision to break up his collection late last
year, we were saddened. Though, we were of course happy that he had chosen us to
handle the sale of this, which is by now a very impressive collection on the highest
level, containing a large number of exquisite pieces.
It also made us proud when this experienced philatelist explained to us the reasons
behind his decision, thinking highly of us as a supplier and auctioneer of this fascinating area as well as for our way of presenting and marketing high level collections.
The sale of this spectacular collection starts now with selected items in this section
and will continue at our next auction in September this year.
We hope you will enjoy studying these very special items.

Unique Registered Cover

• Lot # 1487 µ
3C1Kd+4C1LK 
Very beautiful reg. domestic cover with 5 & 10 kopek in roulette I with
excellent “ULEÅBORG 2 JULI 1864”. Very small imperfections in the
roulette of no importance. Pictured in the book “Finnland frühe
Ortstempel” by Rolf Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
Provenance:
Agathon Fabergé & Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix
€uro 5.000

297

€uro

1488
P

1488 3C1La 

P µ 1489 3C1LKb


1489

Beautiful cover 5 kopek greenish blue roulette I canc. “ÅBO 3.4 1865”.
F=12.000. Cert. Ossa.

200

Beautiful cover with two copies 5 kop dark greenish blue in roulette I
with mixed settings sent to Sordavala canc. “WIBORG 26.2 1865”. One
stamp with one short tooth. F=10.000++. Cert. Schwenson. Ex.
“Kristall” Collection.

200

1490

1491

P

1490 3C1 

Very beautiful cover 5 kopek blue roulette I with boxed arrival canc.
F=10.000.

250

P

1491 3C 

Interesting cover with 5 kopek canc. “TAMMERFORS 16.6 1864” as
well as ink cross. Some small perf. imperfections. F=10.000.

100

P

1492 3C2 

Cover with a partially separated pair of 5 kop in roulette II canc.
“JYVÄSKYLÄ 5 NOVEM 1865”. One corner perf. broken but in place.
Ex. “Kristall” Collection.

250

1

Viewing in Helsinki at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23
Friday 22 March 12.00-18.00. For more information please see page 5 & 13.
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€uro

1493
P

1493 4C1 *

P µ 1494 4C1 

1494

1495

1496

Very beautiful 10 kopek with interesting plate flaw in upper “P”. One
slightly shorter perf.

100

Very beautiful 10 kopek roulette I canc. “TORNEÅ D27 Jan.” SUPERB.

100

P

1495 4C1K 

A perfect Norring pen canc. from Lovisa on 10 kopek roulette I.
EXCELLENT & SCARCE.

Bid

P

1496 4 

Very fresh cover to Åbo with 10 kopek canc. “TAMMERFORS” and
pen canc. Dated inside 27.5 1863.

Bid

• P µ 1497 4C1Ka  An exceptional printed matter from England, registered by mistake
in Finland and franked with two copies of 10 kopek roulette I with
the three glossy lines. Superb “ÅBO 21.1. 1860” and charter No. “1”.
A knife cut in the envelope far away from the stamp. Ex. Mertens,
Fabergé & Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM.

800

P µ 1498 4C1Kb  Very fresh and beautiful pair 10 kopek rose carmine with a well placed
canc. “HELSINGFORS 23.1 1863”. Cert. Matl.

Bid
299

€uro

• P µ 1499 4C1Kb  A very beautiful piece with a strip of four and a single of 10 kopek
roulette I with the three glossy lines, clear pen crosses. Minor faults
of little importance for this rare multiple. Ex. Fabergé, Kirchner &
1.000
Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson. EXHIBITION ITEM.

P

1500 4C1LKa


1501
• P µ 1501 5v1C2 *

• P µ 1502 5v1C3 *

300

Beautiful cover 10 kopek roulette I canc. “WIBORG 9.6 1864”. Stamp
with tiny tear. F=10.000.

150

1502
A very fresh block of four of 5 penni laid paper in roulette II, short
perfs due to the thick paper. Small hinge marks and strengthening.
Ex. Fabergé. Certs Ossa & Schwenson. VERY RARE.

500

A spectacular reinforced block of six with only a few short perfs, 5
penni on thick pale lilac laid paper in roulette III. Interesting as it
was reconstructed by Fabergé from a pair and a block of four that he
bought at different occassions, in 1907 and 1910. Both items ex.
Mertens & Fabergé. Cert. Schwenson. VERY RARE.

500

€uro

1503
• P

1503 5v C 
1

3

1504

Beautiful cover with 5 penni roulette III on laid paper. Blue canc. “ÅBO
7.12 1871”. Ex. Gummesson.

• P µ 1504 5v2C3b  Beautiful cover with four copies 5 penni laid paper in roulette III
“ÅBO 20.5 1870”. Small perf. faults and cover slightly toned. Ex.
Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson.

1505
P

1505 5 

• P µ 1506 5v C 
3

1

• P µ 1507 5C3v5 

150

200

1506

Beautiful printed matter with 5 penni brown canc. “WIBORG 16.7
1870”. Some very small perf. imperfections.

400

A very beautiful prineted matter with full contents with 5 penni roulette I on ordinary paper. Superb blue “ANK 27.2” and at side “TAVASTEHUS 28.2 1874”. Obviously mailed direct on the train and taken off
the train in Tavastehus as it did not go all the way to Nikolaistad. Just
one short perf. tip in lower margin. Ex. Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson.
SCARCE & INTERESTING.

200

COLOUR ERROR 10 penni brown roulette III with a few nibbled
perfs at left and one corner perf. reinforced by a hinge. Ex. Toivakka.
Cert. Gummesson. RARE.

800
301

Unique Postmark on Colour Error

Lot # 1508 µ
5v3 C3v5 
COLOUR ERROR with Swedish Stockholm canc. Probably unique on 10 penni brown instead of 5 penni in roulette III with just small perf. faults. Ex.
Agathon Fabergé & Ernst Nygren. Cert. Schwenson.
EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
The Vienna Shipmail Collection
€uro 1.500

1509
P

1509 5+7 

P µ 1510 5v3C3+
8v2C3 

•

302

µ 1511 5

1510

Very beautiful and fresh small cover with 2 copies of 5 penni brown
and 10 penni black canc. “ÅBO 19.2 1874. Some perf. imperfections.

400

Beautiful cover franked with 20 p. as well as a pair of 5 p., all in roulette III. The stamps canc. “LOVISA 2.12 1871” as well as at side. Two
stamps with one short tooth each. Certs. Oesch & Gummesson.

500

Exceptional selection 5 penni Roulette issue on five
exhibition pages, beautiful single stamps and two
covers. Great variation in roulettes, postmarks etc.
Many certificates. In same state as bought at the
auction of the Toivakka Grand Prix collection.

750

€uro

• P µ 1512 6v1C3 *A wonderful margin block of four of 8 penni in
roulette III. Extremely fresh with some imperfections in the gum, complete perforation. Ex.
Mertens, Fabergé & Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
SUPERB.

500

• P µ 1513 6v1C3 A fantastic piece with with 8 penni roulette III in a

strip of five with excellent “ULEÅBORG 10.8 1869”.
Cert. mentions “some minimal imperfections of no
importance..”, which are difficult to see. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB & RARE.

800

• P µ 1514 6v3C3 Beautiful piece with 8 penni roulette II (“short III”)

on yellow green paper in margin block of six “ÅBO
28.6 1873”. A few short perfs in left margin . Very
rare multiple. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

750
303

€uro

• P µ 1515 6v3C1 An exceptional strip of 5 of 8 penni roulette I on a

piece “ÅBO 3.9 1873” with margin at right and all
teeth complete. Ex. Ernst Nygren & Gummesson.
Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB & RARE.

1516
• P µ 1516 6v4C1 

1518

Small piece with a very beautiful strip of three of 8 penni roulette I on
ribbed paper, light blue Wiborg pmk. Two stamps with one short perf.
each. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Gummesson. SCARCE MULTIPLE.

• P µ 1517 6v4C1 Very beautiful block of four of 8 penni in the scar
cer roulette I on ribbed paper. Just small perf.
faults. Nicely canc. “FRKO”. Ex. Fabergé &
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. RARE IN BLOCK.
P µ 1518 6v4C2 
304

750

Beautiful pair 8 penni black on green ribbed paper with double perforation at bottom.

150

750
100

€uro

• P µ 1519 6v4C2 Very beautiful domestic cover, long distance, with 8

penni roulette II on ribbed paper in single and a
strip of four. Exceptional quality with just a few
faulty teeth, beautiful postmarks “SALO 20.2
1874”. F=35.000. Ex. Fabergé & Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson.

1520

800

1521

P

1520 6C1 

“LÅDBREF FRÅN FINLAND” and pen cross. Very rare Swedish pmk
on a piece with 8 penni roulette I. SUPERB.

200

P

1521 6C3 

“STOCKHOLM N:r 7. 29.7 1872”. Very rare Swedish pmk on 8 penni
roulette III with small faults. VERY FEW KNOWN.

100

P µ 1522 6C3+8C3 A very beautiful strip of three of 8 penni together with a single 20 penni,

all in roulette III with excellent canc. “STOCKHOLM 14.5 1875”, some
short perfs. On a shipletter to Copenhagen from which one 8 penni has
fallen off. Rare as a piece with this postmark. Cert. Schwenson.

200
305

€uro

• P µ 1523 6v3C2+
8v2C2 

An exceptional cover to London with of 8 penni in strip of three on
the scarcer ordinary yellow green paper together with a pair of 20
penni, all in roulette II “NIKOLAISTAD 21.7 1874”, some repaired
teeth. Ex. Toivakka. Cert Schwenson.

P µ 1524 6v1C3+ A fantastic shipletter to Holland with 8, 20 & 40
8v2C3+ penni all in roulette III with Swedish canc.
9v1C3 “STOCKHOLM N:r 7 12.8 1872”, some faults and

slight toning on the cover. Various transit and arr.
pmks on back. Cert. Schwenson.
UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM.

• P µ 1525 6v1C3+
9v1C3 

306

A very beautiful envelope sent to Prussia with two copies 8 penni
and 40 penni, all in roulette III “HELSINGFORS 3.8 1869”. Just a few
minor remarks of little importance. Ex. Toivakka, Certs Schwenson
& Ossa.

500

750

400

€uro

• P µ 1526 6v1C3+ A very beautiful cover to Copenhagen with 8 penni
9v1C3 single + strip of three together with 40 penni in the

rare type II (printed with the 20 penni cliché) “NYSTAD 6.4 1870”. Just a few missing perfs and two ironed out vertical folds touching stamps. F=35.000.
Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

800

P µ 1527 6C3+ SPECTACULAR SHIPLETTER to England with 3 x
9C3  8 and 2 x 40 penni in roulette III, paying the 104 penni
rate via Prussia even if it was sent by steamer
“Wiborg” via Stockholm. Only two letters with stamps by this steamer are recorded. Exceptional with all
stamps with transit pmks rectangular “STOCKHOLM 26 JUL 70”. Minor faults of little importance.
Cert. Ossa. UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY.

1.000

• P µ 1528 7v1C2 

A very beautiful strip of four of 10 penni roulette II with small perf. faults.
Superb pmk “WIBORG 23.11 1866”. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

200
307

€uro

• P µ 1529 7v1C3 
• P µ 1530 7v3C3 

1529
1530
Beautiful domestic cover 1872 with 4 copies 10 penni roulette III with
light Kuopio c.d.s., some missing teeth. F=35.000. Ex. Toivakka. Certs
Ossa & Schwenson.

400

A very beautiful domestic short distance cover with pair of 10 penni
roulette III with blue “WIBORG 21.9 1872”. Only one tooth tip missing, of no importance. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE & SCARCE

400

1531
• P µ 1531 7v4C2 

P

1532

A fantastic cover to Russia, on the back a block of four of 10 penni in
the scarce roulette II on ordinary straw yellow paper. Some short
perfs and one closed tear from opening of the envelope. Light blue
“WIBORG 8.11 1872”, where the date figure has been changed to “7”
by pen. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
RARE MULTIPLE & USAGE.

600

1532 7v5C1 (*) Strip of three 10 kopek black on ordinary brown yellow paper roulette
I without gum with small perf. imperfections. Signed Lindberg.

150

• P µ 1533 7v5C1 Very beautiful short distance cover with pair of 10

penni in the scarcer roulette I on ordinary brown
yellow paper, nicely canc. “RAUMO 13 JULI 1874”.
A very small tear at top right, otherwise perfect. Ex.
Fabergé & Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
308

500

€uro

1534
• P µ 1534 7v5C2 

1536

1537

1538

An exceptional corner copy of 10 penni roulette II on ordinary yellow paper. Light blue Helsingfors postmark. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. RARE.

200

Colour Error

• Lot # 1535 µ
7v6C3 
Beautiful 5 penni black on chamois paper with ink cross. Just a ½
tooth missing at left. Facit 130.000 for stamps with small perf.
faults. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY RARE
Provenance:
Rolf Gummesson, Grand Prix
€uro 3.000
P

1536 7C3 

STOCKHOLM framed rectangular Swedish pmk on 10 penni roulette
III with minor perf. problems. VERY RARE

100

P

1537 7C3 

“STOCKHOLM N:r 7. 3.9 1872”. Very rare Swedish pmk upside down
on 10 penni roulette III. VERY FEW KNOWN.

150

P

1538 7v5C1 

STOCKHOLMS KK (control office). Swedish pmk on 10 penni in the
scarce roulette I. Ex. Mertens & Fabergé. VERY FINE & RARE.

150
309

€uro

1539

• P µ 1539 7v C +
8v1C3 
1

3

• P µ 1540 7v5C2+
5v2C2 

•

µ 1541 7

1540

Exceptional domestic cover with 10 and 20 penni in roulette III paying the scarce 1½ short distance rate. F=25.000. Superb “ÅBO 21.1
1870” c.d.s. and just small imperfections. Ex. Toivakka. Certs Ossa &
Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE.

400

Very rare combination of the domestic long distance rate on a colourful brown envelope with two 10 and four 5 penni, all in roulette II.
Nicely canc. with superb blue railway postmarks 20.3 1875. Stamps
with faults. F=25.000. Ex. Toivakka. Certs Oesch & Schwenson.

300

Exceptional selection 10 penni Roulette Issue on a complete exhibition page with a beautiful cover with a pair, a beautiful strip of four
and four single stamps unused/used, all with certificates. Also three
extra single stamps used. In same state as bought at the auction of
the Toivakka Grand Prix collection. Please inspect!

500

Margin Block of Six

• Lot # 1542 µ
8v1C2 *
An extremely fresh block of six of 20 penni blue roulette II, some strengthening and
the bottom left stamp with two missing teeth, otherwise perfect. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE & RARE
Provenance:
Mertens, Fabergé & Gummesson
310

€uro 2.000

€uro

• P µ 1543 8v1C2 

Very interesting and beautiful envelope to Russia with two copies
20 penni roulette II. The lower one with partial double perforation at
left. Upper stamp with a few short teeth. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson. SCARCE.

1544

200

1545

• P µ 1544 8v2C3b  A beautiful cover with 20 penni in roulette III “ÅBO 17.1 1873” with
interpanneau margin at top, also showing part of next stamp, some
rep. teeth in lower margin. Probably unique. Ex. Gummesson. Cert.
Schwenson.

250

• P µ 1545 8v2C3a  Very beautiful registered letter with content. Franked with a strip of
three of 20 penni roulette III “WIBORG 2.7 1870”, one missing tooth.
F=12.000. Ex. Gummesson. Certs Ossa & Schwenson. VERY FINE.

400

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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€uro

• P µ 1546 8v2C2a  TWELVE FOLD RATE. A spectacular cover with one block of four
and one of six of 20 penni in the more unusual roulette II, paying the
10-fold short distance rate and thus postage due notations in red.
Superb double ring pmks in blue “HELSINGFORS 13.5 1875”. The
perforation with missing teeth is typical for this late printing period
and of no importance as well as the wrinkles in the large envelope.
Extremely high franking, the highest registered in Facit is 6-fold
rate! Certs. Ossa & Schwenson. UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY.

1547
• P µ 1547 8v2C1 

1548
DOUBLE PERFORATION, vertically at left as well as at right, one missing perf. An exceptional pair of 20 penni roulette I with superb blue
“HELSINGFORS 2.7 73”. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. RARE.

• P µ 1548 8v C a  Extremely beautiful piece with a strip of four of 20 penni in roulette III,
excellent c.d.s. “JOROIS 31.1 1870”. Just a few missing teeth on three
stamps and a vertical fold in between the middle perf. row. Ex.
Toivakka. Cert. Oesch & Schwenson.
2

500

150

3

200

P

1549
1549 8v2C3 

1550
1551
“STOCKHOLM 6 AUG XX” on a wonderful 20 penni roulette III.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

100

P

1550 8C3 

“STOCKHOLM 18.10 1873” superb Swedish Normal Canc. No. 10 on
two copies 20 penni roulette III as a reconstructed pair with minor
faults. EXCEPTIONAL & VERY RARE.

150

P

1551 8C 

Excellent “STOCKHOLMS K.K. 14.6 1872” on a piece with pair of 20
penni roulette III with some perf. faults. VERY BEAUTIFUL & RARE.

100
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3

€uro

1552

1553

Ex 1554

P

1552 8C3 

“STOCKHOLM N;r 7. 16.8 1872”. Superb and very rare Swedish pmk
on 20 penni roulette III with a few short perfs. VERY FEW KNOWN.

100

P

1553 8 

“LÅDBREF FRÅN FINLAND”, very rare Swedish pmk on two 20 penni from different late printings joined together, probably from the
same letter, missing perfs, which is normal for the late period. RARE.

100

Two beautiful and fresh covers with 20 penni (roulette I & III) franking. Both
sent within Finland. One stamp with slightly shorter perf. tip. F=3.600.

Bid

P µ 1554 8 

Ex 1555
P µ 1555 8 
P µ 1556 8v1C3+
9v1C3 

• P µ 1557 8v1C3+
6v1C3 

1556
Two beautiful small covers with 20 penni franking. Both sent within
Finland. One stamp with slightly shorter perf. tips. F=3.200.

Bid

Small piece with pair + single 20 penni blue on lilac blue paper roulette
III together with 40 penni carmine on pale rose paper roulette III canc.
“NIKOLAISTAD 16.9 1872”. The pair with minor perf. imperfections.
Cert. Tuori.

100

An exceptional cover to London with five copies 20 penni together
with an 8 penni, all in roulette III “FREDRIKSHAMN 8.3 1868”.
Some perf. imperfections, but very beautiful with the red British
pmks. A rare franking, 4 penni over paid. Ex. Toivakka. Cert.
Gummesson & Schwenson.
1.250
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€uro
µ 1558 8

•

Exceptional specialized remainder collection 20
penni Roulette Issue on 13 exhibition pages from
the Toivakka Grand Prix collection. Including 14
covers, some with two stamps, a piece with mixed
franking Coat of Arms, multiples, pieces, cancellations, various roulettes incl. double roulettes, unused stamps incl. a pair etc. Many certificates.
Important base of this stamp, in the same state as
bought at the Toivakka sale. Please inspect!

1559

1.500

1560

• P µ 1559 9v C a  Beautiful 40 penni of the rare first printing, carmine on ordinary pale
rose paper in roulette I with excellent canc. “ALAVO 13.4 1869”.
Rounded perfs. at upper left corner. Cert. Gummesson.

Bid

• P µ 1560 9v1C1b  An exceptional piece with four copies 40 penni roulette I, all with
perfect perforation and blue Wiborg pmk. Exceptional in this quality.
The right stamp in the rare type II. Ex. Fabergé & Gummesson. Sign.
Ossa & cert. Schwenson.

400

1

1

• P µ 1561 9v1C3 

Very interesting piece with a vertical strip of three and a single of 40
penni roulette III. The top stamp of the strip has double perf.
Almost all teeth and beautiful canc. “TAMMERFORS 30.1 1873”. Ex.
Fabergé & Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

250

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro

• P µ 1562 9v1C3 A wonderful cover with 40 penni roulette III to

Russia with superb red “JAKOBSTAD 13.1 1871”.
Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

• P µ 1563 9v1C3 

P

1564 9v1C3 

1.000

Very beautiful cover with 40 penni roulette III, a few missing perfs.
Rare with interpanneau margin at top “KUOPIO 10.7 1873”. Ex.
Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.

500

Very fresh cover with 40 penni roulette III canc. “ÅBO 13.4 1870”

Bid
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€uro

1565
P µ 1565 9v1C3 

• P µ 1566 9v3C2

1566

Exceptional shipletter to Sweden with two copies 40 penni roulette
III with beautiful Swedish canc. “STOCKHOLM K.K. 12.5 1868”.
Some missing teeth and cover somewhat toned. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY RARE.

300

A wonderful cover with 40 penni roulette II. Excellent “JAKOBSTAD
12.8 1874” and typical perf. faults for the late printing period. Ex.
Toivakka. Cert. Schwenson.

100

• P µ 1567 9v3C3 An exceptional block of five of 40 penni roulette III
*
on ordinary bluish lilac paper. Very fresh and fine
with only a few teeth missing. Ex. Gummesson.
Cert. Schwenson, VERY FINE & RARE.

• P µ 1568 9v7C2 
316

An exceptional cover with 40 penni roulette II on ribbed bluish paper
“ÅBO 15.8 1874” in blue. Ex. Gummeson. SUPERB & SCARCE.

1.500

150

€uro

1569

1570

1571

1572

P

1569 9C 

A wonderful 40 penni roulette II with excellent Swedish Normal Canc.
No. 10 “STOCKHOLM 12.5 1874”, a few short perfs. VERY RARE.

100

P

1570 9C3 

STOCKHOLM framed rectangular Swedish pmk on 40 penni roulette
III, one loose perf. VERY RARE.

100

P

1571 9C3 

“LÅDBREF FRÅN FINLAND”. Beautiful and very rare Swedish pmk
om 40 penni in late printing with some short perfs, which is normal for
the late period.

100

P

1572 9C3 t.II  Well centered 40 penni roulette III in the scarce type II, printed with a
20 penni cliché. Beautiful blue “TAMMERFORS 31.3 1871”. SUPERB.

100

2

P µ 1573 9 
P µ 1574 9 

1573

1574

A very beautiful cover with 40 penni to Lübeck canc. “WIBORG 5.3
1873” and red canc. “AUS RUSSLAND”. Transit pmk. on back. Two
short teeth and a small piece from the back missing. Cert. Tuori.

100

Very beautiful and fresh cover with 40 penni to Riga with superb canc.
“FR.KO” on the stamp and “BJÖRNEBORG 3.11 1867” on the cover.
Arrival canc. on back. One tooth slightly short.

200

Meet Postiljonen at NORDIA 2019 in Norway
Quality Hotel Sarpsborg, Bjørnstadveien 20, 1712 Sarpsborg, Norway
23 - 25 August 2019

Sponsor to:

Postiljonen is sponsor and participant at NORDIA 2019 so please take
this opportunity to meet the staff of Postiljonen in our stand. We will be happy
to discuss your stamps and answer questions about our auctions.

will as usual also be represented
in our stand and offer their catalogues for sale.
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Block of Four 1 Mark Roulette II

• Lot # 1575 µ
10C2 + 9v3C3 
A spectacular piece with an extremely beautiful block of
four of 1 mark in the rare roulette II together with two
copies 40 penni roulette III. Some missing perfs of no
importance. Superb canc. “JYVÄSKYLÄ 19.1 1875”.
Certs Schwenson & Kaiser.
EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Robert Fedorowitsch Mertens
Agathon Fabergé
Arnold Nyman

€uro 5.000
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Largest Multiple

•Lot # 1576 µ
10C2 *
An exceptional pair of 1 mark in the scarce roulette II, which is
very difficult to get with full perforation. Some rep. teeth on right
side. Very fresh and rare multiple. Pair is largest unused multiple
recorded of the 1 mark. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
€uro 1.500

• P µ 1577 10C3b A very beautiful piece with four copies of 1 mark

roulette III brown yellow with some missing teeth.
Excellent canc. “TORNEÅ D 29 MAJ 1872”. Ex.
Mertens, Fabergé & Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson.
RARE & ATTRACTIVE.

1.000
319

€uro

Coat of Arms

1578

1579

1580

1581

1582

P

1578 11 

Beautiful 32 penni with full c.d.s. in blue “NIKOLASTAD 23.9 1875”.
VERY FINE.

100

P

1579 11 

Very bautiful 32 penni “NIKOLAISTAD 5.8 1875”. VERY FINE SUPERB.

100

P

1580 11 

Beautiful 32 penni in the Copenhagen printing with well placed canc.
“WIBORG 12.8 1875”.

100

P

1581 11 

“LÅDBREF FRÅN FINLAND”, beautiful Swedish pmk on 32 penni
in the Copenhagen printing. Sign. Ossa. EXTREMELY RARE.

200

P

1582 11 

Copenhagen printing 32 p. with beautiful Swedish canc. “STOCKHOLM K.E. 22.7 1875” with imperfections.

Bid

P

1583 13L 

Very beautiful wrapper with 5 penni orange canc. “KIDES 25.7 1883”
in blue colour. Slightly reduced at left.

100

P µ 1584 14Sdz Beautiful printed matter sent to Sweden franked

with 8 penni dark green canc. “HELSINGFORS
POSTSTATION 25.2 1879”. Cert. Schwenson.
RARE ITEM.
320

2.000

€uro

1585
P

Beautiful domestic cover with two copies of 10 penni brown Stamp
office printing perf. 12 1/2 x 12 1/2 canc. “FINSKA KUP… POSTEXPED. No. 4 13.1 1884”. Some perf. imperfections. F=12.000.

200

P µ 1586 16LC2b  Tête-bêche 20 penni perf. 12 1/2 in pos. 87 canc. “PIEKSÄMÄKI 3.2
1884”. Ex. Fabargé. F=20.000. Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE.

500

P

1585 15L 

1587

1587 18S 

Very beautiful cover to Denmark with 32 penni carmine canc. “LOVISA 29.10 1875” in blue.

1588

1589

P µ 1588 19LC2c ** Well centered and very fresh copy of 1 mark lilac mint never hinged.
Cert. Murtosaari. F=7.000. SUPERB.
P

1589 19L 

100

Beautiful 1 mark Stamp office printing in compound perf. 11 x 12 1/2.
F=12.500. SCARCE.

200
250

Viewing in Helsinki at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, Mikonkatu 23
Friday 22 March 12.00-18.00. For more information please see page 5 & 13.
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Lot # 1590 µ
22cv1 
An exeptional tête-bêche pair of 20 penni brownish orange in pos. 68+69.
Beautiful and extra rare with the figure canc. # 360 of Nykarleby. F=40.000++.
Cert. Gummesson.
SUPERB
€uro 1.500

P

1591 25 **

P µ 1592 32-34v
**/ (*)
322

A wonderful copy of 5 Mark. F=12.500. EXCELLENT.

400

Beautiful imperf. corner margin blocks of four of 1, 5 and 10 mark. The
1 mark with full ** gum while the others without gum as they came
out.

200

€uro

Later Issues

Ex 1593
P µ 1593 45-47 
P

1594 54 **

P µ 1595 54+60 

1594

Ex 1595

Three very beautiful stamps of 1891 issue with rings. F=6.400.

100

A very beautiful sheet margin copy of 10 mark 1901. Never hinged.
F=5.500+.

300

Small selection of 10 Mark 1901 (one copy with beautiful canc. “ELISENVAARA”) and 1903 (four copies incl. one with margin wmk.)

200

1596

1597

P

1596 60 

Strip of five 10 Mark postally used on a piece. One missing corner perf.

200

P

1597 64I C2 ** A very beautiful sheet margin copy of 10 penni 1911. Never hinged.
F=2.700.

100

Ex 1598

1599

1600

1601

1602

P µ 1598 76-83 (*) Cpl. imperforated set (8) with sheet margin at right, on ungummed
paper.
P µ 1599 92C2 

Bid

Very beautiful 50 penni blue Lion Type 1920 with perf. 14 1/4 x 14 3/4.
Two ink lines on back. F=16.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY RARE.

300

P µ 1600 129C1vm1 Very beautiful 1 1/2 Mark Lion Type with perf. 14 1/4 x 14. F=15.000.
**
Cert. Schwenson. VERY RARE.

500

P

1601 138vm2  Beautiful 1 1/2 Mark “Åbo 700 år” with wmk. 2. F=1.400.

Bid

P

1602 138vm4 * Beautiful 1 1/2 Mark “Åbo 700 år” with wmk. 4. F=2.500.

Bid

323

€uro

P µ 1603

1604
P

1604 165 

P µ 1605 155+165

P µ 1606 164+165


165v **ZEPPELIN “1830” variety in the upper left
stamp of a fantastic never hinged block of four with
lower margin. F=29.800+. Cert. Diena

1605

1.000

1606

Beautiful and fresh postcard bearing 10 M Zeppelin stamp, the cover
sent to Germany with Friedrichshafen transit canc. on front.

100

Beautiful postcard bearing 10 Mark Zeppelin stamp and 1,20 Mark
Lion Type m/30 sent to Germany.

100

Interesting cover bearing three copies (pair and single) 10 Mark
Zeppelin stamp and 2,20 Mark Red Cross 1930 sent to Slovakia. canc.
“HELSINKI 24.IX 1930”.

200

Ex 1607
P µ 1607 195Imperforated proofs Kalevala 1935 in cpl. set without gum. Cert. Lasse
197 P (*) Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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Bid

€uro

Finnish Areas

Ex 1608

P µ 1608 1-8 *

P µ 1609 1-8 

P µ 1610 1-7 *
P µ 1611 1-15 *
µ 1612 **

Ex 1609

AUNUS complete set of overprint 1919, some values are signed. 10
penni low value with two shorter perfs. F=15.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

500

AUNUS complete set of overprint Aunus 1919, high values are signed. F=27.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
1.000

Ex 1610

Ex 1611

NORTH INGERMANLAND complete set of Coat of Arms 1920.
F=3.500.

100

KARELIA complete set of Coat of Arms 1922. Some with slightly shorter perfs. F=1.800.

Bid

Collections & Mixed Lots
Very clean ** collection 1927 - 1994 in two Schaubek albums cpl. according to the albums except for a couple of stamps in the most modern
part. Also included nearly all Bus parcel stamps, South Karelia etc.

300

Ex 1613
P

1613 **/ */ 

An old collection 1856-1985 on loose leaves, rather cpl. incl. a few
better classic stamps and bus parcel stamps, Karelia and Military.
Also a small collection Faroes ** 1981-2003.

400
325

€uro
1614 **/ */ 

Collection 1870s - 2011 in four expensive SAFE Dual albums. Quite
well filled mixed unused and used from 1917 up to 1960s, more or less
cpl. * 1960s through 1985, then seemingly cpl. ** 1986 through 2011
with a large number of minisheets and booklets. Also a collection
Åland in a similar album, cpl. ** 1984 - 2012 apart from a couple of
inexpensive stamps.

250

1615 

Used collection in a Schaubek album, starting with some roulette
stamps with imperfections, continuing with various stamps through
1916 and then nearly cpl. according to the album pages from 1917
through 1992.

150

COAT OF ARMS 1875-1884. Used Collection arranged by shades on
album leaves incl. several 1 Mark in both printings, some nice canc.,
and some plate flaws. Please inspect.

250

COAT OF ARMS 1885. Small collection arranged by shades on three
exhibition pages incl. beautiful 5 & 10 Mark.

200

COAT OF ARMS 1885 - 1889. Small collection on leaves arranged by
shades incl. some varities. Entire collection pictured on our website.

100

µ 1616 
µ 1617 
µ 1618 

Ex 1619
P µ 1619 **/ */ /  Specialized collection 1917 - 1930 “Saarinen design”, including
proofs, Berne prints, singles, blocks and covers. Please inspect.

750

µ 1620 **/ */ / Specialized collection in one album containing some Russian stamps

used in Finland, Russian type lower values in types with plate flaws
etc., Lion type in various perfs with various watermarks and plate
flaws. Included is e.g. a 3 mark Lion with watermark posthorn perf.
14x14 ** (however with thin), also a number of covers mostly with
Russian types and 1930s Red Cross stamps.

300

1621 **

µ 1622

µ 1623 4 / (*)

Carton containing a collection in a very well filled Leuchtturm album
1875 up to 1990s mixed unused and used, collection ** stamps,
minisheets and booklets 2002 to 2013 in a Leuchtturm album as well as
a thick stack of envelopes with various ** sets, minisheets, booklets etc.
from a subscription ca 1982 to 2001.

250

Album page with 16 Oval stamps all forged or manipulated.

100

Small lot with 14 copies of 10 kopek. Most of the stamps seems to be in
quite good quality.

200

µ 1624 */ / (*) Very interesting selection of rouletted stamps 1860-66 on two Visir
pages. Good variety with shades, papers and roulettes. Some with
faults. Please inspect.
326

250

€uro

P µ 1625 / 

µ 1626 **/ */ 

P µ 1627 */ (*)
1628 

Ex 1625
Fantastic lot with roulettes on six album pages. Several diff. values
in various roulettes mostly in very good quality with cpl. or nearly
cpl. roulette and mostly with beautiful canc. incl. three covers. One
cert. included.

500

Small selection with various issues 1860 - 1891 incl. some nice canc.

Bid

Ex 1627
COAT OF ARMS Small selection of five unused stamps e.g. 32 penni
and 1 Mark Stamp office printing both with hinge marks. Two 2 penni
without gum.

100

FIGURE CANC. Lot with 178 Coat of Arms items (mostly single stamps) with a large variety of figure cancellations, mostly quite good strikes with many very beautiful ones.

200

Ex 1629
P µ 1629 
µ 1630 **/ */ 

FOREIGN CANCELLATIONS. Small collection on two leaves with
mainly Swedish canc. mostly very beautiful.

100

COAT OF ARMS 1889 - 1900. Small lot both used and unused on three
leaves incl. proofs e.g. never hinged unperforated pair of 25 penni
with cert. Norsten and complete unhinged set with “SPECIMEN”
overprint.

200

Ex 1631
P µ 1631 

Small lot with interesting and beautiful canc. mainly on Coat of Arms
but also some later issues as well as two covers. Entire lot pictured on
our website.

200
327

€uro

Ex 1632
P µ 1632 **/ (*)

P µ 1633 **/ */ 

Interesting group of proofs from various issues, 6 items in total incl.
three pairs.

150

Ex 1633
Interesting lot with various perf. varities. Some with small faults.

100

1634 **

Lot with a few different minisheets and booklets from the 1980s in the
following quantities: F. Nos Bl. 1 x 136, Bl. 2 x 50, Bl. 3 x 100, Bl. 4 x 32,
H7 x 15, H11 x 35 & HA16 x 50. F=36.700.

250

1635 **

FACE VALUE. Small lot with booklets from 1992-93 containing 80 first
class stamps as well as 200 second class stamps still valid for postage.

Bid

1636 **

FACE VALUE, mainly first class letter stamps (1042 stamps), total face
value EUR 1.719.

500

1637 

Album containing a mixed selection of covers incl. some nice South
Karelia censored covers, various usages of Saarinen type (Lion) incl
interesting ones, Red Cross & Tuberculosis semi postals on covers, censored covers etc.

200

And now it is time for the Gummesson Auction
Öresundshuset, Malmö 30 March 2019 at 14.30

The Gum
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of Finland
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Visit Postiljonen in stand No. 20 at STOCKHOLMIA 2019!
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Welcome to

4-6 September
A Nordic Exhibi on in Malmö
Welcome to a philatelic exhibi on with Nordic status. The exhibi on is organized by a number
of philatelic clubs together with all the Nordic Philatelic Associa ons. It will take place at
MalmöMässan conven on center, only 13 minutes by train from Copenhagen Airport!
The exhibi on is supported by:

Main Commercial Partner

www.nordia2020.se
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From 28 to 30 November 2019
TERRASSES DE FONTVIEILLE
P R I N C I PA L I T Y O F M O N A C O

FEPA PATRON(N)AGE

3 EXHIBITIONS:
100 ICONIC STAMPS AND DOCUMENTS
EGYPT
MARITIME MAIL
AT THE ESPACE LÉO FERRÉ :
80 stands operated by postal administrations
and international stamp dealers

Earliest known cover with Icelandic skilling stamps. Only cover known with a domestic double rate.
Sent on the first “Northern Route” in March 1873.

http://www.monacophil.eu
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National Frimærkeudstilling
Filatelistisk Selskab 100 år
den 18.-20. oktober 2019
i DGI-byen, København.

Kjøbenhavns Philatelist Klub (KPK) afholder sammen med Filatelistisk Selskab
National Frimærkeudstilling under Danmarks Filatelist Forbund i anledning af
at Filatelistisk Selskab fylder 100 år.
Udstillingen er planlagt med ca. 500 rammer i konkurrenceklassen, samt ca.
125 rammer til særudstilling. Der er 16 stande til handlere og postvæsener.
Udstillingsområder er 2 store haller i DGI-byen, som ligger i hjertet af
København lige bag perronerne på Københavns Hovedbanegård. Indgang
foregår fra Tietgensgade 65, 1704 København V.
Information om udstillingen fremgår af KPK’s hjemmeside på adressen http://
www.kpk.dk. Her kan du finde informationer om aktiviteter, hoteller, udstillere,
handlere mv.
Du kan også på hjemmesiden læse om udstillingens reglement og
betingelserne for at tilmelde din samling i konkurrenceklassen.
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA
above
acceptable copy
accumulation
average
beautiful
bisect
below
booklet
bundle
cachet
cancellation
charity
chalky paper
clean
close cut
coat of arms
coil (stamp)
commercial cover
comprehensive
corner
counted
cover
crease
crown & posthorn
cut into
definitives
early
entire
error
exception
expensive
few
fake
fine copy
forgery
frame
front
gum disturbance
hinge
ink
insured cover
inverted
issue
item
letter
lot
margin
mini sheet
mixed
normal mounting
numeral type
official
overprint
perfectly placed canc.
perforation
pin hole
plate flow
postage due
postal stationery
postmark
pre-philately
printing error
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oben
(grosser) Posten
durchschnitt
schön
Halbierung
unten
Heftchen
Bündel
(Sonder)Stempel
Stempel
Wohltätigkeit
Kreidepapier
sauber
eng geschnitten
Wappen
Automatmarke
Gebrauchsbrief
ausgedehnte
Ecke
gezählt
Brief
Bug
Posthorn
beschnitten
Dauerserie
früh
Brief mit Inhalt
Fehler
Ausnahme
teuer
einige
Fälschung
Fälschung
Rahmen
Vorderseite
Gummifehler
Falz
Tinte
Wertbrief
kopfstehend
Ausgabe
Marke, Los
Brief
Los
Rand
Block
gemischte
oben eingeklebt
Ringtype
Dienst
Überdruck
Zahnung
Nadelstich
Plattenfehler
Porto
Ganzsache
Stempel
Vorphilatelie
Fehldruck

foroven
akseptabelt eks.
(stort) parti
gennemsnit
smuk
halvering
forneden
hæfte
bundt
(sær)stempel
stempel
velgørenhed
kridtpapir
ren
tæt klippet
våbentype
rulle (mærke)
brugsbrev
omfattende
hjørne
talt
brev
fold
posthorn
beklippet
brugsmærker
tidlig
brev med indhold
fejl
undtagelse
dyr
enkelte, nogle
forfalskning
godt eks
forfalskning
ramme
forside
gummifejl
hængsel
blæk
værdibrev
omvendt
udgave
mærke, lot
brev
lot
rand
miniark
blandet
normal indklæbning
ringtype
tjeneste
overtryk
retvendt stempel
takning
nålestik
pladefejl
porto
helsag
stempel
førfilateli
fejltryk

ovanför
godtagbart ex
(stort) parti
genomsnitt
vacker
halvering
nedanför
häfte
bunt
(special)stämpel
stämpel
välgörenhet
kritpapper
ren
nära klippt
vapentyp
rulle (bandmärke)
bruksbrev
omfattande
hörn
räknat
brev
veck
postemblem
inklippt
bruksmärken
tidig
brev med innehåll
fel
undantag
dyr
fåtal, några
förfalskning
gott ex
förfalskning
ram
framsida
gummit påverkat
fastsättare
bläck
ass brev
omvänt
utgåva
märke, objekt
brev
objekt, parti
marginal
miniatyrark (block)
blandad
rätvänd infattning
ringtyp
tjänste
övertryck
rätvänd stämpel
tandning
nålstick
plåtfel
lösen
helsak
stämpel
förfilateli
feltryck

rare
re-entry
registered
reprint
repair
reverse
rouletted
scarce
selection
several
sheet
short
size
slot machine booklet
spot
stamp
strip
superb copy
surcharged
tear
territorial defence stamps
thin
touched
value
variety
very fine copy
vendor
weak
weight
wrapper

selten
Doppeldruck
R-Brief
Neudruck
Reparation
Hinterseite
durchstochen
ungewöhnlich
Auswahl
mehrere
Bogen
kurz
grösse
Automathäft
Fleck
Briefmarke
Streife
überdruckt
Riss
Landsturmmarken
dünn
berührt
Wert
Variant
Einlieferer
schwach
Gewicht
Streifband

sjælden
dobbelttryk
anbefalet
nytryk
reparation
bagside
gennemstukken
usædvanlig
udvalg
flere
helark
kort
størrelse
automathæfte
plet
frimærke
stribe
pragteks, luxus
overtrykt
rift
Landstormmærker
tynd
berørt
værdi
variant
meget godt eks
indleverer
svag
vægt
korsbånd

sällsynt
dubbeltryck
rek brev
nytryck
reparation
baksidan
genomstucken
ovanlig
urval
åtskilliga
helark
kort
storlek
automathäfte
fläck
frimärke
strip
praktex, lyxex
påtryckt
riss
Landstormsfrimärken
tunn
nära klippt
värde
variant
mycket gott ex
inlämnare
svag
vikt
korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.)

µ
**
*
(*)



cds
c.o.d.
cto
cert
horiz
imperf
inv
Ms
optd
perf
pl
pmk
PS
R
reg
vert
wmk

photo
extra internet scans
mint never hinged
unused with gum
unused no gum
used
cover
on piece
circular date stamp
cash-on-delivery
cancelled to order
certificate
horizontal
imperforated
inverted
mini sheet
overprinted
perforated
plate
postmark
postal stationery
rare
registered
vertical
watermark

Photo
extra internet scans
postfrisch
ungebraucht
ohne Gummi
gebraucht
Brief
Briefstück
Rundstempel
Nachnahme
Gefälligkeitstempel
Attest
wagrecht
ungezähnt
kopfstehend
Block
überdruckt
gezähnt
Platte
Stempel
Ganzsache
selten
Einschreiben
senkrecht
Wasserzeichen

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ubrugt
uden gummi
stemplet
brev
brevstykke
datostempel
postopkrævning
lejlighedsstempel
attest
vandret
utakket
omvendt
miniark
overtryk
takket
plade
stempel
helsag
sjælden
anbefalet
lodret
vandmærke

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ostämplat
utan gummi
stämplat
brev
brevklipp
datumstämpel
postförskott
orderstämplat
attest
vågrätt
otandat
omvänt
miniatyrark (block)
övertryckt
tandat
plåt
stämpel
helsak
sällsynt
rekommenderat
lodrätt
vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER
F
GF
Mi
Sc
SG
SpC
Z
Y

= Facit
= Wowern
= Michel
= Scott
= Stanley Gibbons
= Speciale Catalogus
= Zumstein
= Yvert
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Conditions of Sale
1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.
2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T., only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T.
registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,- Euro 10,500,-–2000,50,above 2000,ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.
3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all
his purchases in the auction.
4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total
maximum purchase limit.
5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If payment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expences. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be reauctioned at the expense of the buyer.
6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + commission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.
7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auctioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, cancellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.
8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.
2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25%
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som
uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om faktureringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
under Euro 500,- med Euro 10,500,- till 2000,- med
50,över 2000,med
ca 5%
3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.
4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.
5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkostnader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.
6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus provision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.
7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte
returneras. En differens på 10–20% måste kunna accepteras av köparen.
8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovanstående villkor.
9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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INTERNATIONAL
SPRING AUCTION
3–4 April 2020

We feel sure that these events will be great philatelic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consignment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com
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Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning underlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår internationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!
Consignments accepted now!

